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STONE IMPLEMENTS OF THE POTOMAC-CHESAPEAKE

TIDEWATER PROVINCE

By William Henry Holmes

PREFATORY NOTES

The Indian tribes inhabiting the great province di-ained by the tide

water tributaries of the Chesa])eake were simple fishermen, hunters,

and warriors whose art aimed at little beyond the sui)ply of passing

needs, and the district now furnishes almost nothing in tlie way of art

remains to attract the popular eye. Little has been preserved beyond
the simplest varieties of stone implements; but inconspicuous and ele-

mentary as these objects are, they have attracted much attention on
the part of arcbeologists, and are now eagerly studied because of their

bearing, not only on tlie history of the region and its people, but on
questions of general import in the history of primitive progress. Tlie

explorations and studies recorded in the present paper were undertaken
for the purpose of determiinng, if possible, the precise status of these

remains, thus making tliem safely available to the historian of the race

who seeks drstof all a safe basis on which to found his structure. But
some special questions have arisen that for the time overshadow the
more general features of the investigation.

Tlie earlierstudiesof the stoneimplementsof the province developed
decided ditterences of opinion as to the signiticance of a peculiar class

of rudely flaked stones found in vast numbers about the head of tide-

water in James, Potomac, and Sus(iuehanna valleys. The main (jues-

tion at issue may be stated as follows: Do these rude objects form part
of the remains left by the peoples of the region known to us historic-

ally—the Algonquian trilies and their neighbors—as their associations

ill a general way indicate; or do they belong to an earlier race of much
lower culture as suggested by the fact that somewhat analogous forms,

found in other parts of the world, characterize the art of very ancient
and jirimitive peoples?

The most extensive deposits of the rudely flaked stones are found
along the blutfs in and about the city of Washington. The careful

u
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iiivestig'atioiis so fully recorded in tliese pages liave proved beyond
the shadow of a doubt that the great deposits are on the sites of work-
sho])s connected with extensive quarries where the raw material (Cre-
taceous bowlders) was obtained. It was further lound that the widely
scattered specimens of the same class were ou sites (village-sites or
otherwise) yielding less plentiful sup])liesof the available raw material
where manufacture had been conducted ou a smaller scale. That the
vast l)ody of the rudely tiakcd stones of the provinc'e are rejects of
manufacture was readily shown.
As a second step in the investigation it was deemed necessary to

determine the exact relations of these objects with the real implements
of the region. This was accomplished by first determining by most
careful studies of the rejectage of the great llaking shops just what
the product of the flaking ojierations was. This pi-oduct, so far as

the jirogress of si>ecialization of form on the shop sites indicates, was
found to be a leaf-shape blade. A third step in these explorations

was then undertaken for the purjiose of determining the destiny of

these blades—where they were carried and how and by whom used.

Many specimens of identical form were found on Indian village-sites

in all parts of the surrounding region, and in several cases on sites of

historic Algonquian settlements, where they were intimately intermin-

gled with the midden refuse, pottery, and neolithic implements. It

was further discovered that a large percentage of the countless stone

implements—knives, spearlieads, arrowpoints, etc—found iu the broad
valley below, were of leaf-blade genesis; that before they received

their final shapes by trimming, stemming, and notching, they had
been blades, corresponding exactly with those produced in the multi-

tude of shops. The sho])S are, therefore, a necessary complement of

the implements of the region and the implements are a uecessary com-
plement of the shops. The shops, great and small, are thus definitely

connected with the great body of implements of the region, and these

implements are directly connected with the dwelling sites of the his-

toric peoples. The practical unity of the stone art of the region is iu

this way fully established, no type of implement or shaped stone not

being fully accouuted for by the well-established facts and uecessary

conditions of recent Indian occupancy.

That these demonstrations should be complete and satisfactory,

studies were made of quarries of other materials in the neighboring
highland, where the conditions proved to be the same in every respect.

Similar leaf shape blades were made and carried out to the surrounding

valleys where they and tbe implements specialized from them are fouud

closely associated with the more local art products.

That the subject should be further rounded out aud completed, all

known classes of implements have beeu studied and relegated to their

proper categories, and the history of their manuf^icture and the classes

of rejectage pertaining to them have been determined. In all this work
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there has not been found a single feature of the art remains or indus-

trial phenomena of the region suggesting the presence of other than

the known peoples.

Tlie full series of illustrations presented in this ])aper will enable the

student to make comparisons and arrive at his own conclusions. Great

care has been taken to arrange these Illustrations so that they will tell

the story clearly and fully.

It is fortunate for those who may wish to verify or question the

results reached in this study that the full range of phenomena is still

well within their reach, and need only to be properly consulted to

reveal the whole truth.

It is not attempted in the present paper to apply the results reached

to the settlement of controversies arising elsewliere. The same is true

of the ijrelimiiiary paper published while the investigations were under
way. Contrary to statemeuts repeatedly made by writers on the sub-

ject, the question of the existence of a paleolithic period in Europe is

not believed by me to be in any way involved. The verity of the deter-

minations of l)OUcher de Perthes and his followers has never been ([ues-

tioned, and it is held that, where average conditions prevail, the paleo-

lithic step, as usually defined, is the reasonable and natural first step in

human progress. The proper settlement of local questions, and especi-

ally the question whether local evidence points toward a paleolithic or

other early man in Potomac valley, is all that is directly sought.

The student, however, should not lose sight of the fact that the

history of tlaked stone implements, as developed by these studies, is

their histoiy everywhere, and that the lessons to be learned are of

primary importance to the science of archeology. The chief lessons

are those of the need of a full and proper discrimination of all the

varied phenomena connected with the making, the using, and the dis-

tribution of the implements, and the impartial application of these

phenomena to the elucidation of the history of culture and race.

II

It must be regarded as a striking circumstance that a large part
of the varied phenomena considered in this paper are assembled
within 2 or 3 miles of the capitol of the nation, much of it being within

the capital city or within the area over which the city streets are now
laid out. The greatest aboriginal bowlder quarry known, and the most
important imi)lement shops yet observed on the Atlantic slope, are

located on Fourteenth street 2i miles from the President's house. One
of tlie most interesting native soapstone quarries in the great series

extending along the eastern base of the highland from Massachusetts
to Georgia is on Connecticut avenue extended, barely beyond the city

limits; and the most important ancient village-site in the whole tide-

water province is situated on Anacostia river within the city and
little more than a mile from the capitol. Partly within the city limits
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and extending iij) the Potomac to Little falls, we liave a great native

fishing ground suiroiinded hy a ninltitiule of inhabiti-d sites from wliicli

our collectors have lilled their cabinets with curious objects of art.

The spot now the political center of the nation was thus in prehistoric

times a chief resort of the native peoples of the region.

It may not then be too much to expect that the glim2)ses of aborigi-

nal life afforded by this study will prove of interest to the student of

history, and the numerous jdiasesof suburban scenery presented in the

])hotographic views will doubtless be appreciated by future generations

of Washingtouians.
Ill

Until recently it was hardly suspected that the Fotomac-Chesapeake
province was so rich in ancient remains. The arts and industries of the

liistoric aborigines were extremely sim])le, and no striking monuments
or remains of any kind are found to tell of vanished i)eoples. Careful

exploration has, however, developed evidences of an intelligence and
enterprise hardly to be expected of tribes of indolent savages. The
use of stone by the prehistoric aborigines was limited to the manufac-
ture of implements and utensils, but their knowledge of the mineral

resources of the region was so extensive that no deposit of bowlders,

no ledge of tlakable stone, no dei)Osit of available stone of any kind,

seems to have escaped their attention. Quarrying and manufacture
were extensive, and the distributioti of the product extended in several

cases for a hundred miles or more beyond the source of supply.

The historic tribes of the region were mainly of the Algoncjuian lin-

guistic stock, the stock of Powhatan and King Philip, and this notable

people may be connected by means of the art remains of their numer-
ous village-sites with the great body of ancient inhabitants whose
domain extended from South Caroliiux to Nova Scotia. There are

some traces of departure from ordinary Algonquian types of art, but
these are not decided enough to warrant the assumption that other

peoples of independent culture were directly concerned. The culture

status indicated by the remains here brought to the attention of

students is precisely that of the historic inhabitants encountered by
John Smith.

IV

The explorations embodied in this paper began in 1SS9 and con-

tinued with much interruption until 1894. It is evident from this that

the field has been but imperfectly covered, for the tidewater Chesa-

peake country comprises upward of L'0,000 scpiare miles of territory,

nearly every mile of which abounds in important traces of ancient

aboriginal occupancy. To visit all and examine all would require a

good part of a lifetime. Realizing this, the method was adopted of

passing rapidly over the various sections and selecting a few typical

exanii)les of each class of sites or groups of phenomena for minute
examination. The detailed studies made of tliese sites serve in a great
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measure to illustrate the whole subject, and though imperfect in many
ways, form nuclei about which additional details can be assembled as

they are acquired.

V

There are many students of the aboriginal history of the Potomac-
Chesapeake province to whom I am indebted for assistance and who
should be mentioned in connection with the arcbeologic study of the
region. Prominent among the collectors who have gathered and pre-

served the fast disappearing relics are Mr J. D. McGuire, of Ellicott,

Maryland. The collection of this gentleman, now installed in his

charming home in Ellicott, represents a large part of the province, and
includes notable series of objects from the soapstone quarries and from
the village-sites and shell banks of the Potomac and Chesapeake. Mr
McGuire's writings include an important pai>er on the quarrying of

soapstone as indicated by surface i)henomena, and various other arti-

cles in which more or less specific references are made to the general
archeology of the province.

Among the numerous collections of Potomac river material that of
Mr W. Ilallett Phillips, of Washington, takes first rank. It affords

the student more satisfactory op])ortunities for study than any other
collection, as the various sites wiere systematically visited and the
specimens properly cared for and labeled. Many of the illustrations

presented in this paper are from his well-stocked cabinets.

Mr Elmer li. Keynolds has for many years been an enthusiastic col-

lector of local relics, and his various accumulations have largely gone
to supply the museums of Europe. He has written valuable i)apers
on the Potomac shell deposits and the soapstone quarries of the District
of Columbia.
The historian of the Potomac valley is also deeply indebted to the

efforts of Mr S. V. Proudfit, of Falls Church, Virginia, whose extensive
collections, consisting of many thousands of specimens, were gener-
ously donated to the National Museum. Mr Proudfit's paper on local

archeology is among the most importaTit issued up to the beginning of
systematic work by the Bureau of Ethnology.
Few students of the region have contributed more largely and suc-

cessfully to the exposition of our local antiquities than Mr Louis A.
Kengla, formerly of West Washington, whose collections are preserved
by the Georgetown University and whose valuable pamphlet on the
archeology of the District was published as a Toner prize essay by
that institution.

Another collector, later in the field than the others yet hardly less

persistent and successful, is Mr Thonuis Dowliug, junior, whose aid I

have sought on various occasions. Many specimens from his collec-

tions appear in the illustrations of this paper.
Mr William Hunter, of Fairfax county, Virginia, made extensive

collections along the banks of the Potomac in the JNIount Vernon region,
15 ETH 2
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and on the opposite side of the river Mr O. N. ]}ryan gathered many
things of value, both series of objects having found a resting place in

the National Museum. Mr John Bury made a valuable collection from
the Anacostia village-sites, which was acquired recently by the Bureau
of Ethnology.

lialtimorc has contributed her share to tlie work of preserving his-

toric materials througli lier well-kiiown citizen Colonel W. II. Love,

whose large collections of specimens and extensive knowledge of sites

Lave been of much service in the preparation of the present memoir.
Among the many others who have taken an active ])art in the work of

collecting are Mr J. C Lang, of Washington, Mr C. M. Wallace, of
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTORY

THE FIELD OF INVESTIGATION

Previous to the year 1SS9 little arcUeologic work was done by tlie

Bureau of Ethnology in the Atlantic coastal region, save, perhaps, in

North Carolina, where a number of mouuds had been opened under
the direction of Dr Cyrus Thomas. A vast, though not an especially

attractive field, extending from New Jersey through Delaware, ]\Iary-

land, Virginia, the Carolinas, (reorgia, and Florida, had never received

careful or systematic attention, in ISIM) the Director of the Bureau
decided to begin the survey of this zone, and the first work undertaken
was an examination of the tidewater Potomac. Work was begun in

the District of Columbia; and with Washington as the initial jjoint,

exploration was carried westward into the Piedmont region and east-

ward and southward to the Atlantic coast.

Tiie great artificial shell fields sc-attered along the brackish and salt

water shorelines appeared to be the leading feature of interest, and
toward these attention was at first directed; but another and some-

what distinct field of investigation soon sprang into prominence.
Within the decade ending with 1S!)0 much interest had arisen in regard

to the significance of certain rudely flaked stones found in great num-
bers in the region about Washington. These objects were thought to

be of archaic type, and consequently to have an important bearing on
two questions of great interest to archeologists, the first relating to

the development of art in its early stages, and the second to the nature
of the beginnings of man's prewritten history in this country.

A preliminary examination of the subject made it apparent that a
solution of the problems thus suggested could beolitained only by a
systematic study of the origin, manufacture, distribution, and geologic

relations of the articles in question. It was decided to take uj) this

study, and thus the field of investigation was greatly enlarged. The
])eriod recpiired for exploration was lengthened indefinitely, and it

became necessary to complete certain sections of the work for publica-

tion before the whole field could be covered. Division of the subject-

matter of investigation into at least two parts was found to be easy
and convenient. The main problems of the stone implements sepa-

rated themselves readily from the history of the peoples ami the ordi-

nary traces of tiieir prehistoric and historic presence.

19
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It ai)pi>;ired also that there were eoiiveiiient geoorajjhic subdivisions

of the subject, and tliat in one case at least the };eo}iiapiiic, unit cor-

responds very closely with a wellmarked ethnologic unit, and strangely

enough also with an important unit of colonial history. The great

Potomac-Chesapeake province, with its system of tidewater inlets, con-

stitutes a natural subdivision of the coastal zone. Formerly the Sus-

quehanna flowed southward through a restricted valley, entering the sea

outside of capes Henry and ('harles. By subsequent dei)ression of the

land this valley and its tributaries were saljtiierged, and the floods rose

until the tide reached Iticbmond on the James, Washington on the

Potomac, and Havre de Grace in the main valley, Mid one-third of the

laTid became sea, the tortuous shore line following the contours oi' the

hills and valleys in and out in a marvelous maze. Tens of tliousands

of S([uare miles of upland were transformed more or less completely

into a maritime province, and this became the seat of a native confeder-

acy, ruled over by the renowned Powhatan at the period of colonization.

This district was thus a native ethnologic unit—a unit in race and cul-

ture—and the circumstances of colonization made it a unit in the history

of civilization: it is the territory explored, conquered, and mapped by
the intrepid John Smith ; it is therefore a unit of exploration, conciuest,

and cartography.

It further appears, from what has been learned of the past of the

region, that the historic peoples and conditions i)ass back without break

into the prehistoric era, no traces of distinct occupation or culture

phenomena having been found. Archeology but supplements history,

and the archeologist works to great advantage in a uuique and charm-
ing held illumined by the graphic records of the Roanoke, the James-
town, and the Saint Mary colonies.

In treating the history of this jjrovince, it would seem the natural

order to present, first, the historical phases of aboriginal occupancy,

passing afterward back into the archeologic field ; but this order proves
inconvenient (as just indicated), and special studies of certain phases

of art must receive lirst attention. The present paper is therefoie

devoted to examination of the derivation, manufacture, nature, and
place in time and culture of the stone im])lements of the tidewater

province—the province of John Smith. This will be followed by other

studies, or by a single paper, on the aboriginal history and general

archeology of the same area.

The Chesapeake tidewater province lies to the eastward of the heavy
dotted line on the map presented in plate i. This is the fall line, where
the streams descend from the Piedmont plateau to the tidewater lowland.

THE ART REMAINS STUDIED

The art remains of a vanished people available for the aTcheologist

comi)rise all material forms shaped or in any way modified by their

hands, whetbe" from design or from the incidents of use. There are
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(1) fixed works, consisting of structures—mortuary, defensive or other-

wise—dwelling sites, stone hearths, pits, cemeteries, quarries, implement
shops, and refuse deposits. There are (2) portable works, including
implements, utensils, weapons, and articles of dress, ceremony, and
diversion. The subject chosen for this paper, the stone implements,
includes but a small section of this great field, but nevertheless a most
iniiiortuTit one. It will be necessary to deal not only with the things
themselves which belong to the second group mentioned, but with their

origin and manufacture, leiiding thus to an investigation of the quar-

ries aiul w()ikshoi)S, which are fixed remains, and to a study of the

industries arising from their operation.

The materials used by a great group of tribes like that occupying
the tidewater country in colonial and ]>recolonial times were numerous,
and the forms given them in art were naturally extremely varied, but
the visible remains today are confined to a few materials, and conse-

quently to ai limited number of forms. The consideration of the.se

tangible evidences is of the utmost importance to archeology, and their

study leads uaturally to inquiries into the various arts and industries

concerned in their production. Besides this, nuicli maybe learned and
much more may be surmised with respect to arts and industries of

which no material traces remain, and correct inferences may be drawn
regarding the customs, habits, and culture of the peoples.

The nmterials utilized in art were sought and obtained at nuich
expense of time and labor, and the industries to which this search
gave rise were no doubt of great moment to the people, although little

attention has been paid to the subject by students. Clay was used for

pottery, and ocher was obtained for ])aint. Vegetal and animal sub-

stances also were sought and fully utilized. Stone was most exten-

sively used by the priuntive inhabitants of the tidewater region, and
on account of its durability it is by far the most important material

with which we have to deal in the prehistoric study. \\'& can but con-

jecture as to the beginnings and progress of this search. When men
first ap])eared they found vast supplies of water-worn stiuu^s suited to

immediate use scattered over the country. These, however, did not
serve for all classes of needs, and the energetic savages ])enetrated

the hills, laid bare the rocky deposits, and little by little acquired a
mastery of the geologic resources of the province.

CHARACTER OF THE STONE IMPLEMENTS

MATERIALS AND THEIU DISTRIBUTION

Stone exists in many varieties, forms, and conditions, which differ

greatly in the various sections of the country, thus giving nuu-h diver-

sity to the manner of its utilization and to the forms employed in art,

and many local peculiarities of art phenomena have arisen. Moreover,
the tribes of this region were not fully sedentary and the materials
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iicquired in one section were carried into iuiotlier, {riving ri.se to inucli

variety in the materials employed by a single peoj)le or assembled in a

given i)lace. This complexity was also increased to some extent by

trade, and no donbt by the nndeitaking of loTig Jonrncys for tlie

purpose of securing desired materials. Transportation was contined

mainly to the smaller and more laboriously finished articles of use.

Pnsha]ied ra'.v materials were not extensively transported, and the

large body of the heavier tools and utensils made where material was

plentiful were deserted when the locality was abandoned.

The peculiarities of the materials procurable in the tidewater region

are very marked. The geologic formations found within this area

incbule only limited portions of the crystalline or older sedimentary

rocks, but are derived from them by erosive forces and consist of

fragmental deposits, such as sands, clays, gravels, and beds of bowl-

ders. The great rivers of Mesozoic and Cenozoic times swept down
from the highlands, bearing fragments of all varieties of rocks and

depositing them in beds along the margin of the sea. These trans-

ported fragments were, when tirst taken u]> by the water, sharp and

rugged, but by constant rolling they were reduced to rounded forms,

and included all sizes from grains of sand and minute pebbles to bowl-

ders and even to great masses. All classes of rocks were thus seized

by the floods and carried seaward; but all varieties did not reach the

sea, save perhaps as sand or clay. The softer rocks were reduced to

powder before the journey was fairly begun; brittle and much-flawed

varieties, and all friable shales and slates, separated into minute frag-

ments and formed beds of sand and gravel; the t(mgh, hard, homo-

geneous pieces were rolled and rounded and carried ever onward,

refusing to break or to be reduced to dust, and finally rested along the

seashore and more especially about the mouths of the great rivers.

The primitive inhabitants of the crystalline highland had to make
use of massive forms of rock or of rude angular or slightly water-worn

fragments, and the reduction of these to available sizes ami forms was

a ditticult work. Rut the inhabitants of the lowlands were born to

more fortunate conditions. The agents of nature—the floods—had

with more than human intelligence and power selected the choice bits

of rock, the tough quartzite, the flinty quartz, the tough and brittle

lavas, the indurated slates, the polished .ias])er, and the beautiful flints,

from all the cliffs and gorges of the mountains, and had reduced them

to convenient sizes and shapes, and had laid them down in the beds of

the shallow estuaries, where through the subseipient rising of the laud

and the cutting of valleys they were found at the door of the tidewater

lodge, ready or almost ready for immediate use in the arts. Each river

coming from a dift'ereut section of the highland secured and transported

the varieties of rock most prevalent in its drainage basin, so that the

great tidewater region is divided into mineralogic areas corresjioiiding

somewhat to those of the mountain valleys supplying the material.
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It will readily be seen tliat these conditions of mineral resources

must have had a marked eft'ect on the art of the region, and thus on
the culture of the natives inhabiting it. One drainage area supplies

quartz mainly, and the art is quartz art: another supplies (piartzite,

and the art is quartzite art, and so on. x\,ll of tliese and other condi-

tions will be considered in the discussion of the distribution of the

remains of the region, to which subject a subsequent chapter is devoted.

All kinds and conditions of rock in both lowland and highland were
exposed to some extent on the surface of the ground and were thus
readily obtained, but the more desirable varieties occur in the main
beneath the surface, and when the demand for them was great they
had to be sought and quarried, thus giving rise to one of the most
important of primitive industries.

QUARRYING

Quarrying begins with the removal of a fragment or mass of mate-
rial partially buried in the ground. It is but a step further to the
uncovering and removal of portions wholly buried, and only another
step to quarrying on a large scale. The methods and extent of the
quarrying necessarily differed with the ])eoples and their circumstances,

with the nature of the material, and with the conditions under which
it existed.

Of the details of (juarrying operations our knowledge is yet imper-

fect, though much has been learned in certain directions; and of the

tools used in quarrying, aside from those made of stone and left on the
sites, no ilefinite information has as yet been obtained. It is quite

likely that implements of wood, buckhorn, and bone were used as in

foreign stone-age quarries, but traces of these have wholly disappeared
from I he sites thus far examined. Fire may have been used in some
localities as an agent in fracturing masses of stone, but the tidewater
region furnished little material, save perhaps quartz, suitable for

manipulation by this means. Massive forms of rock are found west of
the fall-line or western border of the tidewater country. Flint, jasper,

and rhyolite were quarried far back in the highland, aud vein quartz
was found, and, no doubt, to some extent quarried, in a multitude of

places over the whole Piedmont region, and dowu to aud even below
the margin of the tidewater area. Steatite or soapstone is a tough,
massive rock interbedded with gneissic formations, and rarely occurs
in detached masses. lu the beginning of its use it was secured where
exposed on the surface by prying off small masses. When its compact-
ness made this impracticable it was I'emoved by cutting out roundish
masses with stone picks. The lumps thus secured were ready for the
scul])tor's chisel. In time qu irrying developed and was extensively
carried on in many parts of Virginia and Maryland beyond the tide-

water border.

In the tidewater pi'oviuce proper, quartzite occurs in the shape of
bowlders or cobbles only, which, mainly during the Potomac and
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Lafayette periods, were diMived by erosive forces as fragniciits from
heavy strata in tlie iiioiiiitaiiioiis regiou to tlie iiortliwest. Heavy
deposits of these stones acciiinulated about tlie months of the rivers;

by subsciqiient erosion tliey were exposed to view in many places and
most advantageously for human use in the steeper blufls that border
the streams. Countless numbers, loosened from the well compacted
beds by erosion, descended to the low er slopes and into the streams to

be again deposited at lower levels. The surface or float cobbles were
extensively used, but the aborigines came to need more than could

thus be obtained, and resorted to digging them from their places in

the bluffs. The implement makers seem to have found that the freshly

removed stones were more easily worked than surface finds, and quar-

rying, thus encouraged, was carried, in at least two places, over acres

of ground. The bowlders were not always easily loosened and removed,
as the rounded stones were held together by a matrix of sand and clay

which had assumed almost the consistency of a sandstone; but the
miners did not always penetrate the formation from above or even
directly from the face of the outcrop. It happened that in many cases

the bowlder beds rested on a surface of disintegrated gneiss exposed in

bluff' slopes, and by removing the upper surface of this with such pikes

as were at hand the bowlders were undermined and easily knocked
down. So far as observed, the bowlder deposits containing workable
stone in any considerable quantity rest on the gneissic surfaces where
they were laid down by the waters of the ancient sea.

Quartz, which was more generally if not more extensively used than
any other material, is found in two forms. It occurs in countless veins

which penetrate the gneissic rocks over a large district west of the

falldine. TJeing much less destructible than the gneisses, it weathers
out in dike-like ridges and breaks ui) into blocks and angular pieces

which spread over the grouud in vast numbers. Choice varieties of

this vein rock were, without doubt, quarried to some extent, but it

was so i)lentiful on the surface that (]uarrying was not generally neces-

sary. Carried down by the streams of all periods, it occurs i)lentifully

as pebbles and bowlders in all formations in the tidewater region, and
Avas selected or quarried along with the quartzite.

Jasper, flint, rhyolite, and other v^arieties of stone were rather rare
within the tidewater districts, occurring sparingly as pebbles, small

bowlders, and worn fragments in gravel deposits and in the beds of
rivers. They were procured, however, by the tidewater tribes from
masses in ])lace in the njilands and mountains, the quarries being
quite extensive, as will be shown subsecjuently.

MANUFACTURE

Initial Stages

Having secured the raw materials from the surface or by quarrying,
the next stei) was either to utilize them unchanged or to shape them
for use. Sharp-edged and pointed stones were used for cutting,
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digging, etc, mid rouuded cobbles from the river or from gravel beds

were well suited for striking, pouudiiig, grinding, etc, but with these

unmodified forms we have little to do, as it is not easy to say that any
given specimen was used at all unless it bears decided marks of use;

and decided marks of use may be regarded as giving the object au
artificial form, as in the case of the improvised mortars, mailers, and
hammerstones so common in the Chesapeake-Potomac region.

Shaping Processes

The shaping processes by means of which stone was made to assume
artificial forms adapted to human needs are varied and ingenious and
their mastery is of the greatest importance to all primitive peoples.

These- processes are distinguished by such terms as breaking, flaking,

cutting, drilling, scraping, pecking, grinding, and polishing. All are

])urely mechanical; none are chemical, save a possible use of fire to

induce changes in the rock in some jiarts of the quarry work. A wide
range of manual operations is represented, and these may be conven-

iently arranged in four groups: 1, fracturing, represented by the terms

breaking, Haking, and chipping; 2, incisiufi, including cutting, pick-

ing, and scraping; 3, battcrim/, including such acts as bruising, pecking,

and hammering; 4, abrading, as in rubbing, drilling, boring, sawing,

and itolishing. These acts are employed according to the nature of the

stone or the I'csults desired ; as, for example, fracture is employed where
the stone to be shaped is brittle, like flint,jasper, or quartz; incision is

employed where the stone is relatively soft, such as soapstone, serpen-

tine, and the like; battering is applied to tough materials, capable of

resisting the shocks of percussion, like granitic rocks and many of

the eruptives. Nearly all varieties are capable of being shaped by
grinding and rubbing.

The i)rocesses employed in a given case were determined by the

nature of the material, by the intelligence and skill of the worknuin,

by the character of the object designed, and by a number of minor con-

siderations. Ninety percent of the stone implements produced in the

tidewater ccmntry were shaped by the fra'-turing processes. For con-

venience of treatment, I shall present the implements in groups deter-

mined by the processes mainly employed in their production as follows:

1, fractured or flaked implements; 2, battered or pecked implements,

and, 3, incised or cut implements. Abrading processes were mainly
auxiliary to the others and will not be presented at length.

Frncfnrinfi or flal;ing—The art of flaking stone was very extensively

practiced in the tidewater region, and ample opportunity is furnished

for observing the work in all its phases. The first step in the process,

where masses were dealt with, consisted in breaking the material by
heavy blows into somewhat approximate shapes and sizes; the second
step was roughing out by free hand percussion the blank forms of the

various classes of tool desired; the third step was the specialization of

forms by direct or indirect percussion, or by pressure. As to the order
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and tlie inauuer of conducting t licse .ste])S, many observations liave, licen

made. The finished objects were often produced at once by carrying

tlic work without intcrrii])tioii through all the .stages of i)rogr('.ss. This

was true of sjioradic work, where materials were scattered or wliere

the iuipleinciit was needed at once; but where materials were jdentifnl

and demands not pressing, the workslio])s became factoiies and there

was au oi)portunity for, and no doubt a tendency toward, si)ecializatiou

of labor. It was more convenient and profitable for certain individuals

to give exclusive attention to the separate steps—first, to (piarrying,

breaking up the material and selecting jiieces in large numbers: sec-

ond, to rougbing-out the blank forms in numbers; and, third, to tbe
work of trimming, specializing, and finishing. These three well-defined

steps gave rise to separate industries, carried on by tlie same Individ

uals at different times or places or by distinct groups of e,\i)erts at

convenient times and places. It would seem that the first and second
steps, whether performed by one or by two groups of workmen, were
generally accomplished on the spot yielding the raw material ; it would
be unprotitable to transport masses of material of which nine-tenths

would finally have to be consigned to the refuse heap. The blank
forms of the articles to be shaped, worked out so far as thoroughly to

test the material and its capacity for specialization, were removed from
the source of snjjply to be finished when convenient or when need
demanded.
Where dis.seminated materials were utilized, and especially iu cases

of immediate need, all the steps were frequently taken and the perfect

implement produced at once; but it is observed that in many cases

where the material was sparsely scattered as bowlders or nodules over

the face of the country, the work of collection and blocking out was
first attended to and the hoards of blanks thus i)roduced were trans-

ported and stored, subject to final distribution for specialization or use.

Details of these stei)S iu the art of flaking and the variations in

process, resulting from differences in material and in articles designed,

will, so far as possible, be given in connection with the investigation

of the sites affording the observations.

As has been indicated, flaking was employed almost exclusively in

the production of projectile points, knives, scrapers, perforators (or

drills), hand axes or ch()i)i)ers, notched axes, hoes, and picks; it served

to aid in roughing out the forms of various articles finished by peck-

ing and grinding; these are mortars, pestles or mullers, axes, celts,

chisels, pipes, ornaments, and diversional and ceremonial objects.

BaUeriiKj or perking processes—The acts employed in this class of

operations were generally percussive, the imjiact resulting in a bruis-

ing and crumbling of minute portions of the surface of the stone. The
hammer used was haid and tough, and the stone shaped was suffi-

ciently tough practically to preclude fracture by the ordinary blow.

No specialized tool was ne(!essary, though such came to be made, the
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result beiny reached by striking one stone against another of proper

relative durability. The several acts are known as battering, bruising,

and pecking, the latter term l)eing in common use for the act by which
8ha])ing was mostly accomplished. Materials suitable for shaping by
this process are plentiful and widely distributed. They occur in the

tidewater country wherever tlakable stones abound, but the most favor-

able localities, so far as observed^ are along the river banks about the

head of tidewater. Village-sites located on the lower terraces about
Wasliington and Georgetown furnish many specimens illustrating fail-

ures in all stages of the shaping of celts, grooved axes, pestles, and
ceremonial articles from bowlders of diorite and various of the denser
varieties of crystalline metamorphic rocks. An examination of certain

inhabited sites farther up the river, and in various parts of the liigli-

land, develops the fact that extensive work of this class was carried

on, and it is probable that a large part of the lowland supplj' of

pecked tools was derived from these distant sources. Such a site and
its products are described in detail further on. There is no evidence

that the stone used was obtained by quarrying. The ordinary practice

seems to have been to select water-worn stones of suitable texture that

already approximated the form desired. Battering processes, and the

tools produced by them, are presented systematically in a subsequent
section.

Ahradin;/ ^^rort'S.st'.y—Shaping by abrasion in its most elemental form
consists ill rubbing one object against another with such force as to

remove miuute particles from one or both. The operations ai'e gener-

ally expressed by such terms as grinding, sawing, boring, rubbing, and
polishing. All stones are abradable, and all hard stones can be made
to serve in the active operations of abrading. These processes were
usually supplementary to those of flaking or battering, and were
suited especially to sharpening edges and points already ai)proximate

in shape, and to giving smooth finish to surfaces. Their employment
was very general but not confined to particular localities to such an
extent as to leave extensive evidences of the work done. Stones modi-

fied in shape and surface characters from use in grinding and polishing

are found on many sites in the tidewater country. The products of

this group of processes are properly treated for the most part in con-

nection with those of pecking.

Incising proveHses—This ini])ortaiit class of operations shape mate-
rials by cutting, piercing, scraping, etc. They imply the use of a hard
edged or pointed tool, and a substance to be shaped of somewhat less

hardness. The i)resence of steatite in large bodies and often in

exposed situations along the western border of the tidewater country
from the Susquehanna to the Savannah led to the extensive utilization

of cutting processes by the later aboriginal inhabitants of the region.

Our extensive exi)Ioratiou of the quarry sites has given us a clear

comprehension of methods of procuring and shaping, and of the results
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achieved. Jiudely shai)e(l stoue picks were emi)loyed in cutting out
the masses, and neatly Hakt-d, pecked, and ground chisels of hard
stone seived to i-ougli out aii<l trim the bowls and other articles. A
snbsc(juent section of the present memoir is devoted to this division of

the subject.
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Chapteu II

MANUFACTURE OF FLAKED STOXB IMPLEMENTS
INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

The discussion of flaked iiiiplemetits eoinprebends a study of all that

pertains to the procuring of flalcable stone by means of search, collec-

tion, and quarrying, and of everything pertaining to the manufacture
of implements by fracture, as in breaking and in flaking or chip])ing

by liercussion or i)ressure; it includes also a classiticatiou and descrip-

tive presentation of the finished products and a reference to their

respective uses. In the final section the distribution of the raw mate-

rials is treated in connection with the study of the distribution of

implements.

It is most convenient in treating this complex subject to begin at

once with the study of the great industries of quarrying and manu-
facture, taking up the regions studied or the sites examined in approxi-

mately the order of their exploration.

Five materials were extensively used for flaking by the tidewater

peoples: quartzite, quartz, rhyolite, jasper, and flint. Several other

materials occur less abundantly, among which may be mentioned sand-

stone, limestone, slate, argillite, basic; eruptive rocks, iron quartzite,

chalcedony, and quartz crystal. Quartzite and quartz were obtained
largely in the form of water-worn pebbles and cobbles from the frag-

mental deposits of the tidewater region. These materials in this form
are closely associated in distribution, and their examination will, in

the main, be taken up conjointly. The most extensive deposits of frag-

mental quartz and quartzite occur about the head of the tidewater
Potomac, and their most extensive utilization was confined to the

•
vicinity of Washington. Surface deposits were worked wherever found
on the Potomac, James, and other rivers. Rhyolite, argillite, jasper,

and tlint were obtained from quarries in the mountains, and to some
extent along the rivers in fragments, bowlders, and pebbles.
The great quarries about Washington will be described and dis-

cussed in detail. Most of them were opened in the littoral deposits

abounding in pebbles of quartz and quartzite; many others in veins

of steatite or soapstone. They may be taken as types of this class of

phenomena observed in and about the tidewater province as well as

over the whole Atlantic slojje.

Of the exotic materials—rhyolite, jasper, argillite, flint, etc—rhyolite

is by far the most important, and the South mountain quarries of this
29
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stone, may be takcu as a. type of the great class of quarries furiiisliiii}^

rock froui the mass.

QUARRY-WORKSHOPS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

JIlST()i;\ OF THE UESEAUCII

From time to time daring- the decade ending with 1890, the attention

of archeologists was called to a class of rudely worked stones found
iu great numbers in the vicinity of the city of Washington; all are

shaped exclusively by flaking, and are of forms so simple and rude
that the idea prevailed that they were very ancient, this idea being
strengthened by the assumption th;tt they are somewhat closely related

ill form to typical I'hiropean paleolithic implements. The best-known
variety is the so-called "turtleback," a bowlder slightly flaked on one
side, giving somewhat regularly arranged conchoid facets suggesting
the i)lates of a turtle's back; but more highly developed forms of vary-

ing stages of elaboration are almost equally numerous. The materials

are mainly quartzite and quartz, the former very largely predominating.
These objects are pretty generally scattered over the surface of the

country, and are found to some extent throughout the tidewater region,

being less numerous towanl the sea. They occur in greatest abun-
dance, however, as shown by recent discoveries, along the steep faces

of the terraces bordering Washington city on the north and west. So
plentiful are tiiese rude objects in certain of the suburbs that they are

brought in with every load of gravel from the creek beds, and the laborer

who sits by the wayside breaking stones for the streets passes them by
thousands beneath his hammer each year; the capital city is paved with

the art remains of a race who occujjied its site in the shadowy 2)ast, and
whose identity has been a matter of much conjecture.

The first discussion of these objects within my memory occurred at

a meeting of the Anthropological Society of Washington in the winter

of 187S. A j)aper on the turtlebacks was read by Dr W. J. Hoffman,
in which their character and manner of occurrence, their age and prob-

able relations to the Abbott finds of New Jersey, were discussed, the

conclusion reached being that they were probably paleolithic, and that

they had, therefore, a purely adventitious association with the relics of

Indian art with which they were intermingled on various sites. Later
Mr S. V. Proudfit engaged in the collection and study of these forms,

and in 1888 published a short paper relating thereto in the journal

issued by the Anthropological Society, the American Anthropolotjist.

His views of their nature, so far as elaborated, were opposed to those

of Dr Hoffman, and have stood the test of later research.

Mr Thomas Wilson, on liis return from a long sojourn in Europe in

1887, having been appointed curator of the department of prehistoric

archeology in the National Museum, took up the subject afresh, and
published a series of papers on the general subject of paleolithic man,
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making reference to and giving numerous illustrations of these finds.

The view taken by 31 r Wilson was that they are paleolithic; and as

such they were labeled, distributed, and ]iublished. His assignment
of these objects to this period of human jirogress was, I uuderstnml,

based entirely on their supposed analogies of form with the paleolithic

implements of Europe.

A somewhat elaborate discussion of the subject took place at a meet-

ing of the Anthroi)ological Society of Washington, held in the month
of April, 1880. In the discussion of the archeology of the District of

Columbia, three papers, by W J McGee, Thomas Wilson, and iS. V.

Proudflt, respectivel.y, bore directly on these rude objects. Up to this

time, however, no one had essayed to do more than study the surface

finds and phenomena, and consequently little was definitely known of

the true history and relationships of the objects in question.

My own investigation began in 1880, and the results of the first few

months' work in the bluffs of Piny branch, in the northern suburbs of

the city, were published in the American Anthropologist for the year

ISOO. The work was resumed in the same place in the spring of 1800,

and during that year several other localities were examined. The only

sites extensively explored are one on Piny branch and another in the

vicinity of the new Xaval Observatory, on the western side of Rock
creek.

Quite early in the progress of the investigations, which were carried

on by means of trenching the deposits yielding the objects, it became
ajiparent that the sites were ancient quarries, where the aborigines

had obtained the material and nmnufactured in)plements of quartzite

and quartz, and that the supposed implements were only the failures,

rejects, or wasters unavoidably produ(^ed in shaping brittle stone by
percussion, and having no significant relationshij) with archaic or paleo-

lithic art. The work had been very extensive, and consisted in quar.

rying the bowlders from the heavy beds of Potomac age and in roughing
out the implements to be made. On accoirnt of the dual nature of the

work carried on, I have called these sites quarry-workshops. Tlie

important bearing of these investigations on a number of the problems
of archeologic science makes it advisable to present them in consider-

able detail.

GEOLOGY OF THE LOCALITY

As a preliminary step to a study of the evidence of human industry
on these sites, it is important that the geology of the vicinity be care-

fully reviewed. Fortunately this is an easy task, as the identification

and relationships of the various formations have been recently made
out thoroughly by Messrs ^IcGee and Darton, of the tieological Survey.
It is found that the only clastic formations with which the quarry
phenomena are directly associated are Cretaceous, and we are there-

fore not called on to trouble ourselves about the significance of this
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rolatioiisliip, siuce, (lie association isiioccssaiil\- ])in('ly adveTititioiis. It

is I'm tlier ascertained tliattlie other scdinu^ntary rocks of tlie snrround-
ing region are all older tliaii those witli which the works of man are
known to be contemporaneously associated. Tlie deposits with which
remains of human handiwork are directly associated are mainly talus
accumulations, the formation and modltic^ation of which have been
going on for a long period and are still in jjrogress.

The broad plateau bordering the city on the north is cut by Eock
creek and Anacostia river and their tributaries. It is capped with
sedimentary formations which extend fiir eastward and southward,
covering the tidewater country ; these are underlain by crystalline rocks,
gneisses, granites, schists, etc (figure 1), well exposed by the deep scor-^

ing of llock creek and its branches. On the western side of that
stream the latter rocks rise to and form the surface of the country.
The sedimentary rocks were laid down along the crystalline shore, which
sloped gently eastward, in api)roximately horizontal strata, two forma-
tions in Mesozoic time and the Cretaceous period, known as the Potomac

^E

Fig. 1—General section across RocTc creek and Piny branch valleys, sliowinff frneissic formations

and their relation to the overlying beds of Potomac ;;ravel8.

and Severn formations; two in the Eocene period, named in order of

deposition the Pamunkey and the Chesapeake; one in the Neocene
period, known as the Lafayette foinnation ; and one in the Pleistocene,

named after the Federal District the Columbia formation.

The Potomac formation rests on the uneven surface of the gneissic

rocks exposed in Rock creek valley, and is composed to a great extent

of coarse sediment and fiaginental rocks, brought down mainly by the

great streams that drained tlie highland. The lower members of this

formation are usually of very coarse materials, and in the Rock creek

region they consist largely of pebbles and bowlders of quartz and
quartzite, well rounded by water action. The Lafayette formation,

resting on the npper surface of the Potomac series in this region, is

not to any extent concerned in the jjresent study, although in some
sections of the Potomac valley the heavy bowlder deposits included in

it were utilized by the aborigines.

Especially heavy accnmulations of bowlders occur along that por-

tion of the old shore-line bordering the exit of the ancient Potomac
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I'iver from the liigliland uud its entry into the sea, now the District of

Cohxnibia; and as tlie streams draining this shore-line after its eleva-

tion fi'om the sea cut down througli the sedimentary formations, these

bowlders were exposed, and are now found outcropping iu the sides of

the valleys at the base of the sedimentaries and resting (tn the gneisses.

Other beds of bowlders are found higher in this section, but noue
happen to be so well suited to the use of the primitive implement maker
as those representing the work of the waves along the crystalline

beach. The surface of the gneisses was somewhat uneven, sloping

gently beneath the waves, and the bowlder beds laid down on this sur-

face are of uneven thickness and not of uniform character when fol-

lowed out horizontally, coarseness decreasing with distance from the
river channel. The aboriginal inhabitant, seeking for stone suitable

for his use, discovered these outcrops of bowlders along the bluffs of
the Potomac and its tributaries, and soon ascertained tluit the deposits
were heavier and the quality of the material better and more uniform
iu Eock creek valley than in any other section. This discovery led in

time to subterranean search ou the more favorable sites and finally to

extensive quarrying, the evidences of which arc now brought to light.

Frn. 2—Section of the ravine, showing formations ami position of qnarriea.

Owing to the friable nature of the bowlder beds and of the gravels
and sands overlying them, the terrace slojies bordering the streams
(save where erosion had recently been particularly a(.'tive) offered no
good exposures of the bowlders iu i)lace, but were covered with deijos-

its, often many feet in thickness, of gravelly talus derived from the
crumbling edges of the strata. The bowlders contained iu this over-

placed deposit were the first to be utilized, and the work then extended
to the bowlder beds proper, and the refuse of the (piarrying was added
to the creeping slope gravels or talus.

The section given iu figure 2 shows the relation of the gneisses, the
bowlder beds, and the superficial deposits of sand and gravel outcrop-
ping in the quarry ravine.

PINY BRANCH QUARRIES

Location op the Quarries

In passing out of the city by way of Fourteenth street extended, the
bridge over Piny branch of Eock creek is reached at a i)oint 1^ miles

1.5 ETH 3
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beyond llie present city boundary, Florida avenue lU-rn we are

already i a tlie midst of tlic (|Uarrv-slioi) sites, ami the rudely worked
stones may l)e jjicked u[) on all sides.

The quarries occur about half way uj) the wooded slo])es nortli and
south of the branch, on botli sidc^s of Fourteenth street, but tlie refuse

has descended to the stream beds and is found everywhere in the over-

placed gravels of the lower levels. The most extensive evidences of

ancient working occur on the northern side of the stream west of the

road. Here the terrace is upward of 100 feet in height and its faces

extremely steep. The map presented in plate ii serves to indicate the

distribution of quarries over an area of about half a mile square. The
bluffs at this point are capped with about 40 feet of the Potomac
formation, clays, sands, gravels, and bowlder beds, the Neocene deposits

of the Lafayette formation which forms the higher levels of the region

having disappeared from the outer promontories, or being but slightly

represented by obscure remnants. Beneath the Potomac beds the

gneisses are exposed (figures 1 and 2) and may be seen at several

Fig. 3—Panoramic view of Piny brancli quarry sites, looking north. The irregular dotted line indi-

cates position of the quarries and the crosses mark the principal points of study.

points, especially about the bridge. They are more fully exposed
farther down toward Rock creek, into which the branch flows half a
mile below. The gneisses, as well as the Potomac beds resting on
them, disintegrate and crumble on and near the surface through the

action of various agencies, thus giving rather smooth though steep

slopes on which the forest maintains itself with much uniforunty. The
surfaces are usually covered with a veneering of slope deposits com-
posed of the disintegrated rocks and of vegetal mold, and this over-

placed material abounds, up to the quarry level, in artificial (h'bris. It

was at first thought that this association of the worked stones with
deposits of gravel might be of value as a means of determining the

age or period of occupancy, but examination develoi)ed the fact that

the gravel represented no definite period, its deposition extending
from the present back indefinitely into the past.

In figure 3 a generalized view of the Piny branch quarry sites is

depicted; it will give a comprehensive idea of the configuration of the
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locality. The view looks iiorth\rard across the valley of the brauch; a
dotted line half way up the slopes separates the sedimentary and crys-

talline rocks, and in connection with it the qnarry sites are indicated

by flark figures. The sites examined by trenching are indicated by
small crosses.

Operations on the Site

discovery and rkconnoissance

So far as known the first discovery of worked stones on the site

of our excavations at Piuy branch was made about 1880 by Mr De
Lancey W. Gill, of the TTnited States Geological Survey, who was
engaged in sketching on the bank of the stream and by chance ob-

served a flaked stone in the gravel at his feet. Subsequently Mr Gill

came upon a number of heaps of quarry-shop refuse in tlie second
ravine west of Fourteenth street, at the point selected in 1889 for our
trenching operations.

In September, 1889, 1 visited Mr Thomas Blagden, owner of the prop-

erty, to obtain i)ermissiou to work on the premises, and learned from
him that about the year 1878 a street contractor had been permitted to

collect material for paving from these bluffs, and that various piles of

refuse found by us on the surface were gathered together at that time,

a portion only of the material collected having been carried away. At
that time a narrow roadway was cut leading from the creek up the
little ravine to the site of our recent labors. Mr Blagden sul)se(]uentiy

informed me that while a boy, some twenty-five years ago, he had
observed the great quantities of bowlders at this point, and desiring

to know something of the reasons for their accumulation, had secured
help to dig a trench, which was abandoned, however, before the bed of

bowlder refuse was fully penetrated. I have no doubt that the evi-

dences of former excavation discovered at the fiftieth foot of our first

trench, and which caused us no little perplexity at first, is thus fully

accounted for.

Ill beginning the examination of this site the first step taken was a
careful examination of its topographic features with especial reference

to such eccentricities of contour as might be due to the agency of man.
Extensive working over of surface deposits, especially if the pitting

were deep, would leave inequalities of jjrofile which, if not obliterated

or obscured by natural agencies, would be easily recognized as artificial.

Such inequalities were readily found; indeed, they are so well defined
in places that even the inexpert observer could not fail to detect them.
It was partly on account of peculiarities of profile that excavations
were undertaken at the spot selected, and the results have showu that
these surface indications were not deceptive.

Toward the upper end of the ravine tlie elevations and depressions
resulting from the ancient quarry work are more jjronounced. Either
the disturbances here are more recent than below or else the leveling
agencies of nature have been less active.
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THE KIKST TKENCII

In selecting tlic i)ositi()ii and coarse for n section throngli a series of
deposits so extensive, and of which so little was known as to depth
and mode and order of occurrence, there was considerable danger of
missing the most instrnctive and vital spot. It seemed clear, however,
that the section should cut the face of the slope from base to summit,
and if necessary extend across the level surface of the spur and con-

tinue down the opposite side. This would in all probaljility reveal

the true character of the art-bearing deposits; their relations to the
geologic formations of the terrace, ancient and modern; the conditions

of original deposition, and the effects of natural causes acting for au
unknown period on distribution.

After looking over the ground carefully it was decided to go well up
the ravine and rather beyond the apparent middle of the heavier
deposits, so that other sections could be run if found necessary, or so

that other investigators following should find a large portion of the

area untouched. The sequel showed that a better selection could
hardly have been made, and the results are so satisfactory, so far as the
main points at issue in the investigation are concerned, as to make
unnecessary the cutting of other complete sections.

The point selected for the beginning of the section was in the bed of

the ravine, a few hundred feet from its junction with Piny branch, and
where a line could be drawn from base to summit of the hill without
serious embarrassment from the forest trees. This line crossed slightly

to tlie left of the center of a gentle convexity in the profde of the

lower half of the slo^je, thought to be due in a measure to deposits of

artificial nature.

After a preliminary surface exploitation of the section, made to

ascertain whether or not any considerable excavation would be neces-

sary, a line was stretched on the surface of the ground, and to this

numbered tags were fixed at intervals of one foot, to facilitate the accu-

rate recording of data. To further serve the same purpose, a section

of the hillside was drawn and divided into scjuares. For convenience
of reference, this section was divided transversely into parts of !(• feet

each. It was also arranged to make cross sections at intervals of 10

feet, representing the conditions exhibited in the front wall of the exca-

vation ; these were to be divided into square feet for record. This plan
was substantially carried out, though modifications were made to suit

various exigencies of the case. Sections were made at fre(|uent inter-

vals where increased interest demanded, all being scaled in the same
manner. At every available point photographs of the vertical expo-

sures were taken; and in connection with them detailed drawings were
made recording character of soil and formations and manner of occur-

rence of relics.

Before describing the excavation, the coinlitions existing within the

immediate channel of the rivulet at the base of the section may be
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sketched. The chaunel was about feet deep and 10 feet wide at this

point; the section across it, iucluding' both banks, is shown in figure 4.

The slopes of the terrace rise from the steep banks of this inner clian-

nel at an angle of from 20 to 25 degrees through a vertical distance of

60 feet, giving a distance (measured on the slope) to the summit ot

about 1(!0 feet on either side. This notch-like ravine is the result of a

long period of erosion, which possibly extends iar back into early

Cenozoic or even Mesozoic time. It had much its present outline, and
no doubt a greater part of its present depth, before man made his

appearance in the region.

The area drained through this ravine is quite restricted, and, if

wholly wooded, the work of erosion would be extremely slow, the refuse

descending from the opposite sides so freely as to clog the channel,

save at the time of great freshets. The clearing of the fields at the

head of the basin has, in recent times, given some additional power to

the floods, and the channel is now not only quite clear, but bears evi-

FiG. i—Section acrosa bed of rivulet at base of quarries.

dence of considerable recent deepening. The gneisses are exposed on

the bottom and in the sides of the channel at the point crossed by our

section, save where covered by the half-compacted art-bearing talus.

The latter deposit is in places as much as S or 10 feet deep, and con-

tains innumerable relics from the great shops along the slopes above on

the right and left. An excellent illustration of the appearance of the

art-bearing debris, from a photograph taken at a point about 30 feet

below the initial i>oiut of the section, is given in plate iii. Partially

shaped implements and broken fragments project from the bank in

great numbers. The exposure here is 8 feet in depth, but the deposits

do not extend far into the bank, forming only a. veil over the irregular

surface of the gneiss. The latter is exposed beneath the left foot of

the standing figure and slopes back from the rivulet bed at a lower

angle than does the bank, as shown in the section, figure 4.

A general view of the ravine looking up from tlie beginning of the

section is given in plate iv, and will serve to convey a clear impres.siou
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tif tlui scenic cliaracteristiCs of this retired and cliariidiig- sjiot soon to

be overwbelmed by tbi^ {,n-owing <!ity. T}ie left hand of the standing
figur(^ rests on th(^ spot at which the excavation in the bank began;
here the art-bearing talus deposit covered the gncuss with a veneering
hardly more than a foot thick; its character and contents are shown in

figure 5. This is the first of the series of- crosscuts or transverse sec-

tions, and represents the front wall of the excavation within a foot

of the beginning of the trench. Partially shaped implements and
artificial refuse, which may have come from any part of the slopes

above, occur throughout tlie deposits at this point. Xear the surface

a leaf-sliajje blade of ordinary type was found, and at 15 inches in

depth three others, more or less perfect, together with typical turtle-

backs, were encountered.
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Fig. 5—Cross section at bec:iniiing of the first trench.

The exploitation pits (plate v), intended to determine something of

the pi-obable nature and extent of the work to be undertaken, were dug
along the line of proposed excavation from the starting point in the

ravine to the top of the terrace. It was observed that in the lower

half the profile of the slope was convex, and that in the upper it was

slightly concave. The convexity of the lower part, from the first figure

leaning against the young tree to 20 feet beyond the third figure, is

due to accumulations of refuse along the lower margin of the quarries,

while the depression above (beyond the limit of the picture) is due to

the pits left along the quarry face when the site was abandoned.

Continuing the excavation beyond the i)oint at which the first cross

section (figure 5) was taken, the art-bearing deposits became quite
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shallow. The dark mold of the surface was about i iuches deep, and
between the flrst and tenth foot of the section yielded numerous flaked

stones and many artificial fragments and flakes: beneath tliis and rest-

ing on tlie uneven surface of the gneiss was a foot or more of ({uite

compact gravelly clay, containing a few pebbles and occasionally a small
bowlder; at the base the deposit contained much mica, derived from
the decaying gneiss on which it rests. In this lower gravel there were
no traces of art. Up to tlie twentieth foot these conditions remained
practically unchanged. It will be seen, however, by reference to the
longitudinal section (plate Vi), that the surface of the gneiss rises

less rapidly than the surface of the slope, and that the talus gravels

increase in thickness to 3 feet. These pass down into a layer of pink
and white clay,which
rests on the gneiss.
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Worked specimens
were found as before

in the top soil, and
artificially broken
bowlders occurred in

the gravel a foot

deep. In the lower

part of the dark soil

a small jiocket or

cluster of chips was
found, and between
the tenth and twen-

tieth foot several
chipped stones in

various stages of
elaboration were un-

earthed. The cross

section at the twen-

tieth foot is shown in

figure 6. Through-
... 1 Fig. C—Cross section lit tho twentieth fuot.

out the gravel occa-

sional bowlders were found, some reaching 6 inches in diameter. From
the twentieth to near the twentyfifth foot the conditions and the con-

tents of the section showed no important change. The dark soil reached
a thickness of 8 inches, and was underlain by a bed of light sandy sub-

soil, not before differentiated, about a foot thick. Many i)artially

shaped stones were found in these beds. Beneath this again were
gravels and gravelly clays.

At about the twentyfifth foot the conditions of the deposits were
observed to change. The limit of the compact gravels and clays form-

ing the base of the deposit was reached, and a nniss of rather loose

heterogeneous material was encountered. The edge of an ancient

escavatiou had been reached, though this fact was not at first appre-
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ciated; for tlie idea of aboriginal quarrying had not yet been more
tban suggested, and tlie changes observed in tlie deposits were at first

attributed to natural distributing agencies. In the liglit of facts sub-

seijuently observed, this body of heterogeneous material came to be

recognized as part of the debris accumulated in an ancient trench,

which was cut obliquely by our trench. The ancient trenching had

been 4 or 5 feet deep at this point, and the side wall was quite broken

and irregular, sloping at a low angle in some places and in others being

vertical or even undercut. The digging had not penetrated to the

gneiss surface at tliis point. Tlie margin of the old trench is seen at

b, plate VI. From this point (the twentyfifth foot) the work of exca-

vation was carried

tliidugh the quarry
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and striking fea-

tures were brought
to light, until at the

eightythird foot the

upper (juarry face

was reached.

Near the lower

margin of the an-

cient digging a

small percentage of

artificial material

w a s encountered,

but before the thir-

tyfifth foot was
reached the hetero-

geneous nature of

the deposits began
to be a])parent. It

became clear that

nearly the entire

mass from the sur-

face of the ground to the gneiss floor, a thickness of from G to 12 feet,

had been worked over by the primitive quarrymen. There was abun-

dant evidence of the nature of the operations carried on both in secur-

ing and in working up the bowlders.

Tlie cross section exposed in tlie front wall at the fortieth foot is

given in figure 7. As might be expected in the refuse heaps of such a

quarry there was little regularity and slight continuity in the deposits,

so that the section exposed along the left wall of our excavation seldom
corresponded closely with that along the right. The running section

given in jilate vi is not literal, but is drawn to express in a somewhat
generalized way the conditions observed.

uivDisrungfo viAVCL

Fig. 7—Ci'0S3 section at the fortieth fooi.
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Between the fortieth and the fortyeighth foot tlie trench crossed, at

about 3 feet from the surface, what had been a pit or transverse trench

with sloping sides, between 2 and 3 feet deep. This had been filled

with material previously worked over and containing much shop refuse.

Tlie character and relations of the deposits are well shown in the

sections and photographs presented herewith.

The upper figure in plate vii represents a detailed study of the con-

tents of the ancient pit as seen in the left wall of the excavation. Of
this interesting exposure it was inii)racticable to obtain ])hotographs,

since the cutting was too narrow to permit the use of the camera; but
the drawing was carefully made, and being supplemented by jihoto-

graphs of the face of the cutting at the fortieth and also at the forty-

fourth foot, serves to assist in giving a satisfactorj- idea of the leading

characteristics of the deposits. The bottom of the depression had been
somewhat uneven when the filliug-in began. The material, most of

which consisted of fractured or partially flaked bowlders, had accu-

mulated rapidly, and for a depth of 3 or 4 feet contained only a very
small percentage of sand, clay, and gravel. Scattered over the bot-

tom and sides was a layer of light, coarse sand which had descended
from above and partially filled in the spaces between the bowlders
and fragments; and throughout the mass, where the interspaces were
filled at all, it was chiefly by coarse sand, small pebbles, and the flakes

from the manufacture of implements.

A very decided bedding of these coarse materials was apparent, its

curves following and repeating tho.se of the bottom of the dejiression,

but diminishing toward the surface. In the stratum of finer material

overlying the coarser contents of the pit and in the dark loam of the

surface there was also a slight sagging and thickening, indicating that

the obliteration of the pit had been but recently accomplished.
It was observed that the distribution of the filling materials was

unequal, the coarser gravel and larger bowlders being lodged at the
left in the section, which was the lower side of the ancient pit (rt,]date vii).

This was to be expected, for the source of supply of filling debris was
from above, and as the tool maker worked over the material upon the
slope the heavier pieces rolled down until stoi)ped by irregularities of

the surface. It was also noticed that the percentage of flakes and fail-

ures was greatest at the left side of the depression from the fortyfirst

to the fortysixth foot, where the flakers, it would appear, must have
occupied the pit margins.
That the work was done ou this spot, and that little subsequent dis-

tribution Las taken place, is clearly seen, as the failures and broken
tools often lie together with the flakes struck from them. It is safe to

conclude also that the accumulation was rapid. The accumulation of

the finer and more compact bed overljdng the contents of the pit was
probably slower and was no doubt due partially to natural slope agen-
cies, though it contains a large percentage of worked material: the darker
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soil of the surt'iutc was lillcd witli nho[> leluse, most of which has not

been far removed from the si)ot of manufacture. The cross sections are

too limited in extent to show clearly the bedding of the aecumnlatious,

but they serve to ilhistrate the nature of the contents of tiie jiits.

The conditions at tiie fortyfoiirtli foot are given in (h) plate Vii. Jiy

carryinj;- the excavation to the riyht and left the outlines of the old

dei)ressions were found to be irregular and extended so far that I did

not undertake to define them fully. It appeared, however, that our

section had cut the deepest i»art of this particular depression. A pho-

tograph covering the rectangular space outlined by a dotted line in the

section is reproduced in plate viii. I am fortunate in being able to

present such an illustration of the composition of the refuse at this

point, as it affords evidence that can not be gainsaid, and the student

may study the nature, conditions, and relations of the component i)arts

with ease. The picture covers a space about 2 feet wide by 3 high,

the top being 2.^ feet below the surface of the ground and the bottom
within a few inches of the deepest part of the ancient excavation. The
unusual number of large bowlders is a notable feature, but it will be

found that the broken and worked ones far outnumber the unbroken,

and that several partially shaped tools are in sight, occupying positions

no doubt very much the same as when dropped by the workman. A
turtleback appears near the base beneath the large split bowlder; others

are seen to the left and a little higher, while numbers are seen to be
dropping out of the loose, open mass of refuse near the middle of the

picture. The section abounds throughout with artificial material.

After passing the fiftieth foot the deposits exhibited the usual phe-

nomena, and no features of exceptional interest were encountered until

the seventieth foot was reached. The bottom of the old pits continued

at about the same level, so that the artificial deposits became gradually

deeper as we advanced. Occasionally small masses of the Potomac
gravel (small bowlders anil pebbles held together by an indurated sand
matrix) were encountered, indicating the proximity of the ancient

quarry face. The pitting had been carried down almost to the gneiss

floor, which was here nearly level, being covered with a bed of sharp
yellow sand from an inch to a foot thick. It was afterward ascer-

tained that this layer of sand formed a part of the original Potomac
dejiosits and separated the gneisses from the beds of bowlders above,

as shown in the section. The artificial deposits, about 7 feet deep at

the sixtieth foot, deepened to 10 or 11 feet at the quarry face 20 feet

farther on.

Between the fiftieth foot and the sixtieth the refuse was distributed

in alternating beds of gravelly earth and shop deposits, as shown in

the general section. These beds constituted the refuse derived from
extensive operations along the quarry face. After passing the seven-

tieth foot the layers of refuse were inclined toward the quarry face, as

indicated in the section.
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Tlie quarry face (plate xiii) was eiicouutered at about the eiglitieth

foot, but sloped back iu steps to the ninetieth foot and beyond. It

showed a stratum, 10 feet or more in thickness, consisting hirgclj' of

medium size quartzite bowlders embedded iu a matrix of nearly pure
sand, so indurated that the bowlders were extremely dififlcult to remove,

and considerable masses of the conglomerate could be knocked down
and removed without breaking up. The face was extremely irregular,

indicating that when deserted the ancient quarrymen had penetrated
to greatly varying depths; they had descended to the gneiss surface

in excavations from 10 to 12 feet deep, had removed the bowlders by
direct attack from above, from the front, and by undermining, and had
selected and thrown out those best suited to the purpose of the tlaker.

Few of those left in the pits and dump had been more than tested by
the removal of a flake or two. The work of shaping was iu the main
carried on about the margins of the pits out of the way of the quarry-

man. The earth, gravel, and undesirable bowlders were thrown back
against the lower side of the pits, lodging in irregular beds sloping

into the pits, as shown in the section.

Between the seveutythird foot and the seventyeighth our trench

passed through large pockets or masses of shop refuse. The largest

body, consisting of tons of chips, failures, and bi-oken bowlders, was
contiued to a space extending from 3 to 7 feet from the surface: smaller

pockets of the same character were found as deep as 9 feet. The
exposure in the sides and front of our trench showed these deposits

clearly, and illustrations are selected from the fine series of photo-

graphs taken. Plate ix represents nearly the full height of the front

of our trench at the seventyseventh foot, and plates x and xi illustrate

the composition of the refuse in detail, showing a preponderance of

rather large bowlders, most of which have been partially worked or

broken to test the material. The portion shown in i)late xi belongs
lower in the section, extending down from the seventh nearly to the

ninth foot in depth. Several shaped pieces are in sight. In i)late xii

we have a fine illustration of the clusters of shop refuse at about the

eightieth foot. The clinging wet earth obscures many of the fine Hakes,

but enough is seen to indicate the very great amount of work done on
this spot. The mass was made up of unshaped refuse and of shaped
specimens, illustrating the whole range of cpiarry-shop work from the

first flake to the rude thin blade; the latter, it was gradually learned,

being the almost exclusive pi'oduct of the flaking operations. A sec-

tion showing the quarry pit and the face of Potomac bowlders is pre-

sented in plate xiii. This terraced face, receding in irregular steps,

appears to have undergone little change since it was deserted by the

prehistoric quarrymen. The bowlders are compactly bedded and retain

their places with great tenacity.

The deepest work of which evidence was discovered was about 11

feet beneath the present surface. It is probable that when deserted

the pit at the quarry face was much deeper, as considerable degra-
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elation of tbe slope must have taken place since tlie desertion of the

quarries. In another trench farther up the ravine the (|uarry face was
exposed to a dei)th of from 12 to \~> fvet.

Plate ciir and the frontis])iecc, described iu the supi)leiiieiit, serve to

illustrate the probable conditions under which the work was carried on
by the savage quarrynuMi. The miner with a strong- wooden jiike is

seen dislodging bowlders from the bed; a second workman is breaking

up a large mass of quartzite, and the Haker engaged in ronghing-

out tlie blades is seated near at hand. The life-size group from wliich

these views were taken was ])repare(l under the writer's direction for

the World's Fair, in Chicago. The figures were modeled by U. S. J.

Dnnbar, sculptor, and were costumed after drawings published in the

works of Hariot and John Smith, the assumption being that this work
on Piny branch was done by the Algonquian tribes known to the colo-

nists of Jamestown and lioanoke. However this may be, the work
of procuring and working the bowlders is, I am convinced, correctly

indicated by this group.

The quarry was about CO feet wide where crossed by our trench, and
was 3 or 4 feet deep at the lower margin and 11 feet deep at the quarry

face. The bowlders, forming a large part of the mass worked over,

had nearly all been tested for tlakability by the removal of a tiake

or two, or had been more or less fully worked. All of the material

removed from the trench was <!arefully assorted and studied by us, and
the important results reached through its consideration will be given

further on.

If we allow that the ancient operations were somewhat uniform in

extent along the terrace face, say for a distance of 500 feet, the mate-

rial worked over on this side of the ravine would amount to 100,000

cubic feet or more, and the number of bowlders secured and worked or

partly shaped would reach millions.

THE TREE PIT

Lateral excavations from the tii-st trench were made wherever the

appearance of the refuse encouraged it, but the deposits did not vary

in any important respect. About 10 feet north of this trench, opposite

the sixtieth foot, stands a chestnut tree some 3 feet in diameter and
rather massive at the base. For the purpose of determining the relatiou

of this tree to the artificial deposits, an excavation was made uncover-

ing nearly one-half of the roots to the depth of ab(nit 7 feet. The main
root penetrated the refuse and passed through the undisturbed gravel

and into the decayed gneiss beneath. The roots had made their way
through the dejiosit of compact quartzite fragmcTits, inclosing many of

them almost completely (plate xiv) and assuming irregular distorted

forms imj)osed by the angular stones. As a matter of course, the tree

postdates the quarry period, as do other trees much older. In one of

the ravines near Fourteenth street a white oak, at least 200 years old,

grows in the same manner in a mass of shop refuse.
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The refuse about the roots of the chestnut tree contaiued more tliau

the usual perceutage of partially shaped tools, aud several bushels of

these, showing rude leaf-shape outlines, were collected. A photograph
made shortly after beginning the excavation shows the inclosure of

worked stones in the base of the tree and their prevalence in the mass
of refuse (plate xiv).

THE SEl OND TREXCII

A second trench carried across the old quarry in tlie spring of 1S90

failedtofurnishfeaturesof especial interest aud added little to the fund
of information acquired from the trench made the previous year. It was
not expected, however, that this second excavation would expose exten-

sive deposits of refuse or well marked quarrying. The site was chosen
in a depression, or incipient gulch in the slope, where no marks of dis-

turbance could be detected, whereas the first trench was carried across

a convexity in the face of the hill, which convexity bore every indica-

tion of being the result of artificial disturbance and accumulation. Hav-
ing determined that surface appearances in the first case really indicated

the conditions beneath the surface, the second trench was made where
no indications of ai-tiflcial disturbance could be noted. This trench was
100 feet noi'th of the first. No well-defined shop sites were discovered,

and evidences of ancient quarrying were quite meager. Artificial refuse

was evenly distributed throughout the overplaced gravels to a depth
of about ;5 feet. These couditious would seem to indicate that the shal-

low depression in which the trench was dug had been filled from shops
and quarries at the right and left, or perhaps from random working at

higher points on the slope.

Excavation was begun in the rivulet bank, here about (5 feet high.

The immediate bank was found to consist of a mass of refuse, well

filled with broken bowlders and rejects and chips which exhibited a
sort of rude bedding as if rearranged by the action of the rivulet

or as if deposited on its successi\e though very nairow flood plains.

Our trenching soon passed through these deposits. The gneiss which
formed the bed of the stream rose i-apidly beneath the loose mass
forming the bank, and at 10 feet from the stream approached within .3

feet of the surface. From the tenth to the tliirtieth foot the gneissic

surface followed the slope of the hill at a prettj' uniform depth of 3

feet; beyond this it passed horizontally beneath deposits of Potomac
bowlders. Overplaced gravels from the tenth foot to the end of our
trench contained but few artificial objects, and these did not occur at

a greater depth than about 3 feet. These gravels for the most part

were made up of a heterogeneous mixture of clay, sand, and pebbles,

with occasional bowlders. Near the bottom they consisted principally

of material derived directly from the disintegrating surface of the

Potomac bowlder beds.
THE THIRD TRENCH

The site for a third trench was chosen with the view of secur-

ing evidence ou two questions of especial interest. The first was the
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question of tho relation of tlic iuicient quarryiii}^' to the ])resent bed of

the rivulet; the second related to the significance of a series of depres-

sions observed along the u])i)er ])art of the 8loi)e a little above the

quarry level (as deteiiniiied at other i)oints) anil immediately below
the upper margin of the teri'ace slope. The place selected was about
200 feet farther up the gulch than the second trench, and where the

length of the slope was only SO feet and the heiglit about 40 feet. At
this point the Potomac l)Owlder bed outcrops at or but little above the

level of the stream bed, and it was thought that evidence of ancient

excavation might be found so near the present bottom of the gulch as

to indicate the comjiarative receutness of the work. Observations ou
this point are given in detail further on.

As to the other question, it was surmised that the depressions along

the upper part of the slope marked the sites of ancient pits, and inves-

tigation showed that this surmise was not far wrong. The depressions

are in all cases a little higher up than the old pits and above the

bowlder bed level, and are apparently the result of miniature land-

slides, by means of which the original quarry pits were tilled up.

The i)heuomena disclosed in this trench are quite interesting and
may be given in some detail. Entering the bank on the level of the

stream bed, we followed the surface of the gneiss for a nund)er of feet.

Within the first 10 feet patches of undisturbed Potomac bowlder
gravel remained on the gneiss surface. At about the twentieth foot the

bowlder bed began to thicken, and its upper surface rose with the slope

of the talus. The bank of the rivulet was between 4 and 5 feet in

height, and was compo.sed of loose heterogeneous refuse, which, as the

excavation advanced, was found to be rudely bedded with the slope as

indicated in the section (plate xv). The loose refuse was from 5 to 7

feet deep, and rested on the gneiss or the uneven surface of the bowl-

der bed. Broken cobbles, rude rejects, broken embryo implements,

and chips were ])retty evenly distributed throughout the mass. At
the twentyseventh foot the tioor of the (juarry made an abrupt descent

of 3 or 4 feet.

In advancing beyond the twentyseventh foot the bottom of the

ancient quarry rose but slightly, and at the fortieth foot it was 10 feet

beneath the surface. The deeper parts were filled with loose material

—

clay, gravel, and bowlders—intermingled with which were a number
of fragments including chips and broken, imfinished tools, but there

was not here or in the vicinity any very decided evidence of chipping

on the spot. The lowest point of this ancient pit was only 2 feet above
the present bed of the gulch at the nearest jioint.

Between the thirtieth and the fortieth foot no features of particular

interest were encountered. As shown in the longitudinal section, a

number of pockets of shop refuse occurred between the twentyeighth
foot and the thirtyftfth. These may have been shop sites, but had
more the character of refuse descended from above into de^jressions or
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pits. The mass of material about these pockets and beyond, up to the
fortytifth foot, was comparatively barrcu of artificial refuse. Tlie mid-
dle parts of the mass of tillediu material, as indicated in the section,

is quite homogeneous, as if never worked over by man, and must have
descended into the quarry pit en masse as a miniature landslide from
above. It consists of loose, crunddiug, sandy clay of reddish color—

a

characteristic of the higher-level beds—containing some gravel and
occasional bowlders. Eather high up in the sides of the trench could
be seen indications of old overplaced deliris containing shop refuse
and coarse materials, all of grayish color. Near the surface the over-
placed gravel was

andagain reddish

barren of art.

In approaching
the fiftieth foot,

pockets of shop ref-

use began to ap-

pear, and at from i

to feet deep and
beyond the fifty-

sixth foot charac-

teristic quarry-
shoi) phenomena
were encountered.
Beds of clay and
refuse of varying
colors were seen

dippingintothehill

as the quarry face

was approached.
Nature distributes

her materials with
the slope, but art

reverses this ; as

the earth is thrown
out of a quarry pit
j4- fnvinti livprs con- ^"^- ^—Section of bowlder beds exposed in quarry face 13 feet in height.

forming roughly to the slope into the jiit. The section exposed in this

trench is given in ])late xv.
At the tiftyseventh foot a descent of 2 feet was made into a deeper

portion of the ancient quarry as shown in the section. At the sixtieth

foot the bottom of the old quarry was 13 feet beneath the present sur-

face, and at about the sixtythird foot the quarry face was encountered.
When this was uncovered to the full width of our trench, the section

shown in figure 8 was disclosed. Beginning at the top there were
about 3 feet of overplaced slope material, dark above from the presence
of vegetal mold and composed of sandy clay below; beneath this were
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the ]'otomac beds in ])l;u;e, ('ouiprisiiiff, first, about 3 feet of coarse

loose-bedderl sands of Auricd kinds, tlien alteruating layers of saud,

grave], and bowlders, ami at the base a (^nnpact layer of bowlders.

Tlie ancient workmen bad ])enetrated this latter bed at this jjoint only

to the depth of a foot or two. On the bottom and against the (piarry

face were a few chips and chii)i)ed bowlders, but the mass of material

filling up the ancient e.xcavation was barren of art and consisted of a

mixture of clay with sand and gravel, derived from the margins of the

ancient pit chiefly by sliding from the overhanging front wall. This

wall or (jnarry face as tmcovered by ns was only 12 or 1.'5 feet high, but

when the ancient miners deserted the spot it must have been very

much higher, probably 20 feet if the period was recent and perlia])s

more if the time was remote. As already stated, the configuration of

the slope showed that a slide had taken place, leaving a hollow Just

under the crest of the .slope and giving a rounded mass on the site of

the ancient digging. Eeneath the higliest part of this mass our trench

disclosed the deepest point reached by the aborigines. The filling up
by sliding en masse M'as thus shown by the surface configuration of the

site as well as by the character of the filling material.

It appears that the bottom or floor of the ancient quarry was (juite

uneven, but its full conformation could not be made out from the dis-

closures of a trench 3 feet wide. In examining the sides of our trench

in the vicinity of the ancient quarry face I discovered that our left

wall had for several feet coincided here and there with the steep side

wall of the ancient excavation.

The digging of this trench amply repaid the labcn- expended, as

answers were obtained to a number of the ([uestions presenting them-

selves. It was found, first, that the ancient quarrying was carried on

at a level only 2 or 3 feet above the present bed of the rivulet, and
second, that the trenches had been filled by sliding masses in such

manner as to produce inequalities of the surface not yet eftaced. In

addition, the conclusions reached by a study of the other trenches were

confirmed: 1, that there were well-defined quarries with quarry faces

of considerable vertical extent in the rotomac bowlder deposits; 2,

that little shaping was done in the deeper pits save that required in

testing the quality of the stone; 3, that the only work in the shops

about the excavations consisted in the roughing-out of leaf-shape

blades; 4, that the ancient diggings were extremely irregular, much
labor having been expended in exploitation and in reaching the heavier
deposits of workable bowlders; and, 5, that undermining was by no
means the exclusive method of reaching and securing the bowlders.

Study of this trench afforded a remarkable instance of the confusion
possible in the association of works of art with gravel bluft's where
workable stone was sought. Had the cutting for a roadway or other
modern improvement been made along the side of this gorge the
exposures in the walls would have shown "implements"' embedded
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under unaltered gravels at a depth of 13 feet («, figure 8), and it is thus

seen that in such a cutting the detection of the true conditions might
be next to imxjossible without careful and extensive excavation.

THE FOURTH AND PIFTII TUFINCHES

A number of trenches were opened about the southwestern point of

the promontory as indicated on the maj). It was exjiected that these

would throw light on various peculiar features of the topography, and
also add to the information regarding quarrying and manufacture.

The results are all that could be desired.

The fourth trench was opened on the rounded point of the promon-
toiy 300 feet south of the first trench, while the filth was made a little

fartfier around toward the east. The phenomena observed in these

trenches were so nearly identical that i shall omit detailed mention
save of the latter and more iTiterestiug.

The fifth trench furnished much of the evidence necessary to com-
plete the story of the ancient quarries. The general conditions were
uniform with those revealed in the first trench. At the thirtyfifth foot

a pocket of shop refuse of unusual interest was encountered. As
exposed by the trench (plate xvi) it was i or o feet in horizontal

extent and perhaps 3 feet deep, and its upper surface was 2 or 3 feet

beneath the surface of the ground. No part of the quarries, 30 feet

across (measured on the slope) and from (5 to 9 feet deep, was entirely

free from flakes and flaked stones, but the work of shaping had been
carried on most extensively on this one spot. From the deposit upward
of 40 blades, broken near the finishing stage, were recovered, though
the search made was by no means exhaustive; fully one-fourth of the
shaped pieces remained in the excavated debris. This pocket of refuse

was not essentially difl'erent in any of its features from those encoun-
tered in the first trench, but it had somewhat more the appearance of

a trimming or finishing shop than any yet seen. There were few large

or rude pieces and the flakes averaged small ; still no traces were found
of specialized shapes, or even of well trimmed edges or points. The
highest form made was a roughed-out blade such as a majority of

those found in caches.

The most interesting feature of this trench was its quarry face, which
was encountered at about the fm-tieth foot. It was discovered that

extensive undercutting had been done by the ancient quarrymen, and,

as we advanced, the overhanging face was found to extend forward
several feet, as shown in plate xvi. The phenomena of this quarry
face are instructive in one important direction. They reveal, with more
than usual clearness, a favorite method of the ancient quarrymen.
The massive bowlder bed all around this promontory had been depos-
ited on the gneiss. Entering the face of the bluff on the surface of
this rock, rendered friable by decay, the overplaced stratum of com-
pacted bowlders and sand was undermined, so that the quarrying of

15 ETH 4
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the bowlders bepaino a comparatively easy matter. They were easily

looseneil and fell into the hand of the workuiiin from the matrix of com-
])acted sMiid, as dean and fresh in color as when deposited by the sea in

i\Iesozoic times. By thus working on the gneiss surface, antler picks

or wooden stakes sharpened by fire would serve to perform the work
of undermining and knocking down, whereas our men found it a dilli-

cult task to penetrate the closely compacted conglomerate from its

upper surface or from the front, even with the aid of steel picks.

THE .SIXTH TRENCH

The examination of the third trench made it clear that in certain cases

the ancient pits had been tilled, or partially filled, by the sliding of sand
and gravel from the quarry wall and from the bluff above. This, fact

led to the opinion that some of the unicjue features of conformation

observed about the outer point of the terrace were, in a measure at

least, due to slides brought about by quarrying ojierations. To one
familiar with the ancient quarrying in this locality, the concavity on
the horizon of tlie bowlder outcrop and the convexity of profile just

below, as seen in the sections, would at once be attributed to human
agency. In this case, however, the deformation is on such a scale that

natural agencies could alone have accomplished the result.

On the southwestern angle of the spur, and at a level about 0(» feet

below the crest, there is a roundish hump or shoulder 100 teet or more
across and rising perhaps 15 feet above what would seem to be a normal
jiroflle. This occurs just beneath the level of the bowlder outcrop, and
thus has the appearance of a great dump heap to the quarries.

The character of the rocks forming the bluff is such that they dis-

integrate very gradually, and with ordinary activity of the erosive

forces a slope of sufficient declivity to invite landslides would not

occur. The (piestion arose as to whether extensive quarrying on the

face of the bowlder bed and the consequent undermining of the super-

posed beds of gravels and sands, here some 40 feet in thickness, might
have brought about the sliding of a mass from above sufficient to produce
the hump observed. The only jiossible means of arriving at a satisfac-

tory solution of the question was by trenching. A series of excava-
tions was made covering the profile of the spur from near the summit
to the outer base of the convexity that gave rise to the inquiry. The
section shown in figure 9 serves to indicate the position of these pits as
well as the nature of the i)rofile. The light ])ortions represent the

excavations made, and the dotted line at the top indicates the position

of the mass supposed to have descended to form the hump. The
results of the pitting may briefly be given: The pit at « was in shop
refuse similar to that usually found in the quarry dumps higher up.

The pit b was carried 13 feet deep through a mass of sand and gravel

more or less disturbed, but apparently not by human agency. The
material corresponded closely to that of the beds above the quarry
level. Near the base, at 12 feet deep, numerous quartzite chips and
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fragments evidently of artificial origin were found. Analogous condi-

tions were observed in pit c. Pit d ou the quarry level passed through
thin slope gravels, containing some artificial material, into the normal
bowlder beds. Pit e disclosed the sands and gravel of the ui>per sloijes.

Although the observations were not so complete as could be desired,

the evidence secured supports the theory that sliding took place as a
result of the quarrying operations, and that the protuberance on the

slope below represents the transported mass. The presence of shop
refuse in the lower pit, the occurrence of artificial flakes near the bot-

tom of the mass of sand and gravel forming the hump, the absence of

normal dump heaps and of quarry excavations along the bowlder out-

crop above, all tend to confirm this conclusion. The movement of a
large mass from the upper wall of the quarries would obliterate the

quarries and carrj- the quarry refuse down in front of it to the position

of pit a. These evidences, taken together with the apparently abnor-

mal conformation of the spur, seem to be sufficient warrant for the
conclusion reached.

Fiti. 9—Section exposed by trencliiDjr on onter .mole of terrace. Flaked stones were found iu pits b

and c near the siirf.ice and near the bottom only.

Other Pixy Branch i^ites

East of the point just described the broad end of the terrace spur
facing Piny branch is very steep, and few traces of quarry or shop
work are to be seen; but lower down the slope, near the base, are

masses of material that must have descended by sliding and creeping.

Shop refuse is distributed through these masses and is found in the
floodplain of the creek at the base. By sti-eam action the flaked stones

and refuse of flaking have been scattered through the recent floodplains
of the whole valley below. On the eastern point or corner of the spur
overlooking the Fourteenth street bridge over Piny branch there are
numerous indications of ancient pitting on the bowlder-bed level, and
shop refuse is plentiful. Following this level around the slopes of the
ravines just west of Fourteenth street and across to the eastern side,

the same phenomena are observed. The slopes of the bluff west of
that in which the first trenching was done also bear evidence of having
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been extensively worked, ;iiid all anmiid tlic lilutr.s as we appioacli

Eock creek valley proper, risiug gradually to the crests of the terrace

spurs, flaked stones are found.

On the southern side of the branch (|uarries occur both cast and
west of Fourteenth street at nearly the same level. Much Mork was
done near a spring at a point beneath the '"house in the tree" and
opposite Spring road, which extends eastward from Fourteenth street.

East of Fourteenth street the only (|uaiTy of imi)i)rtance is on tlie

place of Mr W. J. Ithees. This is on Si)ring road, a few hundred jards
from Fourteenth street, as indicated on the map. It is probable that in

this vicinity many evidences of ancient (juarrying have been destroyed
by building, cultivation, and landscape gardening. In this direction

the bowlder beds, dipping gently eastward, descended beyond the
reach of primitive quarrymen.

PINY BRANCH SHOPS

(iENERAL Features

As indicated in describing the quarry phenouii'na, shops in which
the bowlders were flaked, were established at convenient points about
the pits, and the piles or clusters of flakes, failures, and fragments are

very numerous. The undisturbed clusters are often lenticular in form
as originally accumulated, and occur within the body of the refuse just

as they were covered by (quarry refuse in the progress of the work.
Some of those exposed by the trenches have been described and illus-

trated incidentally in the description of the quarries, and something
may now be said of such as were scattered over the surface of the site.

In the bank of the rivulet, about 100 feet higher up the stream than
the initial point of our first trench, the caving in of the bank has
exj)osed a large de])osit of shop debris. It consists in parts of excep-
tionally small flakes, fragments, and failures, and was evidently a
favorite shop to which much of the selected material from the adja-

cent pits was carried.' Other similar shops are found near by, but in

most cases the spots are obscured by refuse from above, or are partially

obliterated by the sliding or creeping movements constantly acting on
the steep declivities.

Farther away from the pits are what 1 have termed trimming shops.

These are on high points, on bits of level terrace, or on the level upjier

surface of the plateau. To these places bowlders and fragments, after

testing or partial working, were carried to be further trimmed and pos-

sibly, in some cases, fully specialized. Small flakes and well-advanced
broken blades characterize these spots. It is probable that lodges

were i)itched on some of these sites, and it would seem reasonable that

' During the examination of the site many scientific men visited the spot and examined the trenches
and masses of fraf^mental qnartzite, ohserving for themselves the nature and extent of the opera-

tions carried on l>y the ancient peoples. Among these were J. W. Ptiwell, P. G. Erinton. Henry
Balfour, T. C. Chamberliu, W J JIcGee, .1. A. Holmes. G. K. Gilbert, C. H. Hitchcock, G. Brown
Goode. O. T. Mason. Thomas Wilson. H. C. ilercer. and F. W. Putnam.
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the quarrymeu should have established a considerable community la

the vicinity. A dwelling site is said to have been observed on the level

ground, now a meadow, at the head of the ravine, and there are some
evidences of j)rimitive dwelling on the terrace overlooking Rock creek

west of Mount Pleasant.

The terrace like spurs bordering the ravine in which the trenches

were dug are covered with flakes and broken blades left by the work-
men. These are not now in clusters, as must have been the case orig-

inally, but are distribnted rather evenly over the surface, as if the
growth of forests and other disturbing agencies had been long at work
shifting them about.

The distribution of shoits and shop refuse is shown on the map form-

ing plate II.

Special Feature.s

the quarry-shop product

Examination of the phenomena of the quarries and shops is naturally
followed by a study of the articles produced in them. This is a sub-

ject of the deepest interest, and no pains have been spared to obtain

full and wholly reliable determinations.

At first it was supposed that the rudely tlaked stones found scat-

tered over the sites of these quarries were bona-fide implements, and
as such they found their way into literature, much speculation having
been indulged iu with respect to their age, to their use, and to the
grade of culture to which they i)robably pertained. These and similar

articles from the surface are still regarded by some as implements, and
numerous specimens are still (1894) exhibited as paleolithic implements
without any reason save that they somewhat resemble certain rude
forms of European paleoliths.

Viewed in the light of the studies recorded herein, however, the
roughly tiaked stones ai'e seen to be not implements at all, but the
refuse of implement making, including many rejects or failures which,
being partially shaped, indicate or suggest more or less fully the ruder
forms of flaked implements used by primitive ])eoples, but which may
not have even a remote resemblance to the final form to be made. It

was observed that the work on the site was extremely limited in range;
that it consisted in reducing the bowlders, or parts of bowlders, by
flaking processes to thin leaf-shape blades, which were no doubt
intended either for use as simple blades for cutting and scraping, or
designed to be specialized, as occasion demanded, into airowpoints,
spearheads, perforators, and the like. So simple are the conditions
that a dozen specimens may be made to illustrate the entire range of
shaping work.

In plate xvii is shown a series of flaked stones, taken from this site,

which includes all the ordinary forms of rejects and epitomizes the
full range of shaping operations. Beginning with the bowlder a, from
which two chips have been taken, we pass through successive stages of
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elaboration, reaching the most highly developed forms in A-, /, and m—
long leafsliapc blades. Profiles of type specimens representing tliree

stage of i)rogress are jdaccd at the right. Tlie upper is the trne

turtleback, tlie second tlie double turtleback or incipient blade, and
the third the well-advanced blailc. As would be ex])ected, no good
examples of tlie fully liiiished (roughed out) bkides were found entire

on the site, and illustrations of ajiproxiinately finished woriv had to be
selected from broken specimens of whicli both halves happened to be
recovered, or from the inany single halves. In nearly all cases these

blades have a broad and a pointed end, and an examination of many
specimens indicates that these features were generally foreshadowed in

the earlier stages of shaping and were kept in view throughout the prog-

ress of the work. The blades of most advanced type, represented by
broken i)ieces only, vary from 2 to 5 or 6 inches in length, and are gen-

erally under 2 inches in width and less than one-half an inch in thick-

ness. It was apparently requisite that blades to be accei)table should

be measurably straight and symmetric, that they should have an oval

lanceolate outline, that they should be within a certain limit of weight,

and that the edges should liave a bevel adapted to further elaboration

by liaking processes. Only one piece was found thai had certainly

been carried beyond this simple stage; in this piece a rude stem had
been worked out at the broad end, as in the ordinary spearhead. This

specimen (o, plate xviii) was found near the surface of a mass of shop
refuse, but was without reasonable doubt part of the original deposit.

Two other pieces [b and c) found at considerable depths exhibit slight

indications of specialization of form. The specimen shown in d is hardly

more than an ordinary failure, rejected on account of too great thick-

ness or other eccentricity of shape.

For the purpose of conveying a clear notion of the nature of the

final (|uarry form—the leaf-shape blade—I have brought together in

plates XIX, XX, xxi, and xxii a number of the rejects that seem to

approach the form striven for by the quarry-shop flaker. Some are

entire blades, all of which exhibit more or less palpable defects of

form (as judged by the standards made out by a study of the quarry-

shop work and by the ordinaiy blades found so identifully on village-

sites). Others were broken near the final stage of the shaping, and in

numerous cases both pieces were found where they had been dropped
by the workman and covered u\) by the accunuilating debris. It will

be noticed that nearly all the whole pieces are excessively thick in some
part, while some are crooked or defective in outline, and we may con-

clude that they were rejected on account of some of these shortcomings.
We are, in my judgment, sufficiently warranted in concluding that most
of those siiecimeus now in fragments were broken iu vain efforts to

reduce the excessive thickness (as in «, plate xx) or to correct some
defect in outline. Breakage was liable to take place at any stage of
the work, the danger increasing, however, as the form inci-eased in

tenuity.
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The excessive tliickuess so fatal to success results froin the failure of

flakes to carry suflicieutly far back from the margin to overlap opposing
flakes. Ill the process of shaping stones of varying degrees of availa-

bility by fracture, many eccentric forms are necessarily developed; and
these peculiarities of failures, being due to commou defects in the flak-

ing qualities of the stone, are often repeated, giving to the superflcial

observer the impression that the particular form was the result of

design. Thus, for example, there are many specimens having one flat

side and one convex or pyramidal side. It happened in such cases

that one §ide was reduced readily to the flatfish or slightly convex
surface desired, but that the other worked badly, giving a high peak
which could not be removed. This form and the double-peaked variety

are constantly repeated because the tendency of the flaking from a

bowlder is strongly toward high apexes, great skill being required to pre-

vent this result and to obtain just t!ie proper convexity. To attempts

to remove these liigh humps by vinlcnt strokes is due much of the break-

age in all stages of the work. Examples of this class of failures are

found on every shop site and need not be mistaken for finalities in

shape.

^

The incipient tools have very considerable range in size, tlie blade
shown in h, plate xxi, being 5i inches in length, while others reach

ujjward of (> inches. The smallest specimens found in the <]uarry-shops

arc a little under 2 inches in length. Plate xxiii is intended to indi-

cate the relation of theroughed-out blade to the bowlder from which it

was derived. Two examples are given, the i)roflle being ailded in each

case that the conditions may be understood fully. In the si)eciniens

chosen for illustration, both ends retain small areas of the original

surface of the bowlder. The relation of the blade to the original

bowlder is not at all nniforni. The fracture was sometimes such that

three-fourths or more of the mass was removed all from the one side

before the desired degree of convexity of that side was obtained, so

that the blade was finally derived from very near one surface of the

bowlder, as indicated in tlie protiles. The occurrence of such speci-

mens as this has led to the supposition that iu some cases a number of

blades were made from a single bowlder by splitting, and this is no

^During the period interveaing between the completion of the work on Piny brancli and the date
of the present writing (five years). I have examined many other quarries in various parts of the

country and close aiiiilo^ies were observed everywhere and even identical results where conditions

were identical. I have also encountered iu tliis period numerous illustrations of the baneful results

flowing from a lack of appreciation of the nature of tlie quarry and shop work and of tlie rejectage

always associated with it. One very earnest and intelligent gentleman, who had dwelt for many
years in a flint-producing district wliere the tields were lilled with refuse of manufacture, had spent
a great deal of time in gathering and classifying the varied forms of rejectage. supposing all to be
implements. The result, was truly astonishing. He had grouped similar forma together as so many
varieties of tools and had worked out suppositious uses and was able to decide how some forms were
shaped to fit the hand and others were designed for hafting. He had made excellent drawings and
was ready to issue an elaljorate and costly work. In his mind every shape was significant, and all

fractures, such as come from necessity in all broken stones and are often remarkable, were indications

of design, and the more eccentric accidents of fracture were evidences of consummate skill on the

part of the jvorkman.
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doubt correct wlieie fracture was exceptiouall\ liivoiahlc, but a bowl
(Icr (lid abundantly well in yieldinjj a sin};le spcciiricii of tlic class

roujilied out on tlie, (]uai ly site.

In a majority of cases tlie (•(tniplctcd blade retains no trace of the
ori^iinal surface of tbe bowlder, as the yreat iuind)cr of bloxxs necessary
to obtain the desired shajjc removed it altogether; and in most cases,

no doubt, the specimen was reduced to two-thirds or one half of the
lenji'th and width of the bowlder. It is probable that the i^rojectile

point, li or 2 inches in length, was often tlie entire result of llaking up
a bowlder 3 or 4 inches long.

The various forms of worked stones are distributed throughout the
mass of refuse, as would be expected in a quarrj'-sho]). In many cases
clusters of Hakes are found, and with them the liMgnients and failures

jjroduced during a single sitting or by a series of sittings on the one
spot. In /(. plate xxiii, and in a ami /(, ]date xxiv, three pieces are
presented, illustrating three stages of progress, the firstmentioned
specimen belonging between the other two. These were found, with
the flakes derived from them, in a small cluster in the first trench.'

The large specimen was rejected after having received a few blows from
the hammer, the relief of the side flaked remaining too pronounced to

warrant continuation of the work; the second piece was broken when
both sides had been roughly reduced to approximate contour; while the

third example was splintered after having reached almost the requisite

thinness and contour. Thus we have, as the result of a few minutes'
flaking, a series of forms representing the whole range of quarry-shop
shaping operations and extending from the rudest to the most elaborate

stage.

Occasionally we encounter specimens in which the llaking was
carried all around the margin of the stone in such a manner as to give

a number of steeply sloping facets. These have a close resemblance to

what are known as cores, that is, masses of raw material from which
flakes have beeu removed to be used ;is knives, etc. It is diflicult to

draw^ the line between the steep-faceted failure and the typical core

form, as the one shape grades into the other. Four of these core-like

pieces, the best and nearly the only specimens collected, are represented
in ])late xxv. It is impossible to determine whether or not they are

really cores rather than mere failures of the blade maker. Certainly

no use was made on the quarry or shop sites of flakes such as would
be derived from them, for had such flakes been worked up on the site

traces of the operations would have beeu left among the refuse. True,

the flakes may have been carried away, as were the blades produced
in the ([uarry, to be utilized or specialized elsewhere, but I have not

'It is quite i)os8ibl(! t liiit by a little careful work all tlie pieces of the bowlders tisod on this spot

could li;ivo beeu recovered nnil the ori<;iual form restored by fitting the bits together, hut the true

couditiona were so patent that this was not considered essential. In subsequent years such restora.

tions ha\'o been made in a ntnnber of cas<'s. and notably by Dr W'. A. Phillips, of Evanston, Illinois,

who has in two or Three instances restored the bowlder so fully that each part can bo taken off in the

order in wliieii it was tiaked bv the ancient arrow maker of the gravelh' shores of Lake Michigan.
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been able to learu that the primitive iuhabitauts of the Potomac regiou

often used flakes such as were takeu from these objects, either in their

original form as cutting' or scra])ing tools or in the mannfactnre of

projectile points, scrapers, and drills; nearly all specialized (juartzite

implements are fairly thick bodied and substantial. The great rarity

of typical core shapes on these shop sites should also be noted as indi-

cating the probability that ordinary high-peaked specimens are mere
accidents of blade-making operations.

In some cases large bowlders have been broken and flaked in such
manner as to suggest the notion that the detached pieces were intended

to be used in imi)lemeiit making; but howsoever this may be, much
experience has taught me that irregular masses of (piartzite are much
more diflicnlt to manage—to reduce to the symmetric blade—than are

the bowlders when the latter are of convenient size. It is different

with more brittle materials, which may be worked up to good advantage
from the angular mass.

In my very careful and prolonged eftorts to determine the abject of

the quarry-shop work and the character of the product I studied the

numerical relations of the various forms of rejectage with excellent

results, which may be given in some detail.

In shaping imj)lements by flaking there are necessarily failures at

all stages of the work from beginning to end, as already shown, and
these failures are susceptible of groui)ing into four classes: The first

class includes tested bowlders, rejected in early stages of the work
because of unfavorable material, adverse fractures, flaws, etc, which
occur in countless numbers on the site; the second stage includes

those considerably worked on one side and rejected because of i>alpa-

ble defects developed or brought out by that work; the third group
includes such specimens as were flaked somewhat fully ou both sides

before it became apparent that further ettbrt was useless; and the
fourth class comprises the well-detined leaf-like blade. Xow it was
found by study of the shaped refuse that breakage under the heavy
blows of the hammer took place at all stages of the work, and that

nearly as many failures had resulted from breakage into halves or

approximate halves as from imperfectly developing contour. I found,

however, by segregating and comparing the varieties, that one group of

halves had no corresponding group of unbroken forms, and I concluded
that this group of halves represented the true quarry product.

The observations may be formulated as follows (the first series—the
tested bowlders—being omitted because they were practically innu-

merable): In the first trench I found, of the second class («, plate xvii),

380 whole specimens and 400 halves; of the third class {(>), 250 whole
specimens and 320 halves; and of the fourth stage (/>), no whole speci-

mens and .'>80 halves. The latter were halves of comparatively thin,

well-shaped blades, and were not represented by any whole lilades of

like proportion's. In other words, there were 380 half blades of a
grade of advancement supei-ior to that of the best entire blade. From
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this the infeieiui- was readied tbat all unbroken blades nf tlii.s class

were carried away. It would ai)]>ear. also, tliat of the shaped stones no
other varieties were carried away, since no otlier variety is without a

full iiercentajre of unbroken s]iecimens, the jtresence of these in the

refuse bcinji sufficient evidence that they were not desired oi' removed
froiii the site.

The (Ictcrniiiiatioii that the leaf shape blade was the exclusive

shajK'd product of these great ipiarries is of greater importance than

at first ai)i)ears. It affords the key to many of the most ]iiizzling

problems of flaked stone art. It settles the status of multitudes of

rudely flaked stones formerly of enigmatical status, and enables us to

tell the story of the caclie and write for the first time the full history

of the countless flaked implements scattered over the land.

TOOLS USED IN FLAKING

As has already been indicateil, the flaking tools were probably bowl-

ders selected for the ])urpose from the nniltitudeof available examples.

Though few were found that .show any considerable evidence of wear,

many s])ecimens occur which are more or less battered, ap])arently by
u.se. With multitudes of natural hammers of choice shapes and assorted

sizes at hand, it was manifestly useless to shape si)ecial tools or to

bring in shaped tools from the outside. The scarcity of well-shaped

and much- used hammers in this (juarry is a very notable fact, and has

been the subject of much speculation. It is found that in other quar-

ries, subsequently examined, these objects are very numerous, and this

has led to the surmise that possibly hammers made of other material,

such as buckhorn, were emi)Ioyed in flaking the bowlders. This, we
must admit, is possible, but as the evidence stands today the matter
must be left largely to conjecture.

Processes of Manukacture

Discussion of the i>rocesses of manufacture, of the destiny of the

shaped product, and of other general topics might be left until the
other (juarries and shop sites are described, but can as well be taken
up here, since the results obtained by a study of this group of qiuirry-

shops are repeated in the other cases.

It has been mentioned elsewhere that the first step, after the removal
of the bowlders from the bed by the (luarrymen, was to test them for

(piality of material. As a rule, the removal of a single flake, or at most
a very few flakes, enabled the ex])ert workman to determine whether or
not the stone was reasonably tractable. The selected material was
removed to the shop sites, wliere the flaker took up the work.
The process employed in flaking appears to have been exclusively

fracture by free-hand ]>ercussion, the act being a quick, firm stroke,

regulated in force by the nature of the resistance to be overcome and
by the result desired; no trace or sugge.stion of other Jvind of proced-

ure was observed. The bold but unsvmmetric outline of the forms
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produced and the ratlier haphazard arrangeiueut of the percussion

points prechide the idea that any process capable of accurately adjusting

the point of contact between the tool used and the article shaped could

have been employed. At best such a method would certainly not be

readily applicable to a stone of the refractory nature of quartzite.

Though the manner of delivering the stroke seems sufficiently deter-

mined, the precise method of holding the stone shaped is left to con-

jecture. My own exj)eriments have been conducted on the assumption
that it was held in the hand. The account of tlaking processes given

in the following paragraphs is based on the belief that free-hand per-

cussion with hammers of stone or other hard and heavy material was
the exclusive or principal quarry-shop process.

Eeferring to the series of graded rejects illustrated in plate xvii, we
observe that the process of manufacture and the steps of development

Fig. 10—First step iu bowlder fi:ikiiig.

were essentially as follows: Grasping a bowlder in either hand (sup-

jjosing bowlder hammers to have been used), the tirst movement was to

strike the edge of one against that of tlie other at the proper angle to

detach a Hake (figure 10). The second movement and the third were
similar, and so on until the circuit was completed. If no false stroke

was made and the stone had the right fracture, these few blows, occu-

pying but as many seconds, gave as a result a typical tnrtleback—

a

bowlder with one side faceted by artificial fiaking, the other side, save
through accident, remaining smooth. If the removal of a single row
of flakes was not sufficient, the work was continued until the one side

was reduced to the proper degree of convexity, and the availability of

the stone for further elaboration was made apparent. A type iirofile
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is illustrated in n, plate xvii. If tlic^ results tlius far rcacheil were
satisfactory, tlie stone was tnimd in the baud, and by a second series

of blows tlie remaining sniootli side w;is ilaked away (figure 11), when
the result was a two-faced stone or double turtleba(;k—the incipient

blade. With perhaps a few additional strong strokes the rough stone

began to assume the ap])earance of the final form. A tyj)e i)rofile is

seen in n, plate xvii. If at this stage, and, I may say, if at any i)re-

eeding stage, the stone developed defects or unmanageable features

(such as too great thickness, crookedness, or humps that could not be
removed), it was thrown away, and thus became part of the refuse;

and it would appear that all the entire specimens collected, since they
were taken by us from the refuse, did develop some of these short-

comings. If, however, the form developed properly, the work was con-

tinued into the final stage, which consisted in going over both sides a

Fio. 11—Second step iu bowlder flaking

second and perhaps a third time, securing, by the use of small ham-
mers and by deft and careful blows upon the edges, a thin, symmetric
blade. A profile is given in 2>, plate xvii. Four broken specimens that

must bave been all but complete, for they are apparently more perfect

than any whole pieces left on the site, are shown in J, I; I, and m of the
same plate. It is important to observe that when the thin blade repre-

sented by these halves was realized, the work of the quarry-sbop (and
the only work of the quarry-shop, so far as shaping is concerned)

was ended. The process and the machinery had accomplished all that
was asked of them, and all that they were capable of accomplishing.

The neat, but withal rude, blades, and these only, of the shaped ])rod-

ui'ts were carried away. Further work, additional shajjing—and such
there was in most cases, no doubt—employed other i)rocesses and was
carried on in other fields. Flakes and fragments suitable for elaboration
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into iiiuileiueiits may have been selected for transportation, but no
evidence of this is procurable.

The course of i^rocedure just described 1 have investigated in the

most careful manner, and by experiment have followed every step of

the process, and have achieved almost every result. I have found that

in reaching one final form I have left many failures by the way, and
that these failures duplicate, and in proper jyroportions, all the forms

found on the quany sites. I was unfortunately prevented from carry-

ing out these experiments as fully as desirable by j)ermanently disabling

my left arm in attempting to flake a bowlder of very large size.

I further find by these experiments—and the conclusion is a most
important one—that every implement resembling the iinal form here

described, and every blade-shaped projectile point made from a bowlder
or similar bit of rock not already approximate in shape, must i^ass

through the same or nearly the same stages of development, leaving

the same wasters, whether shai)ed today, yesterday, or a million years

ago; whether in the hands of the civilized, the barbarous, or the savage
man.

It may be well here to define with some care the apparent limitations

of the classes of procedure concerned in the manufacture of flaked

tools. Direct or free-hand percussion by means of unhafted or hafted

implements is the natural method of reducing large amorphous masses
to something approximating the special shapes reached in the advanced
stages of the art. It was probably the leading method utilized in very
early times; but this process, even in the most skillful hands, has its

limitations in certain directions. For example, blows can not be given

with sufficient regularity to produce great symmetry of outline and
desirable uniformity of flaking; and, again, when imjilements under
treatment become attenuated, the sharp blow is extremely liable to

shatter them. The skill of the artificers being equal, these limitations

vary with the degree of brittleness and homogeneity of the material

used.

Quartzite is extremely refractory, and the skill of the workman must
have been tried to the utmost to carry the manufacture by the free-

hand process to a stage of elaboration where the other methods would
be operative. It is possible that some method employing indirect per-

cussion may have followed that of direct percussion. By indirect

percussion I mean the use of two tools, one the hammer and the other

the punch, the latter being set on the exact spot to receive the impact
or blow, thus eliminating the element of uncertainty characteristic of

the free-hand blow, although necessarily lacking in percussive power.

By one or both of these methods the blades were carried to such a

degree of symmetry and attenuation that the artist was able to employ
pressure to advantage. Then, by skillfully using a bit of bone or

antler, he could carry the tool to the highest possible degree of spe-

cialization and finish. That the latter method was employed by the
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Chesapeake tribes is clearly indicated by John Smith, who, speaking
of a Powhatan warrior, says, ''His arrow head he iniickly niakcth with

a little bone, which he ever weareth at liis bracert, of any s])lint of a
stone, or glasse in the forme of a heart, and these they glew to the end
of their arrowes."' This could not apply, of cour.sc. save where thebit

of stone already a])])roxiuiated the 2*''oportions and especially the

thickness of the article to be made.

Dkstinv of tme Quahuy I!ladf,.s

Now, although the blades produced in the (piarry-shops may without
moditication have been used for cutting, scraping, i>erforating, and
other purposes, I am decidedly of the oi)inion that as a rule they were
intended for further elaboration ; this is rendered almost certain, first,

by the fact that the most fully shaped broken pieces found on the (puirry-

shop sites are but rudely trimmed on points and edges, specimens of

like grade being little fitted for use in cutting and scraping; and,

second, that all the tens of thousands of specialized forms—spearheads,

arrowpoiuts, and perforators—are necessarily specialized from such
blades, as shown in a subsequent section. The quarry-workshop was
naturally not a place for finishing tools, but one for roughing-out the

material and selecting that fitted to be carried away for final shaping.

A laborer engaged in such work in a ]iit in the forest would not be
likely to throw aside the rough hammer used in fracturing cobble

stones to take up and operate an entirely diti'erent kind of machinery,

involving a distinct and delicate process. Being a reasoning and prac-

tical creatui-e, he would carry away the roughed-out tools, the long,

thin blades, to be disposed of or to be finished at his leisure and by what-
soever method experience placed at his disposal.

The quarries, being extensive, were worked somewhat systematically

and the product was naturally of great importance to the people con-

cerned. The blades made during a prolonged season's work were
numerous and were carried to village-sites far and near for use, special-

ization, or trade. There would be in their history a period of trans-

jjortation attended by storage, and this would explain the cache, an
interesting feature of stone-implement phenomena, and one which
involves just such blades as were produced in the quarry-shops,

THE DUMBARTON HEIGHTS QUARRY-SHOPS

Location

The second group of quarry-workshops to receive attention is located

on the western side of Kock creek, a quarter of a mile north of the new
Naval Observatory and a mile and a half southwest of the Piny branch
site already described. The quarries occupy a narrow, heavily timbered

spur of the Tennallytown ridge and overlook a deep and picturesque

i
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raviue. Ou the plats of the new city subdivisiou.s boideiiug Massa-
chusetts avenue extended this locality is called Dumbarton heights.

Although hardly beyond the city limits, this site still retains the

extreme wildness of a piimitive forest and is penetrated by obscure
trails only. The sound of the lianimer is now constantly heard, how-
ever, even in the wildest spots, and suburban avenues threaten it on
all sides. It will probably not be many years before the illustration

given in plate xxvi, from a jihotograph taken early in the spring of 1891,

will be the only memento of the primal wilderness now covering these

hills. A tine rivulet, tributary to Tiock creek, meanders the deep ravine,

overlooked on the north by the ((uarry j)romontory and on the south by
the observatory.

Geology uv the Site

In its geologic features this locality corresponds very closely with the

Piny branch site. A bed of Potomac bowlders caps the summit of

the ridge, extending to a depth of from 1 to 25 feet, and resting on the
somewhat uneven surface of the gueissic rocks. The main ridge, with
which this si>ur connects by a narrow and very slightly depressed sad-

dle, rises toward Teunallytown, nearly 200 feet higher, and is composed
of sands, gravels, and bowlder beds of more recent age. The outcrops
of bowlders in the gulches and slopes have bgen worked in many
places by the ancient quarrymen. On the spur or proiuontorj' exam-
ined the bowlders outcrop at a level of 280 feet above tidewater, Mhich
is 50 feet higher than tlie exposures on Piny branch. This difference is

probably to some extent an index of the slope of the ancient gneissic

beach or sea bed on which the Potomac bowlders were laid down.
The bed resting on the gneissic surface seems to ha\e contained a
larger percentage of workable bowlders than any of the superposed
deposits. This led to the almost exclusive working of this bed by
the ancient peoples, who must have familiarized themselves with all

exposed deposits of material. '

The beds containing ([uartzite bowlders are at this point upward of
20 feet in thickness, but the workable material is contined to a few feet

at the base, with scattering specimens in gravel deposits at higher
levels. The bowlders sought and worked here are almost identical in

every respect with those quarried on Pinj' branch. The deposits,

however, present some points of difference. At the latter point the
bowlders were pretty uniforndy bedded, and the sands and gravels
associated with them exhibited distinct traces of horizontal bedding;
but on Dumbarton heights the bowlders are distributed pretty uni-

formly throughout a matrix of tough argillaceous sand, iiresenting
the appearance of heterogeneous dumping, rather than of regular bed-
ding by aqueous agencies.

Portions of the deposits were here in a most favorable condition to

be worked, as they occnpied the summit of the ridge and were exposed
to view over the surface of the entire crest. The bowlders were obtained
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by eiiteriii};' tlic liillsidc on tlic j^neissir Hoor as well as liy ])ittiiifj tlie

bowldcry surface at various jjoints. The latter iiietliod was extensively

followed at the western end of the outstaTidiuf; ridge, which is nearly

flat for a width of 75 feet or more. This relation of the bowlder depos-

its to the surface of the "ground had an iiiii)ortant bearinj;' (jn the pres-

ervation of the evidences of ancient work. On the sloping surfaces

the pits are entirely obliterated by the descent of refuse from above,

but on the iip])er surface they are still distinctly \ isiblc.

The workcdo\er surface is everywhere irregular, but the de])ressioiiS

are in no case more than a few inches in (l(|itli. It is luohaldc tiiat as

a rule they were not deep when deserted liy the ancient workmen, as

one pit would be tilled by refuse from another as the work went ou.

Such pits as were left open on the iipi)er surface of the ridge would at

first fill rai)idly Ijy falling in from the sides, but the rate of filling would
decrease with the decrease of depth, and when a degree of shallowness

like that observed at present had been reached, the compacted cobbles

would have something of the stability of au artificial pavement; and
where the position did not admit the accumulation of vegetal mold,
centuries might pass without percejjtible change. On steep sites, as in

some parts of Piny branch, the friable overhanging deposits must have
descended rapidly into the old quarries, obliterating all traces of the

pits in a very short time.

Distribution of Quarry Pits

On the map the crest of the i)romontory resembles the human foot in

profile. The ancient (piarries were located mainly on the heel, where
they covered au acre or more. A little work was done along the sole

of the foot, and several pits 2 or 3 feet deep had been dug at other

])oints.

As the ancient work was prosecuted along the crest and margins of

this promontory, the shop and quarry refuse is largely distributed over
the slopes and has descended to the bed of the creek on the south and
into the ravines and depressions on the other sides. The most striking

feature of the promontory is its mantle of broken bowlders, admirably
shown in plate xxyi. The whitish bowlders appear in strong con-

trast with the somber hues of the forest and its carijet of brown leaves

and dark mold.
TRE^•cHI^G

The western projection of the quarry spur bore the most decided

traces of ancient operations, and was therefore chosen as the best

place to begin the work of trenching. Ueginuiug near the extreme
southwest end of the crest, near the upper surface of the gneiss rocks

and at the base of the capping of bowlders, a trench 3 feet wide was
carried horizontally into the gently sloping hillside. Beyond the first

10 feet the digging was not continuous, but consisted of a line of short

trenches with intervals of a few feet. For about 4(1 feet but little of
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particular interest was encountered. The mass, to a depth gradually

increasing to 8 feet as we advaueed, consisted of earth and gravel,

intermingled with shop refuse. This rested on the uneven Moor of the

old quarry, composed of the undisturbed, tirmly compacted bowlder-

bearing gravels. The ancient workmen rarely penetrated, save on the

outer margins of the quarry, to the gneiss bed.

At the fortyfifth foot a pocket of refuse, containing broken bowlders,

failures, broken blades, and flakes, in considerable quantities, was
exposed. This was at a depth of about 3 feet. Tlie conditions were
identical with those of the Piny branch sites as the qimrry wall was
approached. The characteristics of the exposures in the trenches may
be summed up in a few words. The quarry debris consists of a hetero-

geneous mass of sandy clays, sand, gravel, bowlders of quartz and
quartzite, and shop refuse, all well comiiacted and diflicultto penetrate

and remove with pick and shovel. The shoj) refuse includes broken
bowlders up to a foot in greatest dimension, rejects representing all

varieties of failures, unfinished tools broken at various stages of

develoi>ment, and numberless Hakes. These are generally distributed

throughout the mass of (juarry d(''bris, but at intervals clusters or

pockets were encountered, where consideral>le shaping had been done
at a single sitting or on a particular spot.

The quarry face was reached at a distance of about "w feet from the

beginning point of the trenching. It was, at the point reached, quite

abrupt, being nearly vertical for about 5 feet. The full depth was
about 71 feet. At other points, exposed in various lateral trenches,

the old quarry face vras found to be very poorly defined. It would
appear that the ancient quarrymen did not work with any considerable
regularity or system. Xumerous excavations had been carried into the
sloping face of the hill, and had been abaiuloned near the crest. The
series of terminations constitute an irregularly scalloped and variously

inclined quarry face. A detailed description of the numerous short

trenches, o^jened at various points along the margin (jf the promon-
tory crest, need not be given. The conditions are uniform, and at no
point was the ancient work so extensive as where the first two trenches
were dug.

In one of the side trenches a good deal of charcoal was found, and
at the depth of about <! feet a charred log more than 10 feet long and
in places a foot in diameter was encountered. It rested on or near the
bottom of the ancient excavation, and consisted of a shell of charcoal,

the interior uncharred portion having been entirely replaced by sand,
which had found its way through the crevices. There is no reason to

suppose that it was used by the ancient (|uarrymen in their work, or
that it was anything more than a log which, having fallen into the
deserted pit, was burned by forest fires. Charred wood and snnill

masses of charcoal were found, but man's agency was not necessarily

involved in their production.

15 ETH 5
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'I'Ik! iiatuic of tlic (|ii;iriyiiif;, llie ])i'ocesses of iiii|iIcMieiit .sliajjiug,

and the nuarry product correspond closely with those of the Piny
bi-aiich site, and a description woiihl hut repeat what has been already
said ill the previons section.

()ini:i; i.-ncK fiMci.K sites

Xorth ol the Dumbarton hL'ij;hts ([uarries the bowlder beds occur
near or on the summits of the hills, and traces of ancient manufacture
are occasionally seen. On a high point less than a ipuirter of a mile

west of the crossing of Connecticut avenue and i'iercc mill road, much
shop refuse is found. This is within a few hundred yards of the Rose
hill soajistone (piarry, and repre.'^ents the extreme limit of the Poto-
mac bowlder deposits in this direction.

The new Naval Observatory on the ridge soutii of tiie (piarry Just
described is built on an ancient ([uany site. (Quarrying, ajipaiently on

a limited scale, was carried on in the banks of the ra\ine now occupied
by the power bouse, as the excavations for foundations and drainage
exposed quantities of the chipped bowlders.
The blulfs of Kock creek within the suburbs of the city are lined witli

sites on which the ancient bowlder worker established Iiis shops. The
work was everywhei-e the same, save that as a rule quarrying was not
carried on to such an extent as to leave traces of the pitting. Ou both
sides of the creek at the crossing of Massachusetts avenue the refuse

of bowlder Uaking is strewn over the slopes from base to summit of the
bluH's. The cuttiug of U street at a point overlooking the Massachu-
setts avenue bridge on the east has exposed an excellent section of the

base of the Potomac bowlder beds. A jiortion of the exposure is shown
in plate xxvir. Beneath the bowlders is the crumbling surface of the
micaceous gneiss. Considerable flaking was done on the surface at this

point, and clusters of Hakes and failures occur on the slope back of thi;

seated figure. Beyond is the valley of Kock creek and the heights on
the west. In the Zoological park, a little farther up the valley and
connecting around the faces of the ]\Iount Pleasant bluffs to the Piny
branch site, are numerous spots on which considerable work was done.

It may be added that on the level upper surfaces of the plateau

occupied by Mount Pleasant and by neighboring suburbs there are

traces of aboriginal occupation, consisting chiefly of finished, often

broken llaked implements of ordinary varieties, and rarely of ])ecked

and polished tools.

SHOP SITES OF THE MIDDLE POTOMAC VALLEY

FALLS SECTION OF THE I'DTOMAC

A study of the manufacture of stone implements in the Potomac
region would i)roi)erly include an examination of the thousands of

I
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sites up and down the river and in the atliueiit \alleys on the east and
west, but there is a great degree of sameness in the materials employed
and in the work done. While a few typical localities thoroughly stud-

ied illustrate the whole subject, the preseutatiou will not be complete
without a brief sketch of the whole held.

Investigations in the ancient bowlder quairies of the Hock creek

valley were concluded in June, 1S9U, and attention was at once turned

to the study of related phenomena in the surrounding region. That
portion of the Potomac between the head of tidewater and Great
falls—about 10 miles of the most interesting and iiicturesque part of

its course—possesses very considerable archeologic interest. The nat-

ural phenomena are quite distinct from those of Eock creek, and as a
consecpience thei'e is a distinct class of avcheological phenomena. The
falls portion of the Potomac was evidently a great tishiug resort for

the. aborigines, where at one time or another every available site was
occupied for more or less permanent dwelling. The section was rich in

the materials most utilized in native art. All kinds of rocks were
found; there were bowlders of quartz, quartzite, and slate; fragments
of these and other rocks; veins of quartz suitable for use iu arrow mak-
ing; rounded masses of traps and metamorphosed shitcs, tlie favorite

materials for making grooved axes and celts; soapstone in extensive

beds; clay, and occasional bits of rare stones brought down from the

distant mountains. The deposits of bowlders were not of a nature

to encourage extensive quarrying as on Itoik creek, but the varied

resources were fully and constantly drawn on by the dwellers by the

river. In cases the villages were distributed over beds of river drift

which furnished nearly every variety of stone and iu many forms; and
the art products of such a site, as picked up by the archeologist, are

varied in the extreme. There were considerable deposits of bowlders
on the northern terraces from (xeorgetown to above Cabin John bridge,

and (juartz was everywhere.
The most notable sites of the fishing villages are iu the vicinity of

Little falls. Some are ou the terraced bluffs overlooking the river on
both sides, while others are ou the tloodplaiu, only a few feet above
high tide or above the ordiuary river current, being swept freely by every
spring freshet.

Ou the left bank of the river, almost at tlie foot of Little fdls and
about a quarter of a mile below the bridge, is a site that may receive par-

ticirlar attention. The floodplain is here several hundred feet iu width,

extending from the river, at the point where tide and cascade meet, back
to the canal. This tloodplaiu has been carved by the river out of the
gneiss rocks, the scarred surface of which retains enough soil to encour-

age vegetation; the young growth develoi)s during the summer, to be
torn up by the freshet of the following spring. A portion of this plain,

over against the canal and just above the antiquated Eades mill, half

a mile below the liridge, was so free from invasion bv the waters :ind had
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ac('iiiiiiil;ittMl si> iiincli soil tliat a siiial! patch has hi-cii jilowcil ami
phiiited cliuiiig recent years. In tlie spring: of 1880 the great llond

swept the site, tearing ont i)its and Irenclies anil denuding Ilie ticld of

its soil. Tliis spot was soon alter this event visited by coMcctois who
obtained niunerous spearheads and .arrowpoints, with some other "well-

fashioned relics. In the spring of 1890 1 visited the site and found
many objects of art and observed some interesting facts. ]\Iaiidy the

objects found were rude, rei)reseiiting that part of tlie art i)roductsnot
desii'cd by collectors of specimens, but such as are essential, along with
the more finished things, to the story of the occupancy of the site and
the pursuit thereon of native arts and industries. The ri\ er had in

fiirnier years de])osited on tlie corrugated surface of thei)laiii numbers
of worn and partially worn stones of every variety. Atone])oint was a

bed of well-rounded bowlders containing many llakable i)icces. Living
on tliis site, surrounded bj' banks of gravel and heavy beds of bowlders,

the savage artisan did not need to quarry the material from which to Hake
his i)rojectilei5oints and his knives. Hegatheied them at his lodge door,

and with deft hand carried them through all the stages of manipula-
tion from the first flake to the finished implement. Quart/, and quartz-

ite were freelj'used, and the soil is filletl with tin; refuse of manufac-
ture. The rejects are identical in every essential respect, so far as the

rude stages are concerned, with those of the Piny brancli quarries.

But here at home the work was carried further; here the various forms
•were specialized, the points were affixed to the arrowshafts and spears,

and here, within the limits of the village at which they were nmde, they
were u.sed and lost. Knives and scrapers and perforators and drills

were made and used, and were lost or broken and left with the other

village refuse.

On this site were found the fine-grain tough stones utilized for

axes and chisels. They were selected by the jirimitive artisans from
the hea])s of drift, in shapes resembling the art form desired. They
were broken and fiaked, if need be, info approximate sliape, and were
then battered or pecked into final form and ground and polished accord-.

iiig to custom or need. Specimens were collected illustrating every
step from the beginning to the end of the process. Along wifh the other
forms, several picks and chisels of the variety used in cutting soap,

stone were discovered. Their presence is explained by the fact that

near at hand occur outcrops of soapstone, and an ancient ((uarry has
been observed near the Virginia end of the bridge and within a stone's

throw of Little falls. Uammei'stxnies, whetstones, jiestles, mortars, as
well asfragments of ordinary I'otomac jiotteryand pieces of soai)sfone
ornaments and vessels, were fimnd. It would seem that every I'orm of
relic known in the I'otomac region, from the rudest turtleback to the
most finished tool of polished stone, occurs on this site—a site, it should
be remarked, so modern in its jieriod of occupancy that it is still swept
by the annual freshets. Numerous illustrations of articles from this

site will a[>pear in subseipient sections of this paper.
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All important villagosite occurs on tlic high terrace overlooking the

iioitliern end of the bridge, fornieriy occu|)ied by Freeman's greeu-

houses. now the property of the Baltimore and Ohio railway company,
and another site yielding great numbers of relics is situated on the
Donaldson place, high above the river on the southern side.

In June, 1890, my attention was called to a series of chipped stones

obtained Ironi the farm of Thomas Dowling, about a mile above Cabin
John bridge and S miles from Washington. The collection was made by
Thomas Dowling, junior, and included many of the rude forms common
on the qnarry-.shop sites already examined, as well as a number of well-

flnished implements. During a visit to the locality it became apparent
that this was an ordinary shop site, which bore also considerable evi-

dence of having been occupied for dwelling. The site is a hundred yards
beyond the J)owling gate, on a terrace, the summit of which is about
20 feet above the Conduit road and 1 GO feet above the Potomac. Back
of the terrace, which is but a few acres in extent, the hills rise gradually

to their full height of some 350 feet above the river. The surface of

the terrace is somewhat uneven, and is covered with rocks of varying
sizes, including many bowlders and masses of quartzite with irregu-

larly shaped remnants of other varieties of stone. Much of this mate-

rial was utilized by the aborigines. It is to be noted that the available

material supplied by this site does not correspond closely to that of the

great quarry sites of Eock creek. The hills above furnish but few work-
able bowlders until we go far back from the river. During the early

Pleistocene Columbia jieriod these lower terraces were subject to river

overflow and thus received accessions of bowlders and fragments of

rock from the u[)-river country, but this material is inferior, both in

quantity and in (puility, to that of the Potomac formation. It does not

ap])ear that extensive quarrying was carried on in this locality, as

the deposits would not warrant it.

ANACOSTIA VALLEY

The estuary of Anacostia river varies from one-quarter to three-

quarters of a mile in width in its lower course, but just above Ben-
niiigs bridge it becouies quite narrow. It is bordered for the most
part by low alluvial terraces which rise from the water to the base of

the slopes of the plateau, here reaching nearly 300 feet in maximum
height. Ill places low blufl's composed of Columbia gravels ajiiiroach

the river banks, and in the angle between the Anacostia and the

Potomac the Columbia formation occurs in terraces varying from a

few feet to nearly 100 feet in altitude; on these in the main the city of

Washington is built.

The only members of the Columbia formation of particular interest

in this study are the bowlder-bearing gravels. These are extensively

exposed in iilaces, and in the vicinity of the navy-yard reach a thick-

ness of 20 feet or more, though the bowlders are not generally suited

to the use ot the implement maker. Tiiey are often of quartzite and
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of a suitable size Cor llakiiii:. l)iit tlie material is not siitlicieiitly {r'assj*,

and tliey are so scattered tliroujiiioiit the great mass of gravel that

(luarrying was not encouraged. Workable bowlders were weathered
oat in considerable numbers, however, and these were used by the

aborigines. Quartz bowlders and i)ebbies were also found in ]ilenty.

and in some localities were sutliciently abundant to lead to extensive

manufacture. Such a locality occurs on the left bank of the river near
the Pennsylvania railway bridge. Here the terrace gravels are tilled

with workable pebbles, and many rejects and also Tiiany finished points

arc found on the sites, which were dwelling places as well as implement
factories. The turtlebacks are often very minute, being in many cases

less than an inch in length. iMthougli tlu^ inliabitants of tlie tidewater

section of Anacostia river were thus well supjilied near at hand with

the ordinary varieties of stones, they jirobably found it advantageous
to visit the hills higher up when an unusual sujiply was called for.

The Potomac bowlder beds, whicli furnisli the best materials in tlie

region, outcrop around the slopes of the hills bordering the north-

western branch of the Anacostia, 10 miles up. In the vicinity of

Eiggs mill, ;>i miles above Uyattsville and a mile northwest of the

Maryland Agricultural College, the manufacture of quartzite tools was
carried on quite extensively. It has not been ascertained definitely

that quarrying was resorted to, but there is a strong probability that

such was the case. The bowlder beds are very heavy at this ])oint,

and agriculture is much impeded by the millions of rounded stones

that come to the surface in the fields. A small percentage of quartz

pebbles are intermingled with those of (juartzite. The heaviest de-

posits of bowlders occur in the middle slopes about the mill, and the

refuse of manufacture is found everywhere. The conditions are much
the same as on the llock creek sites. Here, however, all stages of the

shaping process are represented, from the tested bowlder with one or

two flakes removed to the finished arrowpoint and spearhead. Many
l)i('ces have one side worked, others have both sides rough flaked, and
a very large number are reduced abnost to the ty])ical (juariy blade.

There are here more broken blades—that is, of those apparently almost

completed—than at any other point yet examined. At least a hundred
were Inund in an hour's search.

It is worthy of S])ecial note that on these sites a con.siderable amount
of specialization was carried on, and some liuished points are found.

while there are many fragments of those evidently broken in trimming
the edges and tips and in adding the notches; this was not true of the

liock creek quarries, Tiiis dilference is accounted lor by the fact that

the Anacostian sites were habitable in i)laces, and traces of eucanip-

ments where finishing shops were probably established are found at a

number of points. The occurreuce of implemeiits and projectile points

of exotic materials ou .several of these sites is satisfactory proof of the

presence of dwellings.
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Many similar sites occur at corres]K)iuling localities on the other

branches of the Auacostia. There is little doubt that tlie iuhabitants

of Nacochtank resorted to tlie quarries of liock creek and Piny branch;
for great numbers of leaf-shape blades of quartzite, as well as of

quartz and rhyolite, are found on the chain of sites extending all the

way from Bennings to a jioint opposite Alexandria.

THE TIDEWATER POTOMAC

The Potomac formation, which yields the great body of workable
bowlders, exteiuls far down tlie river, but is found to yield smaller

amounts of available materials as the distance from Washington
increases. The outcrops are generally at considerable altitude above
the river, and at many points on the lower levels there are deposits of

bowlder-bearing material derived from the erosion of the Potomac beds.

This redistribution is now going on, so that everywhere there are more
or less extensive accumulations of workable bowlders. The superior
formations, the Lafayette and Columbia, also yield considerable work-
able stone, which is reassorted and redistributed l)y the river. There
are iu places de])osits of exceptionally hea\y bowlders of limited

extent as far down as the confluence with Chesapeake bay. About the
mouth of the Wicomico, for example, bowlders are found in large

numbers. On Popes creek and along Port Tobacco river the gravels

furnish many bowlders of all sizes, which were extensively used by the

shell-bank peo])les for mortars and nuillers, and for shaj)ing both small

and large implements. The valley of Zakiah creek, in Charles county,

is noted for the great number of arrowpoints and spearheads to be
found on its banks; while the gravels are well supplied with workable
pebbles of (juartz and (piartzitc, suitable for the implement maker.
On the western side of the river, from Kosslyn to Potomac creek,

and extending far back into the hills, extensive deposits of bowlders
are exposed. In all of this district no quarries have been observed,
although it is probable that iu hundreds of places bowlders have been
obtained liy excavation ; but it would appear that the deposits outside

of the immediate vicinity of Washington were nowhere sufQciently

rich in workable material to encourage quarrying on a large scale.

Workshops are, however, found throughout this region, and refuse

coriesponding in every respect to that of the great quarries is widely
distributed.

Especially notable sites are the high terraced points ab(_>ut jMount
Vernon and on the it^land of Chopawonisie, several miles below. From
the former Mr William Hunter has made extensive collections, n()w

for the most part owned by the National ^Museum, and it is not unusual
to see collections of quartzite and quartz points from the neighboring
fields ottered tor sale to visitors at Mount Vernon. At Chopawonisie
a bed of bowlders outcrops near the upper end of the island oidy a
few feet above low water. The debris of manufacture of quartz and
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(luartzite tools is very plentiful on tlui islaiid, and large collections

bave Leeu made of these, and of liiiislie<l implements as well, hy Mr
W. H. rhillii>s. of Washington. The debris of daking duplicates the

refa.se of the (piarries in character.

There is hardly a village-site on tidewater Potomac where (piartz

pebbles were not fonnd and worked, and (he worksli()))s are iminmer-

able. It is evident that manufacture was carried on wherever the

projier material was obtained, and it is equally clear that the processes

emi)loyed and the articles produced were uniform throughout.

SITES IN JAMES RIVER VALLEY
The manufacture of (|uart/.ite and ()naitz imi)leuieiits was carried on

very extensively in all the ju-iucipal valleys draining into the Oliesa-

peake on the west. They are found scattered over the country, and on
the more fully occupied sites along the rivers the store of arrowpoints

and spearheads seems next to inexhaustible. The great collections

made by M. S. Valentine, escjuire, and his sons, in the James and neigh-

boring valleys; of Mr C. M. Wallace, mainly about the falls of the

James, and of J. II. Wreushall, on Dan river, bear testimony to this.

i^early all of the stcmcs along Moccasin and Gillys creeks below Rich-

mond are of sandstone or soft quartzite, uusuitable for arrow making,
and very few chips are found along the banks of either. The banks of

Shockoe creek are compose<l mostly of ([uartz aud hard quartzite peb-

bles, and the bed of the creek is filled witli them. If any quarrying
was ever done liere, no traces of such work have survived the changes
due to grading for various improvements. It is probable that the
aborigines did very little digging, as the creek would wash out more
stone than they could well utilize. Ou the surface, aud especially on
the slopes of the park of "Chimborazo," quartz and compact (luartz-

ites exist in great plenty, but it is useless to seek for evidences of

aboriginal work now.
Near the ocher mills, about '> miles above the mouth of the Appo-

mattox, as also at points on the opposite side of the river, pebbles

of ([uartz occur iu the greatest profusion. Ou the blulf bade of the
mills the ground is covered with tlakes and spalls, and it appears that

much work was done here.

On a blutt'.?0 feet high between Gravelly run and the mouth of I>aile.\s

creek the grouud in the few places where it is exposed is covered with
small flakes and chips. It seems to have been a village-site, or at least

a place where the implements were finished after being blocked out
elsewhere.

QUARRIES OF THE HIGHLAND
MATERIALS gUARRlED

In a brief and necessarily imperfect mauner the history of stone flak-

ing within the valleys of the tidewater region has been sketched in the
foregoing pages, liicideiitally it was shown that much of the material
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employed in the tidew.iter region for stone iinplemeiits was not indig-

enous. It will now be desirable to study tlie origin and manufacture
of the exotic materials so extensively employed by tlie natives of tlie

lowland.

The local materials wcie not of the best varieties, including little

else, as I have shown, than brittle (juartz and refractory quartzite. The
other materials sought in the highland at distant points are rhyolite,

jasper, argillite, and flint. All are found in limited quantity as pebbles
in the tidewater portions of the valleys in which they oc<'ur in place in

the highland, and the refuse left by arrow makers is found sparsely

scattered over the valleys. This refuse is closely analogous in its

forms with corresponding refuse resulting from the shaping of quartz

and quartzite pebbles. In some manner the natives of the lowland
acquired a knowledge of the location of the deposits of these mate-

rials in the highland, and (piarries were opened and worked and trans-

portation of the material, shaped or 2)artly wrought, became an
important industry.

LOCATION AND PRODUCT

Khyolite Quawuks

First in importance of the exotic materials used by the inhabitants of

the lowland is a variety of rather coarse-grain rock found in South
mountain, a high group of ridges extending from near the Potomac at

Harpers Ferry to the southern side of the Sus(iuehanna at Ilarrisburg,

Pennsylvania. It is an ancient eruptive rock of the acidic class, occur-

ring interbedded with other formations and outcropx)ing i7i narrow belts

parallel with the trend of the range. It is generally bluish gray in

color, though sometimes purplish, and is often banded and mottled by
what may be regarded as flow lines. Dark varieties closely resemble
slate, and the structure is often somewhat slaty, (ienerally it is

flecked with light-colored crystals of feldspar, by which character it is

easily recognized. Its fracture is often uncertain on account of a sha.ly

or laminated structure, but it is capable of being worked more readily

into large and long implements than any other of the several varieties

of rock found in the upper Potomac valley.

The history of the discovery of this material may be of interest to

areheologists. On taking up the study of the tidewater region it was
observed that at least one-fourth of the implements collected were
made of a gray slaty stone. These objects were in the main knife-like

blades, projectile points, drills, etc, of usual types of form, though
occasional rudei' pieces and flakes were found. In a very few cases

larger masses of the rock were reported, one weighing several pounds
having been obtained from the banks of the Potomac opposite ilount
Vernon. It was of compact flakable stone, and although of turtleback

type had somewhat the appearance of a core or mass from which flakes

had been removed for shaping small implements. It may have been
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used or iuteiidi-d for use a.s an implement. altLiouj;li this is not jiioba-

bio. It is .shown in li<^ure 12. A much larger piece, an oblonj^ blade-

like inas.s, was found by Mr .1. D. McCiuirc in the Patapseo valley.

Such shapes are very eoinmou in the (juarries, and are often mere
rejects of thi' l>l;ide maker.
For several years the source of this stone remained unknown.

Members of the (leoloj^iciil Survey were engaged in examining parts

of the Piedmont j)!ateau drained by the Potomac, and I ai)pealed to

them to keep a lookout for the stone. In the sumnu>r of 1801! Professor

Fig. 12—Frajxiiu-nt of rliynlite from tht- rntoiiKu-, HI miles below W.i.shington.

G. H. "Williams, of .lolins Ihipkins university, an assistant geologist

on the Survey (whose untimely death iu 1894 Avas a serious loss to

science), reported its occurrence in South mountain, and in the autumn
he and Mr Arthur Keith, of the Geological Survey, furnished me with a

map of the foruuitious so far as outlined at that time. The outcrops

exteiuled in broken narrow belts through Maryland and Pennsylvania,

as already mentioned.

Early ill November, 18!)2, 1 set out in search of the quarries. Taking
a team at Keedysville, ^Maryland, I crossed the mountain ridge at sev-

eral points, lindiiig excellent outcrops of the rock at many jioints, but
no trace of aboriginal operations appeared until I reached Maria
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Fwriiace, Peuusylvaiiia, on a braiieli of the jMonocacy, 10 miles south-

west of Gettysburg-. Here the iiiouiitaius rise abrui>tly ami to great

heights from the narrow stream bed, and the rhyolite forms a large

part of the rocky mass. A cluster of flakes was observed on the road-

side some 2 miles above the railway crossing, and extensive aboriginal

quarries were soon found on the mountain side half a mile up the north-

ern slope.

During the first visit only a lU'eliminary examination was jnade.

The ancient workings observeil cover several acres of the wooded moun-
tain side. The pitting is not pronouueed, although traces of disturb-

ance are readily recognized and the entire soil is tilled with broken
masses of the rock and the refuse of blade nuxkiug. Near the lower
margin of the (juarries a small patch had recently been cleared and
planted in peach trees. Here countless numbers of the partially

shaped pieces were to be seen, and in an hour I had my wagon loaded
with turtlebacks, broken blades, and luunmerstones. The rock tends
to break in flatfish forms, and the rejects indicate that the blades made
here averaged long and thin as compared with the shapes made from
the compact bowlders of the tidewater region.

As in all the quarries so far examined, blade making was, so far as

the refuse indicates, the almost exclusive work of the shops. Plate

XXVIII is devoted to the illustration of specimens of successive grades
of development, from the mass of raw material reduced to convenient

size for beginning shaping operations to the long slender blades almost
as fully developed or advanced as are the blades found in the caches
and on the village-sites of the lowland.

No evidence was found of attempts at specialization of form, and there
is not the least doubt that finishing operations were conducted subse-
quent to transportation to the villages in the valleys. Shops where
many small flakes were found contained fragments of unspecialized
blades only. The haramerstones were not numerous, and were as a
rule rather unsymnietric ghibular masses of greenishgiay eruptive
rock—]ii()bably a diabase.

These and probably other quarries of South mountain were the
centers i'rom which the natives distributed rhyolite over a vast area
including 20,000 square miles or more of the Chesapeake-Potomac
region. The quarry examined is 75 miles northwest of Washington,
and was readily accessible to the inhabitants of Potomac and Patuxent
rivers. The amount of material transported was very great, and the
industry must have been a most important one, frequent journeys to

the mountains of Penusylv.ania being a necessary feature.

By a study of the range of quarry elaboration it is readily deter-

mined that the chief product was a blade corresponding to the prod-
ucts of other (piarries, and differing only as a result of the difference
in material. It has already been mentioned that multitudes of speci-

mens derived from this or other similar quarries in the mountains are
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scatt<'ie(l ()\ur the liik-watfr province. In a lew cases llaked masses
have been seen weigliinfi a iiuniber of jxMinds. niucli larger than would
ordinarily he carried to points distant tVoni the qnarry. It is possible

that in cases they are derived IVoni water-transported masses.

As would naturally be expected, a great many blades of the rouj^died-

ont ty])e are found in the lowland. Several caches have been re|)orted,

aud in plates xxix, xxx, and xxxi examples from a number of these

are given. Through the kindness of Colonel.W. H. Love, of Baltimore,

I am able to present the remarkable set of blades given in plate xxix.

The cache, plowed up in a garden on Frogmore creek, near Hallimore,

contained eight iiieces, three of them being broken. The entire blades

range from 7 to nearly 11 inches in length, and in form are very nariow
and thin, with straight sides, and with the usual broad base and acute
point.

Tlie boldly llaked aud handsome blade presented in u, platc> xxx, was
obtained, with several others like it, by Mr IJrewer on South river,

Maryland, from a few inches beneath the surface of the ground in a

grove near his house. The two specimens b and c are of very dillerent

type, and the former is slightly specialized, rude notches having been
broken in the sides near the base. These are from a cache of about a
dozen pieces found near a village-site on the tloodplain of the Potomac
a few hundred yards below Chain bridge.

Very nnich like tlie preceding, though ruder, were a number of blades
found by Colonel W. H. Love on an island at Point of Pocks, Mary-
land. 1 introduce these specimens here, as they clearly indicate what
must have been a common practice with the South mountain (piarry-

men—the carrying away from the quarries of hoards of bits and roughly
trimmed blades of rhyolite. The island has in recent years sutt'ered

much from the great floods that now and then devastate the valley,

and a few years ago an ancient village-site of considerable extent was
exposed by the removal to a few^ feet in depth of the surface soil.

Pottery ami stone implements of usual types weie found, and at one
point Colonel Love discovered what appeared to be a Haking shop, as
many bits of broken rock flakes and chipped pieces were scattered

about. Partly buried in the soil was a tlattish stone a foot or more
across and 2 or .'! inches thick, on and about which, as well as scattered
through the soil near by, were numerous bits of rhyolite, a dozen oi- two
being of the tyi)e shown in c, plate xxx, while others were ruder and
some were mere flakes aud fragments. Scattered about were a few
finished atid partially finished arrowpoints. The relation of these to

the scpmrish stone, the presence of hammerstones, and the fact that
the upper surface of the stone w as considerably roughened and picked
into holes by sharj) points led to the surnuse that possibly this was a
shop, the stone being the anvil on which the fiagments of rhyolite were
placed to be shattered or shaped. I am at a loss, however, to understand
just how such appliances could be utilized in the work of flaking. A
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sketch iudicating approximately the relation of the cluster of partially

shaped fragments to the large stone is jiresented in tigure L3.

Flint Quakiues

Flint does not occur in any considerable bodies within convenient
reach of the tidewater region. Pebbles are found in limited numbers
in the various bowlder deposits and along the stream courses. Lim-
ited masses of the I'ock occur in the limestone formations of the Pied-

mont plateau; and one considerable outcrop of the rock in Ilighland

county, Virginia, is known to have been worked by the natives. In

May, 1S93, Mr Gerard Fowke, of the Bureau of Ethnology, at my re-

quest made a reconnoissauce in the region to verify the reports of

extensive aboriginal quarries in Crabapple bottom, Ilighland county,

and furnished the following notes:

"On a spur that rises to a height of 200 feet, Just west of tiie village

of New Hampden, a large amount of flint has been released by tlie

decomposition of the limestone in which it was eml)edded. It is mostly
in the form of small nodules or fragments, although some of it is

interstratitied with the limestone. Over a considerable area on the

—*5^"

Fig. 13—Supposed anvil stone and cluster of slightly shaped liils of rh^-olite.

northern end anfl at the top of the ridge, the* earth has been much
dug over by the aborigines for the purpose of proLuiring the stone.

Most of the pits remaining are quite small, few larger than would con-

tain a cartload of earth. The largest are on top of the ridge, where a

few have a dei)th of 2 to 3.J feet, with a diameter of 20 tooO feet. The
latter cover an area of about an acre; the others are so scattered that
it is diflicult to estimate their extent. There is no outcrop of stone

at any point where digging has been done, and it appears that the
searchers for the material had learned that the flint nodules and frag-

ments were distril>uted through the soil excavated for them in such
spots as ijroved to contain them in greatest abundance, making no
effort to quarry out the stone in which they occur. At various places

on the summit of the ridge the flint projected above the ground, and
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tlu'ic it had been hatti'iiMl otV witli stones: hut tlu'H' is no cxideuce
tliat (jiiairyiii}j' was i-esorttnl to.

"Siicli i)ortioii of tlie bill as is not in timber has a licavy bine-grass

sod, and the {ground is visible only in a few small sjiots where animals
Lave bnrrowed. Flint chips and Hakes weie found at several of these.

At the foot of the spur at its northwestern tenninus is a si)ring,

around which these indications of raauufacture are abundant; and it

is re])oited that before the grass had become so thick a great many
broken or unfinished implements were i^icked np. Sjialls and chips

are abundant in the face of the bank around the S])ring, but it can not

be ascertained except by exca\ation how far they extend. Ko far as

could be learned the sjjace covered by this workshop seems too limited

to have been utilized for tJakiug more than a small part of tlK- tlint

that could have been obtained by the amount of digging apjiai-ent; it

may, however, be more extensive than reported, or there nniy be others

in the vicinity which have been overlooked. This can be determineil

only by researches at such points as seem favorable for the location of
arrowpoint factories."

It is a notable fact that the existence of these quari-ies was known
and recorded at a very early date, as the following extract from Max-
well's Historical Register, Itichmoud, 1850, will show

:

On the lauds of Mr Joliu Sitliugtoii, in Crabbottoiii, Highland connty, there is

an area of perhaps 100 acres all dug over in pits. This was the great treasury

of that dark clouded fliutstoue out of which the Indians made those arrowheads of

that color found all over our state. The rock there is in great perfection, and iu

iuexhaustililo quantity. It would surprise anyone to see what lal)or had heen
expended here .and what vast i|uautity of the rock obtained. Here was the red
man's California.

Flint implements occur so sparingly over the great tidewater areas

that it seems hardly likely that extensive (juarries existed within easy

reacli of the lowland peoples. iS^o caches have been recorded, and it

seems unnecessary to illustrate the forms of implements, which do not

differ in type from those of other materials. In the Potomac valley

above Harpers Ferry the vill.age-sites yield flint arrow])oints and spear-

heads, mostly black in color, in very considerable numbers.

.lASI'EK A.NIJ AliGlLLITE QlTAKRIES

Although these materials were used by the tidewater peoples, and
although some of the articles found were undoubtedly derived from

([uarries, the exact location of these sources of supjjly can not be deter-

mined. It is not improbable, however, that the (juarries in Berks and
Lehigh counties, Pennsylvania, fui-nished the material. Implements
and other articles of these materials are later referred to.

CACHES

It will be observed that the leaf-shape blades made in the (luarries

are identical in character with the hoard or cache blades so well known
all over the, country. There can be little doubt tliat these hoards are
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deposits of blades produced in the ([Uiiny-sliops or on sites furnishing

supplies of the raw material and transported and stored for utilization

or trade. Few caches of the quartzite blades have been reported from
the tidewater country. It is much more common to find deposits of

blades of other materials not obtained in the region, and therefore

brought from a distance by (juarry workers or traders. At the mouth
of South river, iMaryland, near the banks of Selby bay, four hoards
have been found, and are now for the most part in the collection of

Mr J. D. McGuire. Two are of argillite and one of jasper, brought, no

doubt, from workshops in Pennsylvania, some 150 miles away, and
one is of rhyolite, probably from the quarries on the head of Monocacy
creek, in Pennsylvania. A fifth cluster, consisting of eight line, long-

blades, was found in a garden near Baltimore, and is uow owned by
Colonel W. H. Love of that city. Five examples appear in plate

XXIX. Still another hoard, consisting of six long, slender blades of

slaty South mountain rhyolite, was obtained by Mr H. Newton Brewer,
from his farm on South river, Maryland. x\u illustration from this caclie

is given in a, i)late xxx. A cache of a dozen blades, found on a village-

site at Bades mill, below Chain bridge, is represented in h, plate xxx,
and a similar lot from an island in the Potomac, below Harpers Ferry,

is illustrated in c of tlie same plate. Nests of quartzite blades are

reported from different parts of the Potomac valley. One, consisting

of six pieces, all slightly specialized, was obtained from a village-site

in Anacostia by Mr W..II. Phillips (a and h, plate xxxi) ; a second {c, in

the same plate), owned by Mr Thomas Dowling, junior, contains four or

five blades, and is from Bennings; and a third, now in the National
Museum, is also from the vicinity of Washington. Others reported from
Potomac creek and elsewhere have been scattered by collectors who
did not appreciate their importance. We can not say in any case that

the quartzite blades found in caches had their origin in the Washington
quarries, for identical forms were produced on numberless sites through-
out the region yielding the raw nuiterial, but, in the nature of things,

the greater quarries would be more ft-equently represented in the caches
than tiie smaller.

The quany-shop type of blade is not confined to the cache or to

cache finds. It is found widely distributed over the country on village-

sites, tishing stations, etc. These objects are plentiful on village-sites

in the region producing the raw material in plenty, and decrease rapidly
in numbers as we recede from that region. Thus a village-site on the
Anacostia j'ields hundreds of these blades, while a similar site on the
lower Potomac may not yield half a dozen. They are found in consid-

erable numbers in such places as the bluff village-sites about Mount
Vernon and the great shell fields of Popes creek, where beds of work-
able bowlders are convenient. The cache is not a uecessary lesult of

the quarry, but the quarry explains the cache.



Chapter III

FLAKi:!) STONE IMPLEMENTS

GENERAL FEATURES

Tlio treatinent of this division of the suliject will be brief, since the
object of the present paper is chiefly to develop the history of tlie great
industries connected with ([uarrying, manufacture, and distribution,

rather than to discuss the tiiiished iuii)lenients and their uses. Up to

the i)reseiit time a rational account of the earlier stages of the work of

the aboriginal artisans, of the history of the implement up to the point
where its functions as an implement began, has not been given. The
finished objects have been voluminously discussed by many authors,

but this discussion began in the middle of the subject as now developed
and is thus incomplete and unsatisfactory. Unfinished forms and
rejects have not been clearly distinguished from implements proper,

and nuich time has been wasted in classifying and finding uses for

objects that are not implements at all.

Attention has already been given to the destiny of the blades pro-

duced in such great numbers in the (juarryshops and in the workshops
scatteied over areas aflording the raw material. From these sites were
distributed, often in unfinished condition, the innumerable specimens
found in caches and on dwelling, hunting, fishing, and other sites all

over the tidewater country. The processes of elaboration, by means of
which the blades are roughedout and prepared for final shaping, have
already been considered at some length.

We are not able tosay at just what point in tiie shaping of the blade
or implement from quartzite and each of the other stones (for the point
would not be uniform with all varieties) the percussion procicsses ceased
and the pressure processes took up the work. It was certainly later in

the quaitzite than in any of the others, because of its coarse grain and
exceeding toughnes.s and the consequent lack of thin and sharj) edges
on which the pressure tool must take hold. The pressure methods were
applied somewhat as indicated in the following paragraphs.
In tiie method mostreadily available for the final -steps a blank form

or a tiake having the approximate shape was held firndy between the
fingers and thumb of the left hand. A firm piece of bone having a
rather thin edge or angle like that of a. three-cornered file was taken in

the right hand and set upon the sharp edge of the stone and at right
angles to it so firmly that a slight cut or notch was nuub' in the bone,
then, with a (piick, firm movement of the right hand, met by a similar

80
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moveiiieut of the left, the bone was made to move across the edge of

the stone (tigtire 14), in doing whicli- it took with it a tiake, varying

in length, width, and depth with the skill and power of the workman,

the natnre of the stone, etc. A rapid repetition of this operation,

Fig. 14—Flaking hy pressure, a boue implement beiD;; nsed.
(I tile tioue tool. /* Ibe stone, c tbe Hake.

accompanied by a proper resetting of the tool, qnickly redncod the
piece, if it worked readily, to almost any desired outline. The same
result was olttaiued in various other ways, but always by means of
suddenly applied or spasmodic pressure. The blank form may have
been held down by the fingers on the edge of a stone, as shown in

figure 15, and the point of the bone held in the other set so as to

Fig. 15—Flaking by pressure, a bone point being u.seil. tbe implement to be
.sbaped resting on a support.

catch the edge of the stone to a width corresponding to that caught
by the notched bone in the other position, when aiquick downward
pressure upon the flaking tool would remove the flake. Again, in

larger work, where greater force was required to remove the flakes,

15 ETII 6
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a tool long enough to jilacc against tlif arm oi- clicst of the <ij)LTator

may have been used. In lliis way much additional force could be
thrown into the spasmodic movement. Another device, practiced by
some tribes, consisted of a notched or forked bone or pincers, which
was set upon the sharp edge of the blank and given a sudden twist,

thus removing the flake.

These operations apjdy exchisively to implements of leaf hlade type

and to minute forms of other origin. The various ruder and heavier

varieties of tools were shaped by percussion exclusively.

The flaked implements of the province may be arranged in two great

groujjs: One consists of small and wellsliai>cd forms, such as knives,

drills, scrapers, and projectile points, almost universally employed by
the native tribes; the other comprises heavier and ruder tools, gen-

erally made on or near the site of intended use, and probably rarely

carried about the person or transported to any great distance. The
latter class includes bowlders sharpened at one end by removing a few
flakes, giving a cutting edge or a pick-like point: bowlders ami other

stones, often large, similarly sharpened, and in addition notched at the

sides for hafting; as well as quite heavy bowlders, or other compact
bits of rock, rudelj- notched for hafting. designed for use probably as

hammeis or sledges. A unique group of this class of implements was
developed in connection with the quarrying and shaping of steatite.

It includes digging tools and picks of large size and often of rude
shape, and of cutting tools of chisel-like character, shaped by flaking

but often sharpened by grinding. These are fully illustrated in a
subsequent chapter. We may also add sledge heads and hammers
used for breaking up the rock in rhyolite, jasper, and argillite quarries,

and such flaking hammers and other large tools and utensils as are in

cases shaped by fracture.

Implements of the first-mentioned class originated in the quarries

and iji scattered shops, and were not easily made, save from material

of good flaking qualities; the latter could be made of ordinary surface

bowlders and of coarse, inferior stone. The former are almost univer-

sally distributed; the latter are found but little beyond the sites yield-

ing the raw material. The former are light, thin, and symmetric, and
have their genesis mainly through the leaf-shape blade; the latter are

heavy, thick, and not necessarily symmetric, and never reach a high
degree of elaboration.

IMPLEMENTS OF LEAF-BLADE GENESIS

TYPICAL CHARACTERS

Perhaps none of the products of aboriginal art are better known than
those which maybe grouped under this head and which are referred to

as knives, drills, scrapers, and projectile points. Their employment
must have been general, as their dissemination is almost universal.
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Tlieir number is beyond estimate. Their most important characteristic

is their general sliape, nearly all being referable to origin through the

leaf-shape blade. Fill out the outline of almost any specimen, large or

small, and the blade form is restored (plate xxxii). As a rule they
are thin, a necessary condition for pvojectile points (save the most
minute forms, which are merely sharp bits of stone) and a convenience

in the case of knives, scrapers, and drills, which were carried more or

less about the person. The typical scraper, with one side flat and the

other sharply beveled, is an excei)tlon; it is illustrated in plate xxxiii,

a. h, c, and is a rare form in this region. Another form oi scraper is-

of leaf-blade genesis, as seen in the same plate, e,J\ y, and in /', plate

XXXII, which illustrate a prevailing form of scraper made by shai-jjen-

ing the broken end of a spearhead. Other exceptions to the rule are

minute drills and other points made from bits of angular stone so small

and so approximate in shape that systematic shaping was unnecessary.

All of the implements of these several classes are designed to be set in

handles or in the ends of shafts.

It is the common practice to speak of spearheads and arrowpoints a.s

if they belong to well-distinguished classes, but the line can not be
drawn between them with any degree of clearness. The larger forms
were, in general, doubtless used as spearheads and the smaller for arrow-

points; yet it is probable that a large percentage of specimens of

medium size were used in either way as occasion required. These
implements were also equally serviceable for other purposes, and any
of them may have been hafted and used for cutting, scraping, or dig-

ging. The slender-shafted i)erforator or drill, evidently ada])ted to

boring stone, wood, bone, and the like, and in numerous cases bearing
evidence of use, may also have served at times as a projectile point.

The line separating these classes of objects into functional groups is

therefore somewhat arbitrary, although convenient for descriptive pur-

poses. In presenting illustrations I shall not attempt to separate them
fully bj- function or manner of use. It is better to arrange them in

grou]is by shape and size. One group may include simple blades of
the larger sizes, unspecialized forms, which may have been used for

various purposes; a second, the larger stemmed and notched speci-

mens which served largely as knives, scrapers, and spearheads; a
third, the medium-size specimens, mainly spearheads; a fourth, the
smaller varieties, used mainly as arrowpoints; a fifth, drills, and a
sixth, scrapers. These groups will be reviewed briefly in the order
named, but in presenting the numerous illustrations further on the
grouping is based principally on material in order that form genesis and
peculiarities due to material may be better indicated. The grouping
by shape is made secondary.

The materials found in this region did nor encourage great elabora-

tion. Quartzite was tough and coarse grained
;
quartz was extremely

brittle. The forms are, therefore, not elaborate and do not compare in
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reliiieiiieiit with tliose of tlic iiiteiior where Hint was abiiiidaiil. llhy-

olite was hardly less tractable, but Hint and jasper admitted of much
lii}j:lu'r refinement.

There are somewhat marked variations in the shaj)e of objects of like

elass, material, and size, and this is possiblj' due partly to the presence
of dilferciit tribes or families within the district. Thoujili there is .some

tendency toward localization of ])articnlar sliapes, all forms arc. so far

as I can learn, pretty well distributed up and down the piovincc. Many
of the diflerences in detail of shape may have their orij;in in causes
oi)ciating within the limits of a particnhir district or within a single
tribe. Of possible causes of variation nniy be mentioned diflerences in

method of halting, differences in use, variations in models, or the tend-

encies of individual taste.

BLADES—ULANKS, CUTTING IMPLEMENTS

It is the fashion to si)eak of the leaf-shape blades as knives; but no
one can say of any particular unspecialized blade, save where it shows
signs of use, whether it was a finished tool intended to be used in this

form as knife or scraper, or whether it was simply a blank awaiting
the jjleasure of the elaborator. It was not necessary to stem or notch
the knife blade for hafting, as the haft could be made tlie full width of

the blade, but the projectile point had to be trimmed down or notc^hed at

the stem end to accommodate it to the width of tlie slender shaft in

whicii it was set. The large size of some of the stemmed and notched
forms w(mld seem to preclude the notion of their use as projectile

points, yet it is not safe to say that any one of these objects was not
used or could not have been u.sed, on occasion, by some of tiie warlike

natives of the Chesapeake i)rovince as heads for their spears or javelins.

It is a matter worthy of note that colonial writers rarely mention
the use of stone knives, while shell and reed knives are many times

referred to. One mention of the former may be given. Smith,' speak-
ing of medical practices, makes the following remark: "But to scarrifle

a swelling, or make incision, their best instruments are some s))liuted

stone." This may, of course, refer either to elaborately shaped imple-

ments or to mere flakes or sharp fragments. Plate xxxv illustrates

blades of quartzite; plate xxxix, blades of quartz, and plate XLIV,

blades of rhyolite.

SPECIALIZED BLADES—PROJECTILE POINTS, ETC

Under this head maj' be placed, for convenience of description, all

medium and small size ])oints having outlines s))ecialized for hafting,

since all such may have been used for arrowpoints or for heads of

spears or javelins. Colonial writers make frecinent mention of the use

of arrows by the Chesapeake i)eoples, and spears and javelins are

occasionally referred to. Smith describes a variety of forms in the

• History ut Virginia, liicLiuoud. 1819, vol. i, p. 137.
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following extriU'ts : " Tbey (the Powluituii Indians) vse also long arrowes

tyed in[to] a line, wherewith they shoi>te at flsli in the rivers. But
they ot AccaicmacJi'e vse stanes like vnto lauelins headed with bone.

With these they dart fish swimming in the water."' The Susquehan-
nocks, inhabiting the upper Chesapeake, used arrows ''fine quarters

long, headed with the splinters of a white christall-like stone, in forme

of a heart, an iiifh broad, and an inch and a halfe or more long."* The
Powhatan Indians pointed their arrows ''with sjjlinters of cliristall, or

some sharpe stone, the spurres of a Turkey, or the bill of some bird."''

Father White mentions the use of spears by some of the Maryland
Indians.

It appears from the writings of Smith and others that great num-
bers of arrows were used, and that the natives expended them ou
occasion without apparent reserve. The manufacture of the points

was undoubtedly a matter of great and vital importance to these

people, and much time and labor must have been expended in procur-

ing, roughing-out, and transporting the material, and in shaping the

implements.

The projectile points of the Chesapeake province have a wide range

in form and size. This is due in a measure to the widely diverse nature

of the materials used and to the wide range of use, and partly, no

doubt, to the fact that numerous tribes of people have occupied the

region or have bequeathed to it their peculiar art forms. Projectile

points are fully illustrated in subsequent jjlates.

NARROW-SHAFTED BLADES—PERFORATORS OR DRILLS

The so-called perforator or drilling point is a feature of importance

in the flakedstone art of the Chesapeake. Tliese objects are derived,

as are the ])rojectile points, from leaf-shape blades produced in the

ordinary workshops, and are of like form in all materials. They were

probably used in some sort of hand drill, e. g., the pump drill in use

among many tribes; and it is not uncommon to tind specimens with

the points rounded and worn smooth by use; yet we are not at all

certain that they were exclusively used as drills, or that they are not

really a variety of projectile points well adapted, on accouTit of their

shape, to use in drilling. The delicacy and brittleness of many speci-

mens must Lave unfitted them for use in the drilling of hard substances.

Examples in qnartzite, quartz, and rhyolite are presented, along with

the i)rojectile points, in accomiianyiug plates.

SPECIALIZED BLADES, ETC—SCRAPERS

Scraping tools were constantly required in the arts of the savage

tribes, and the forms developed are uniform over a wide extent of coun-

try. In many sections special shapes were made for dressing skins,

' History of VirgiDia, Kichmonil, 1819, vol. i, p. 133.

' Ibid, p. 120.

3 Ibid, p. 132.
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sha])iii}j wood, and related uses. The most coinmoii type is a short,

often rather thick, dis<roid bhide or Hake witli bhiiit end, iieveled by
minute liakiiifj- from one side, wliich is usually llat, tlie other side being

convex; this gives a keen and sti'ong scrapinj;' edge. This form must
have been set in bits of wood or bone after tlie manner of the woman's
knife of Arctic peoples. These objects are, as a rule, not of leafblade

genesis. Another variety was often made by sharpening the broken
ends of projectile points. Implements of this class are usually of leaf-

blade genesis. They were set in handles after the manner of ordinarj'

knives, and are notched for that purpose (plate xxxiii, <-^J\ ;/). In three

years' work in the tidew^ater region I have not obtained more than two
or three well-specialized specimens of each of the (^lasses; other col-

lectors, however, have been more fortunate.

A very few specimens are found of imperfect semilunar shape which
may have been liafted as scrapers or knives. Those brought to my
attention are so rude that it is not possible to say whether they are

designed shapes or only freaks of eccentric flaking.

LEAF-BLADE IMPLEMENTS GROUPED BY MATERIAL

For the reason that satisfactory separation of the various classes of

leaf-derived implements—knives, scrapers, drills, arrowpoints, and
spearheads—can not be made, I have brought together a series of plates

and figures illustrating the whole group as developed in the three

materials best representing the native work of the region. In each
case plates illustrating successive steps in form development of the

individual are given, while the other plates and figures are intended

to convey an idea of types of form and range of shape and size.

QUARTZITE IMPLEMENTS

The quartzite implements here represented arc derived almost wholly
from bowlders, and in the main passed through the leaf l)lade stage.

The material does not admit of great elaboration or refinement of form.

The larger varieties, presumably spearheads, prevail, yet all tyi)es of

form known in the whole range of material appear. In numbers the

quartzite tools, taking the whole ('hesapeake-Potomac tidewater area,

are perhaps inferior to quartz.

Plate XVII illnsti'ates a series of steps in tln^ individual form devel-

opment of the average projectile point, beginning witli the bowlder and
passing Ibrwiird to the leaf-shape blade—the extent of tlie (juarry-shop

elaboration; and plate xxxiv illustrates the complete morphology of

the fully specialized implement of this class. It is not assumed that

all or any of the seven or eight specialized specimens passed through
exactly the forms indicated by the blades and rejects preceding them,
these being selected merely to iiulicate in a general way the course
of progress from the raw material to the final forms. The beginnings
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may have been iu large or small bowlder.s, fragments, or flakes, but
all must have passed through kindred transformations.

Plate XXXV contains a few examples of the leaf-shape blades, the

outlines varying from the oval to the imperfectly ovoid form, with one
point sharp and the other blunt, the ratio of length to width also vary-

ing. These are the forms produced in the quarry-shops and in other

rough ing-out shops. As a rule they show traces of the bold work of

the free-hand flaking, and the uutrimmed edges and points bear strong

evidence that they were not yet ready to be devoted to any use. They
are rarely above three-eighths of an inch thick. They are found occa-

sionally in caches, but generally on village-sites Mhere the plow turns

them out of the soil along with other classes of relics. Plates xxxvi
and xxsvii illustrate manj- excellent examples of the specialized forms
of leaf-blade genesis. They include pretty nearly the full range of what
may be, with approximate accuracy, designated projectile ])oints. It

happens that none of the scraper or perforator forms are included, but
these are rare in quartzite.

<,>rAKTZ IMPLEMENTS

Quartz implements were derived from the raw material, chiefly in two
forms: first, vein rock, procured from outcrops or by quairying; and,

second, water-worn pieces in the form of bowlders and pebbles, obtained
from surface accumulations, outcroi)S of gravel, or from quarries. The
former was used in the highland and down to the margin of the vein-

bearing crystalline rocks—a line somewhat outside of the present fall-

line. The latter was the great soui'ce of supply to dwellei's in the low-

land. It is not ])ossible to distinguish implements made from the two
forms of the stone save where portions of the water-worn surface are

preserved. This rarely occurs in a well-finished jjiece, but vast areas

are s[)rinkled with the wasters of manufacture, all indicating failures in

blade making from pebbles. Notwithstanding the fact that bowlders
and pebbles are nature-selected material—that is, those bits least weak-
ened by flaws and seams—they are still extremely liable to shatter

under the hannner.

Years of study iu the tidewater country have led me to the conclu-

sion that pebbles were the source of at least three-fourths of the quartz
implements there found. The vein quartz is much more difticult to use,

being hard to reduce to the blade form, while the pebbles are readily

reduced. An evolution series is given in plate xxxviii, the upper line

showing profiles of tlie sjiecimens represented in the lower line. Plate
XXXIX contains a series of blades such as were derived from the work-
ing of pebbles. The range of form and size is not great. The largest

are rarely so much as 4 inches in length and an inch and a half iu

width; the smallest are very mLnute. In shape the ordinary leaf like

blade is most common, some are long and slender, others wide and tri-

angular, while a few are approximately discoid. Some of these may
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have been coinijleted iiupleiueiits, for they are well finislied and very
haiidsoiiie, wliilc others, us clearly indicated by tiie crnde surfaces,

irregular edges, and blunt points, are blanks intended for farther

elaboration. A few of those illustrated may be rejects, as they are

rather thick and clumsy.

If the blades shown in plate xxxix were elaborated a little more by
means of the bone tlaker, edges and points trimmed and delicate

notches cut, we should have about the series of specialized inii)lements

illustrated in jjlate xl. These represent some large specimens, which
may bo knives or spearheads, and a number of smaller size, probably
arrowpoints.

Plates XLi and xlii include a pretty wide range of the smaller points,

and, so far as photographic i-epresentation is capable, convey a com-
plete idea of the Potomac valley forms. The majority of the speci-

mens are from the collection of Mr W. H. Phillips. The long lozenge

forms, occupying the upper part of plate XLi, are very plentiful and
often extremely iioat in iinish and graceful in outline. Below are tri-

angular forms, also very pleasing in appearance; and in plate XLii

notched forms and various eccentric shapes are seen.

KIIYOUTE IMPLEMENTS

The South mountain rhyolite quarry and its i)henomena, and the

transported masses, fragments, and blades referable to it, have received

attention on earlier pages. It is now necessary only to jiresent an
epitome of the varied and interesting articles of this material that may
be classed as finished implements. This brittle stone was shaped almost

exclusively by flaking processes, aud the final forms were in nearly

all cases deri\ed through the leaf shape blade. The massive, or lam-

inated, free-flaking stone encouraged the making of large blades, and
the range of size in the finished objects is considerably above that of

any other tidewater material. The texture was too coarse to encourage
elaboration, and the specia]ize<l forms include very little beyond the

simple blades aud spearheads and an-owpoints and an occasional per-

forator. The order and manner of development of the average blade-

derived implement of rhyolite are well shown in the seiies of drawings
l>resented in plate xliii. The quarry forms extend to d, and the cache
and disseminated forms appear in e, J\ {/, and /* (side views below, pro-

files above).

As shown in a preceding section, the cache blades of this material

are often long and highly attenuated, and few examples of flaked

blades east of tlie Appalachian ranges surpass in size the fragmentary
specimen shown at the left in plate xliv. Just what this blade should

be called may not be determined, but it seems that such a specimen
was more probably designed to be hafted as a symbol of authority or

as a ceremonial object than as an implement to be used for any prac-

tical purpose. The contour of the fragment preserved would seem to
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indicate that the original could not have been much short of 12 or 13

inches in length. Blades of this general class are all very thin, rarely

exceeding three-eighths of an inch in thickness. The plate contains

six other blades of varying length and outline. The two larger speci-

mens are from the Anaeostia site, near the rennsylvania avenue bridge;

the others are from various points in the vicinity of Washington.
In plate xlv a number of partially or wholly specialized forms are

shown. They may be classed as knives or spearheads. Spearheads
are well represented in plate xlah, and many smaller projectile points

of varied form are seen in plate xlvii. They repeat in a great measure
the quartz and quartzite shapes.

FLINT AND JASPER IMPLEMENTS

As already remarked of the use of Hint in another place, it does

not seem necessary to dwell at length on implements of this mate-

rial, since they are comparatively rare, and but repeat the forms seen

in other materials.

Jasper also has a somewhat meager interest in the tidewater pi'ov-

ince. Although the sources of this material are not definitely deter-

mined, it is safe to conclude that certain large and boldly flaked cache
forms found in the Chesapeake country were derived from material in

the mass and not from the small blocks or pebbles sometimes found in

the gravel deposits of the lower Susquehanna and lower Delaware
valleys.

The only quarries of jasper so far brought to public notice are those

discovered and examined by Mr H. O. .Mercer, of the University of

Pennsylvania. They are located in Bucks and Lehigh counties, Penn-
sylvania. In these localities there is evidence of extensive quarrying
and of considerable shaping operations. There can be no doubt that

much of the jasper and many of the jasper tools found so plentifully

in the Delaware and Susquehanna valleys came from these quarries or

others of the same mineral belt, and it is highly probable that the

hoards of blades and some of the larger flaked implements of the tide-

water country came from these distant sources. It was probably diffi-

cult to secure jasper sufficiently massive to pernn't of the manufacture
of such blades, and these objects must have represented much labor

on the part ot the makers. A noteworthy hoard of large jasper blades

was obtained trom a cache in a field near the mouth of South river,

Maryland, 120 miles from the nearest known cpiarry. It may be noted,

however, that no known quarry produces jasper of the dark-green color

characterizing these specimens, which are now in the cabinet of Mr.
J. D. McGuire, of Ellicott, Maryland.

AKaiLLITE IMPLEMENTS

The conditions of the occurrence of argillite objects and implements
in the Chesapeake i:)rovince correspond very closely to those character-

izing the occurrence of jasper. The objects are blades, mostly of the
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cache type, with au occasional specialized implement. The only source
of this material known to have been extensively utilized l)y the ancient
peoples is on Delaware river some -5 miles above Trenton. Here there
are (juarries and roughing-out and specializing shops, and the refuse

clearly indicates the manufacture of just such blades as those obtained
from caches and on village-sites on tiie shores of Chesapeake bay.

Caches of similar blades are found in many parts of Pennsylvaiiia and
New Jersey, and there can be no doubt that the i)rodncts of the Berks
county (luarries were extensively tlisseminated over the Delaware and
Susquehanna valleys, and that some of them were owned and stored
in the usual hoards, even so much as 150 miles south of the source of
supply.

In order that the evidences of manufacture as represented by the
argillite quarry refuse may be compared with corresponding features

in the other (juarries, a series of the rejects from the I'oint Pleasant
(Pennsylvania) shops and associated village-sites is represented in

plate XLViii. An examination of the specimens of cache clusters from
South river, Maryland, makes clear their close relationship with the

forms produced in the quarry.

RUDE FLAKED IMPLEMENTS

Besides the thin forms of flaked implements which have their genesis

through the blade like blank, or through Hakes or fragments of like

conformation, there are many heavy forms, some of which may be

regarded as extemporized or emergency tools, since they appear to have
been made to supply tem])orary or exceptional wants, or for use largely

on or near the spot of manufacture only. They may be grouped for

description under the following classes: 1, liatchet-Iike tools, made of

bowlders by striking otf a few flakes, thus giving a rude edge or point;

2, ax like iin])lciuents, made like the tirst but having notches broken in

the sides to aid in attaching a handle; their uses were probably cut-

ting, hoeing, and the like; .'?, picks and digging tools, much like the

preceding and used in (luarrying soapstoiie, as well as in other similar

uses; 4, slightly notched bowlders, u.sed as hammers and sledges; 5,

liaiiimerstoiies. Where bowlders were not plentiful, implements of cor-

resi)0iiding classes were made from ordinary fragments of stone. It

seems probable that these ruder implements were in many cases devoted
to the same uses subserved by several more highly finished forms, and
no doubt specimens could be selected connecting the lower with some
of the higher foims by a graduated series. It is the intention to inchide

here only such classes or groups of utensils as are made ready for use

mainly by processes of fracturing.

The hatchet like tool, made mainly of bowlders by striking off a few

flakes from one end, is found in great numbers in many parts of the

region. Though belonging to late times it is extremely archaic in type.

It would seem to approach more nearly the iirojier idea of a jtalcolithic
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tool thau auy other known form, as hardly more than half a dozen
blows were ever expended in elaborating its shape. It is found on
fishing village-sites and elsewhere all over the bowlder-yielding dis-

tricts. At Eock point on the Potomac, SO miles below Washington, the

shell banks and village-sites are literally strewn with these objects, and
they are found by hundreds in the great shell bank at the mouth of

Popes creek. The bowlders used were obtained in the vicinity in each
case. These tools were apparently intended to be held in the hand, as

there is usually insufficient space for hafting, and the unmodified end
is round and well suited for grasping. Their great number and very
wide utilization sufficiently indicate that they served some important
function in the arts and industries of the fisher people. To cnt up fish,

to break bones, to open oysters, and to cut wood may be regarded as

possible uses. I have selected several specimens, shown in face and
profile in jilates xlix and l, to illustrate the various forms. Typical

examples appear in a and b, iilate xlix. Specimen a, plate L, is of

medinm size and usual shape, and h and c are more elaborately flaked

and have a greater appearance of battering or of use iu rough work
than is usual; the latter are rather exceptional forms. Many have
broader edges and longer bodies. A specimen sharjjened at both ends
and probably intended for hafting is shown iu c, plate xlix. It is not

unusual to find implements of other varieties, such as polished axes,

which have become much worn or have ceased to be valued, sharpened
by a few heavy strokes as are these bowlders. This form grades almost
imperceptibly into the notched axes, picks, and hoe-like forms, as will

be seen by reference to succeeding illustrations. These tools are iden-

tical in shape with thousands of the rejects found in our qiuirries where
a few flakes were removed to test the material of the bowlders. Thej^

are identical also with specimens published by some authors as paleo-

lithic implements. The sharpened bowlder tool is distinguished from
the bowlder reject by the aid of the following observations: 1, it is

found on the sites where implements were used, i. e., on village-sites

and in shell heaps; 2, thus found it has evidently been obtained and
removed from the deposits of bowlders, generally near at hand; 3, as

found on village-sites and in shell heaps it often shows signs of use;

4, the same form in the bowlder-flaking shop is evidently one of the

necessary forms of bowlder-flaking rejectage and never shows traces of

use. The quarry reject is associated with its complement of refuse and
related forms, whereas the implement on the site of use stands alone.

The implement also presents suggestions of specialization when studied

ill numbers, but the quarry reject conforms to no one well-defined type of

form. A similar form is found also in the soapstone quarries, where it

was employed as a quarrying and cutting tool. It thus appears that

objects of this general type, this essentially i)aleolithic type, may, in the

Potomacvalley, beeither(l) quarryrejects,(2)acommon variety ofvillage-
site tool, or (3) a quarry tool; but ft)und iu the vicinity of Washington,
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wLere bowlders were used by tens of tbousaiids in Idailc making, the

cbances are a binidred to one that they are rejects of l)hi(le niakiii*:^.

It may occur to some that jmssibly this vilhi},'e site tool was proihiced

in the <iuarries and that the rejected forms of like tyi)e are the rejects

resnltinfj IVom its niannfacture. That tliis is not the case may be

inferred from the facts that it usually occurs in the immediate vicinity

of supplies of bowlders, and that it could l)e made of bowlders of

inferior material, such as are found in countless phices all over the

Potomac region. By those who have studied the various forms on tlie

ground, the idea that it is in any sense connected with the quarry work
would not be entertained.

The notched ax is foiiiul scattered over an extended area which

includes all the western tributaries of the Chesapeake. It is especially

abundant in districts which, like portions of the Potomac valley, are

supplied with abundance of large bowlders. In some localities these

tools are quite numerous, and on sites such as the Popes creek shell

heaps the}' are obtained by scores. As a rule they are extremely rude,

and seem like tools intended for temporary rather than permanent use.

They were certainly not sutticiently valuable to be transpoited to any
great extent, and I have seen few that show pronounced marks of use.

Thej' were usually made by striking ofi' half a dozen chii)s from one
end of a tlattish, oblong bowlder and by breaking rude notches in its

sides, as shown in plate li. The appearance is mostly that of a very
elementary form of the grooved ax, the notches evidentlj' having served

to facilitate halting. They could have been used for chopping, for dig-

ging and hoeing, or for cutting up game and breaking boiu's. In very

many cases the edge is made by i-emoving the flakes from one side of

the bowlder only, leaving an adz-like profile. It is hard to say wliether

the haft was attached with the edge at right angles to the handle, as in

our adzes or hoes, or whether the blade was placed as in our ax. .Some

idea of the vaiiety of forms taken by these tools is conveyed V)y the

specimens shown in plates lii and Liii. Occasional specimens show
considerable elaboration, and it is quite possible to assemble a series

showing a conqdete gradation from the simplest notched ax to sym-
metrically sha])ed and well finished forms of grooved axes.

All of the forms referred to as picks, and which pertain largely to the

quarrying and working of soapstone, are abundantly illustrated under
the head of cut-stone iaqtlements, with which they are placed, not

because they are themselves in any sense cut stones, but because they
were employed in cutting the soai)stone and because it seems better

that all phenomena pertaining to that interesting and important sub-

ject be kei)t together. To obtain a complete notion of the ruder forms
of llaked-stone implements it will therefore be necessary to turn to

the pages treating of steatite.

A few other inqdements of correspondingly rude character are

shaped exclusively by flaking, though iu many cases continued use
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lias given them the appearance of pecked, abraded, or jwlished forms.

In a, phite liv, we have a hammer or sledge—a flattish bowhler notched
on the sides for liafting. The flat face is shown at the left and the

profile at the right. The smaller objects of this class may have been
used for sinkers and tlie larger possibly for anchors, for sledges, or

even for weapons of war and the chase, and, properly hafted, would
have been as highly eflective as the more elaborately finished articles.

The lower figure in this plate is an oblong bowlder that was jirobably

hafted as a sledge, and the ends have been fractured by use. Exam-
ples of this class sometimes show traces of wear by the haft.

The foregoing varieties of rudely flaked stones are those most char-

acteristic of the inhabited sites, including fishing grounds, shell heaps,

and village-sites generally, in the Potomac and Cliesai)eake valleys.



CnArTKU IV

BATTHHKl) AM> ABRADED STONE IMPLEMENTS

GENERAL PROCESSES OF MANUFACTURE

The term pecked iiiii>lemeiits is used to desijiiiate such articles as

owe certain of their more niaiked cliaracteristics of I'oriii to tlie hat-

teriug processes of bruising and crushing by successive blows—the

bushing or bush-hammering of modern stone workers. The aboriginal

stone worker jHoduced tliis effect largely by means of pecking the

object undergoing manufacture lightly with a suitable stone tool. The
process is a tedious one, and especially so in the hands of a novice, but
the skilled operator with proper stone and suitable tools soon defines

a groove or removes an excrescence.

The battering processes do not generally stand alone, but are asso-

ciated to greater or less extent with (1) flaking, whicli, when employed,
precedes the i)ecking, and (2) grinding and rubbing which follow it.

Percussive drilling of hard stone is a variety of battering, and rotary

drilling and sawing go with the auxiliary process of grindiiig. Imple-

ments shaped largely by battering are so often finished by abrasion

that the term "polished stone implements'' is often applied to the entire

group, but as I desire to deal here mainly with the more decidedly

dynamic shaping agencies, abrading will not be referred to save as an
auxiliary process.

All, or nearly all, primitive peoples with whom we are acquainted
understand and practice the art of shaping stone by battering and its

auxiliary processes, Archeologists have reached the conclusion, from
a study of certain groups of prehistoric remains, that the battering-

abrading operations belong to a somewhat advanced stage of human
progress, and that their employment was preceded by a period in which
fracturing processes alone were practically used. Tliis is probably in

a broad way true of the race, and is certainly true of many peoples or

nations. The reason for this order must be sought in (1) the nature
of the operations involved, (li) in the materials available to primitive

artisans, and (.''!) in the capacities and needs of men.
Of the four leading shaping acts, which may be designated as frac-

turing, battering, abrading, and incising, it may be hard to say which
is the most elemental. However, the ease with wliich, or the order in
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wliicli, tliey would come into actual use would not depend on the sim-

plicity of tlie single act, but, .supposing- materials and needs uniform,

on the ease with which they could be made to produce desired results.

Without going into details, which I have discussed elsewhere,' it may
be stated that although the tlaking act is not more simi)le or elemental

than the others it is not decidedly more difldcult, and that it has an
enormous advantage over them in being capable by a single opera-

tion—a simple blow—of producing effective and constantly needed
implements for cutting and piercing, whereas the other acts must be
repeated many times without marked results, and repeated in such
manner and order as to bring about a result not comprehensible save

through long periods of experiment. Therefore, I conclude that where
materials are favorable the powers and wants of men will tend most
decidedly to the ado]>tion and general practice of the iiaking jji-ocesses

in advance of the other stone-shaping processes. At the same time it

would seem that there need be assumed no great gulf between the two
classes of operations. It is indeed hard to see how one could exist

for a long period without the develoi)ment of the other. Assunnng
that in general flaking is the first to be utilized, we can understand
how the other process would be suggested to man. When a mass of

stone is to be broken and flaked into shape, a flaking .stone or ham-
mer is called for. This hammer in use becomes bruised and gradually
takes upon itself a purely artificial shape—the result of battering. If

irregularly ovoid, it is in use turned between the thumb and fingers

until its periphery becomes symmetric. Viewing this result it would
seem but natural that the workman should understand and apply to

producing other shapes the processes by means of which the tool in

his hand is reduced to specialized shape. Again, the stone flaked, if it

be somewhat tough, is often battered on the edges by the hammer in

vain attem])ts to remove flakes, so that portions of the surface are

changed in contour and exhibit the battered character. It seems
remarkable that such operations should go on for long ages lu'oducing

visible results without attempts to utilize the means of modifying
shape thus distinctly suggested. At any rate the time did come when
primitive men recognized the adcijuacy of battering as a means of

shaping stones. Natural forms were first modified in use and the

operations came to be understood and applied. Battering, called in its

typical development pecking, was resorted to as a means of increasing

the adajitability of available forms to ordinary needs, and a new and
important group of shaping operations sprang into existence.

The tidewater country furnishes much evidence on the practice of

this Ttranch of the shaping arts among a rude seminomadic people. On
ancient sites we find artificially modified water-worn rocks—bowlders
and pebbles of hard and tenacious materials—cast away at all stages

of the shaping operations from the first traces of pecking, where the

iProceedings of the Americau Association for the Advancement of Science. Madison meetin;,', 1893,

pp. 289-300.
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work of iem(>\ iiij;' an oltjectionabln lobe or ])rojectioii was just begun,
to tlic stajje where tlie traees of natural contour are all but obliterated.

"VVe And also .si)ecimen.s that liave passed into tlie wholly artificial

state, into syninietric and perfected tools, as well as others which have
been modi lied by use, reshaped, reused, and practically worn out.

Similarly we observe various worked stones of tough and har<l varie-

ties in which the jiecking has been preceded by flaking. In some
cases the wliolc surface has been flaked over, and in other cases i)ro-

Jectinj;' i)ortions only have been removed. Examples aie found iu

which the battering process has been merely commenced, and others

on Mhich the work has gone so far that only the deejjer flaked con-

choids are traceable. Of course many wholly artiticial and highly

finished articles have passed through this series of operations, preserv-

ing no record of their earlier morphology.

SPECIAL PROCESSES

CLASSES OF IMPLEMENTS

With a people so simple and jjrimitive as those inhabiting the tide-

water country, the range of pecked and polished implements and other

objects is not great. Two standard forms emi)loyed by them in common
with nearly all the native jjeoples of America are the celt or hatchet and
the grooved ax. These are too well known to call for presentation except
in so far as they may be needed iu explaining the jirocesses of manu-
facture or in indicating local peculiarities of shape. Besides thfe two
leading forms theie are pestles and mullers, mortars, i)icks, cliisels,

pierced tablets, winged ceremonial stones, plummet like forms, beads,

and pipes; to these we may add hamnierstones and grinding and polish-

ing stones. Few of these objects occur iu large nund)ers, and a very
small percentage only of any variety exhibit high elaboration or neat
flnish. The artiticial shapes of many of these objects are dm- largely

or entirely to the effects of use. Illustrations of several classes of

forms are given in the accompanying plates.

So far as T have been able to learn, no example of the carving of a

human figure or animal form has been discovered in this whole province,

a circumstance confirming the story of the i)otter's art as well as the
records of colonial times, which indicate that although the peoples cul-

tivated mai/.e and were an able and enterprising race they were in many
respects not far removediu matters of art from the base of the Amer-
ican culture scale.

MATERIALS USED

The materials employed for shaping by the battering processes must
possess a high degree of toughness combined with the hardness neces-

sary to effective use when finished. (i)uartzite, (piartz, flint, chert, and
various other brittle forms of rock are ill fitted fi)r reduction by ])eck-

ing, and were not extensivelj' used for higlily finished tools, (iranites
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and certaiu varieties of eruptive rock were preferred ; these are heavy,

hard, tough, and flue grained. The tidewater country furnishes none
of these rocks save such as were brouglit down in fragmentary form
by the rivers and deposited along their banks. The search for mate-

rials was not confined to the tidewater country but extended far up into

the hills and ranges on the west. Shapes approaching the form desired

were selected when possible, and the water-worn pieces often had the

double advantage of being already approximate in shape as well as

especially compact and durable. The exact source of the raw material

used in any given case is difficult to determine, (1) because the pieces

used are commonly erratic, and (2) because the implements and other

articles made are of a nature to be treasured and hoarded up and of a

size permitting ready transportation. Perhaps 75 percent of the imple-

ments made were of the compact basic volcanic rocks of the Piedmont
region, and 80 or 90 percent were made from the water-worn masses or

bowlders.

EXAMPLES OF THE IMPLEMENTS

The manufacture of pecked implements can not be studied so readily

and satisfactorily as can that of flaked stones, for the work was not

often so extensive as to lead to the opening of quarries and the develop-

ment of permanent workshops where evidence could accumulate, yet

we are still able to secure full information with respect to the processes

and steps of manufacture. Village-sites in the vicinity of deposits of

the raw material yield ample evidence as to the nature of the various

operations.

Two series of illustrations presented herewith will suffice to show
the processes and progress of the shaping of pecked tools. These
sei'ies (plates lv and lvii) are composed of a number of difterent speci-

mens selected of a size and shai>e to represent as nearly as possible

the appearance that would be assumed at successive stages of iirogress

by a single specimen undergoing manipulation.

The evolution of the celt is shown in plate lv. The first three

specimens are rejects or unfinished forms thrown aside during the proc-

ess of shaping. We begin with a water-worn stone, 1, ai)proximating
in general outline the tool to be made. A few flakes have been
removed, making the edges thinner and sharper and thus saving a
large amount of pecking. In 2 the surface has been gone over roughly
with the pecking hammer, reducing the ruggedness; in 3 the pecking
is well advanced, and in 4 the grinding is well under way; 5 represents

a specimen well polished and with marks of use, and G is a celt that
appears to have been much shortened by use and resharpening.
The range of contour is not great in these simple tools, yet there are

marked variations in proportion; thus we have cylindrical, flat, pyra-

midal, and pointed forms, and there are always local variations indicat-

ing differences in people, material, functions, etc. In plate LVi a group
of celts from the tidewater village-sites is presented.

15 ETH 7
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A series of furiiis illustrating the dcvelopnieiit of a grooved ax is

sLown in plate LVii. These specimens were obtained Irom village-

sites ill tlie iieigliborliood of the head of tidewater on the Potomac.
On account of tlie length <if the series I have omitted the bowhler
which wouhl naturally precede the artilicially shaped series. The first

figure represents an early stage in the work of shaping. The si<le

shown has been Uaked into shape save at the top where a portion of

the 1)owldcr surface is still seen. The work of pecking away the

irregularities has extended over most of the surface, and the deeper
conchoids at the edges, and one or two some distance from the margin,
are still visible. The opposite side is less fully worked, tll(^ original

surface of the bowlder being less than half removed. The groove has
not been commenced save perhaps as indicated by a very faint depres-

sion at the left. In this rudimentary state it is difficailt to determine,
save by the general outline, whether a celt or a grooved ax was to be
made.

In the second exami)le the bowlder chosen was originally much nearer
the general outline desired than in the first case. Little flaking had to

be done. The groove is already well under way, although fully one-half

of the original surface remains untouched either by the flaking or by the
pecking hammer.

In a third specimen, omitted from the series to reduce its length, the

battering operations are well advanced, small portions of the original

surface only remaining. There is a freshness and crudeuess about the

work, indicating that the specimen, if regarded as complete, had not
yet been devoted to use.

The next example (the third illustrated) bears evidence of use, and
was probably finished, though the edge has been broken by accident or

Uaked for remodeling. It is somewhat crude in surface, and retains

small patches of the original bowlder surface.

The fourth specimen figured is apparently a finished implement,
though bits of the bowlder surface still appear. The battered surface

has been considerably rubbed down and the edge has been ground.
The last specimen of the series is a highly elaborated and well-finished

specimen, purely artificial in every part. The battered surface is entirely

removed by abrading operations, and the blade and the groove are well

jjolished—first by the finisher and second, no doubt, by use. A final

specimen, originally in the series, but omitted for want of space, shows
much evidence of use and repeated sharpening of the edge. The blade
is shortened and blunted, and the poll is well worn. In size the axes of

this region vary from less than 2 inches in width by 3 in length to or

7 inches in width by 12 in length. Their shapes are probably less

varied than those of many other regions, yet the extremes of shape
are very wide apart. The series of outlines presented in plate LViii

will serve to convey an idea of the range of form.

A broad distinction in shape is based on the manner of hafting.

In one group the groove extends entirely around the implement, while
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ill another group one lateral edge is straight, being so arranged as to

licrniit the wedging of the haft baud. There are specimens, however,

varying so far from the type forms as to bridge the gap between types.

The specimen seen in a, plate lviii, is flat and rectangular in outline,

with encircling groove in the middle; h is similar, but with groove

more shallow on one margin, and placed about one-third of the way
from the top; c has a wide encircling groove near the top and a nar-

rowing toward the point; d has the groove very low on the shaft and
the blade is wide at the edge ; c has one straight side for wedge hatting,

and a wide projecting shoulder below the groove in the opposite edge;

/has the groove bordered by low ridges all around.

A very good idea of the appearance and range of form of these imple-

ments may be gained from the numerous examples brought together iu

plate Lix. These specimens belong partly to the National Museum and

partly to the collection of Mr \V. H. Phillips. Nearly all are from the

village-sites of the Potomac valley.

MANUFACTURING SHOPS

Pecked, ground, autl polislied implements were made in lai'ge num-
bers by our aboriginal tribes, but not in such abundance as were the

flaked tools. They were iu a measure luxuries, requiring time and
skill iu manufacture, and serving no. purely utilitarian purpose that

could not be served almost as well by the products of pure flaking—

a

shaping process many times more economical of time and labor than

the battering-grinding processes. As a result of this relation of the

two great classes of processes, the phenomena of manufacture observed

by the archeologist present many decided difiTerences.

The manufacture of implements in large numbers required abun-

dance of material, the deposits of which had to be uncovered and then

broken up and removed, and this resulted in the opening of quarries

and in the accumulation of large bodies of debris. This is true of the

manufacture of flaked and cut-stone implements, as we have seen, but

the battered-abraded tool used in limited uumbers usually had a spo-

radic or random origin, suitable pieces of stone being picked up and
utilized; the amount of the product depended very considerably, no
doubt, on the plenitude of convenient pieces of stone. Rarely, there-

fore, do we tind sites where the making of these forms was carried on
extensively. The phenomena of manufacture by pecking and grind-

ing, being scattered, have not been so well understood as the phenom-
ena of flaking.

The variety of stone most used for the manufacture of celts and axes

is a compact, greenish-gray trap or trap like rock derived originally from
the highlands of Maryland and Virginia, but obtained by the aborigines

very largely from the bowlder beds of the tidewater rivers near their

exit from the highland or at other points higher up the streams where
partly rounded fragments had been deposited iu large numbers. A
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great deal of sliapiiiy was done on the various village-sites about the

Little tails of the Potomac and on other streams at the crossing of the

fall line.

The most striking example of this class of site yet observed is located

in Page county, Virginia, 2i miles east of Luray. The spot was first

visited by IVIr (Jcraid Fowkt! in 1S!)2; but his rci)ort,' dealing with evi-

dences of dwelling and mound building, contains slight mention of the

phenomena referred to here. The site, which must be that of an im-

portant aboriginal village, occupies several acres of bottom land located

on the eastern side of Pass creek, a few liundrcd yards above its con-

fluence with Hawksbill creek. The only notable topographic feature of

the site is a mound some 3 feet high and 200 feet in diameter, in which
Mr Fowke found human remains in almost incredible nund)ers, besides

occasiomil implements ami utensils deposited with the dead. There are

many graves scattered over the terrace, a row "of eight, each containing

decayed human bones, together with implements and earthenware, hav-

ing been freshly disturbed by the jilow at the time of my visit. The
materials utilized in implement making by the inhabitants were derived

from great accumulations of pebbles, l)owlders, ami ])artly water worn
fragments of rock occurring in the banks and bed of the stream and
now exposed where the floods have torn channels through the alluvial

bottom; and probably also from deposits of similar but rather coarser

materials outcropping in the face of a terrace which rises to a consider-

able height from the eastern margin of the narrow bottom. On the

village-site about the mound the phenomena of manufacture are more
or less confused with those of utilization, but separation of the varied

features is in the main possible and easy. The evidence of manufacture
consists of large quantities of rejectage, comprising broken masses of

stone, tested bowlders and rejects of all stages of development, together

with flakes and lianniierstones. The ])henomena of dwelling are—aside

from the mounds and graves—arrowpoiuts and spearheads, drills, woru
celts and axes, pitted stones, mortars, pestles, and pottery.

Two princii)al materials were utilized and two distinct classes of

implements were nnide, leaving equally distinct varieties of rejectage.

Quartzite ""as utilized in making the ordinary flaked tools, mostly pro-

jectile points, and th'' ground is tilled with turtlebacks, flakes, and
broken blades of riaterial, dui)li(ating the rejectage of the well-

known tidewater sites. The greenish-gray trap or trap-like rock was
employed in the manufacture of battered-abraded tools, mostly celts,

and the flat ground about the mound and extending from the stream

back to the base of the terrace is strewn with the i-ejectage. This

stone occurs in bowlders and irregularly water-worn masses in the
banks of the stream and scattered over the flood]>lain, but not to any
extent in the higher-cut terraces which represent the Lafayette period.

It was assumed, therefore, that the implement rock had a local origin

' Archeologic luvestiyations iu Jamt's au<l Potomac Valleys. Bull. Bur. of Eth., 1894.
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SPECIMENS ILLUSTRATING BREAKAGE IN CELT MAKING; PECKING AND GRINDING WELL
ADVANCED; FROM SHOP NEAR LURAY, VIRGINIA; THREE-FOURTHS ACTUAL SIZE
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SPECIMEN ILLUSTRATING ROUGHED-OUT CELT, VERY THICK AT THE LOWER END; FROM
SHOP NEAR LURAY, VIRGINIA; THREE-FOURTHS ACTUAL SIZE

This object might feadily be taken either for a reject of ieaf-shape blade-making or for a completed implement
of one of the larger varieties; but. found on a celt-making site, it may safely be classed as a reject of celt

making. It is a typical celt blank, defective, however, in having insufficient thickness of poll and at the

same time too great massiveness at the broader edge. The latter condition would have made the pecking
necessary in producing an edge very prolonged and laborious
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somewhere within the drainage of Pass creek. Mr W J McGee, wlio

acconipauietl lue to the spot, uudertook to trace the material to its

source and met with ahnost immediate success. Observing that the
particuhir variety of stone did not occur to any notable extent in the
beds of neighboring streams, he followed Pass creek to the forks, and
there found it oonflncd niaiidy to tlie bed of the middle fork. Ascend-
ing this, he soon encountered a body of intrusive rock, a rather coarsely
crystalline diabase, not identical save in parts with the rock used by
the Indians, whicli is of finer grain and has the appearance of a sedi-

mentary slate or shale altered by contact with the intruded mass.
It appears, as remarked by Mr McGee, that the spot occupied by the

village was probably the only spot to be found on which this stone

could be found in forms well suited to the needs of the implement
maker, and at the same time in sufiQcient quantity to make extensive
manufacture possible. It is not improbable that the village came to

be located here as a result of the discovery of these conditions.

It was found that in nearly all cases the work of shaping by the
battering-abrading processes was preceded by flaking the rounded
masses into approximate shape. Rejects representing all stages of the

work of flaking, pocking, and grinding are found in numbers. There
is the bowlder or mass with a few flakes removed in testing, or the

shattered fragments resulting from breakage under the preliminary

testing or shaping blows; there are hundreds of rejects representing

early stages of manipulation, the thick turtleback forms dui)licating

in general appearance the corresponding rejectage of projectile point
making; there are the approximate blade-like forms but rarely ap-

proaching thinness; there are many pieces broken under the flaking

hammer at all stages of the work; there are also many specimens in

which the i)eckiug has just begun, and others more advanced, and
these stages are represented by much breakage under the pecking
hammer; Anally, there are the completed implements with ground edges
and surfaces, in which the jiecking and grinding has to a large degree
obliterated the conchoids of flaking.

Although the celt is usually classed with the pecked and polished

implements, it is readily seen that on this site flaking was of greatest

importance as the main difficulties were encountered, the chief shaping
work accomplished, within the flaking stage. The pecking removed
excrescences and added to symmetry, and grinding reduced the edge
to an even curve and uniform bevel. Grooved axes also were made on
this site, but to a less extent, the operations being well represented,

however, in the rejectage and in numerous finished implements occur-

ring on the site.

The series of specimens presented in plates lx to lxiv illustrate a

progression from incipient stages through a succession of rejects, frag-

ments, and unfinished forms to broken specimens of well-finished

tools. The reference letters are continuous through the set of plates.
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The lirst step—the testing and shaping of tlie, ci-udc mass—tliough

represent I'd by much rejectage, is omitted for economy of sinxce. An
ilhistration of a slightly advanced stage is given in «, a tliick, clumsy
form, rejected no doubt on account of the breaking away of portions

of the upper end. A half blade representing a somewhat more ad-

vanced stage is given in /*, in which a portion of the water- worn surface

remains; and c and <J illustrate further progress in tiakingout the thick

blade. In « and _/' the battering has begun, the former having been
rejected |>r<)l)al)ly on account of defective shape at the upper end, and
the latter having broken under the hammer. In the; fragment i/ the

pecking was well under way, and in It much of the surface has been
liecked and the edge with portions of the sides ground. In this case

the llaking seems to have been so successful that little i)eeking inter-

vened between the roughing-out by the tlaking process and the finish-

ing by the grinding process. The specimen shown in i is the upper end
of a well-advanced specimen, and./ is the blade of what must have been
a perfected implement. It is, of course, impossible to say whether these

latter pieces were broken during the finishing operations or in use.

COMPARISON OF CELT IWAKING WITH BLADE IWAKING

A comparison of the rejected forms produced in celt making as ])rac-

ticed in such shops as that of I'ass creek with corresponding forms

from the Haked-blade shops such as those of Piny branch will prove
instructive. In general appearance the rejects of the two sites are very

much alike. At a glance we see that the form constantly kept in view

in both cases is of leaf shape, one end being decidedly pointed and the

other broad and abruptly terminated. We observe, however, that in

the tlaked group—the leaf-shape group proper—the pointcil end was
designed to be finished for use, and that in the group shaped by flaking,

pecking, and grinding—the celt group—the broad end was designed to

form the edge of the imi)lement, and this distinction can be traced in the

rejectage back toward the inceptive stage by the difference in degree
of attention given to the two ends. In the one case the narrow end was
to be specialized for use and the broad end for hafting; in the other, the

broad eiul was to be specialized for use and the narrow end for holding
or halting. In general, we may say that rejectage in the one class was
the result of too great thickness, and in the other class of (in many
cases) too great thinness. Two excellent examples of failure in celt

making resulting from too great thickness at the broad end and thin-

ness at the small end are shown in plates lxv and lxvi.

As made on the Pass creek site, the grooved axes were roughed-out

by tlaking pretty much as were the celts, rude notehes being broken
in the sides as the only jiossible contribution of the flaking process to

the groove making. In plate lxvii specimens of axes are given, show-
ing traces of the conchoids of flaking, though the implements are well

advanced through the subsequent pecking and grinding stages.
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SPECIMEN FROM CELT SHOP NEAR LURAY. VIRGINIA; PROBABLY REJECTED ON ACCOUNT OF
DEFECTIVE WORK WITH FLAKING HAMMER; POSSIBLY AN IMPLEMENT INTENDED FOR
LOCAL USE; THREE-FOURTHS ACTUAL SIZE
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Plates Lxviii aud lxix are devoted to the ilhistratiou of the ham-
merstoues of this site. They are interesting- as representing all the

forms used in flaking, as well as pecking and grinding, on a site where
nearly every form of tool was made and where every shaping process

was employed. I do not consider it probable that any fully satisfac-

tory separation of the specimens used for one purpose from those habit-

ually employed in another can be made, though it is to be expected that

eacli process separately practiced would lead to pronounced specializa-

tion. The first specimen of the series {«. plate lxviii) is a water-worn

pebble modified by crushing and flaking of the edges, probably in part

or wholly by use, while b i-etains little of the natural surface, and at

least a part of the flaking was manifestly designed to give shape to

the object. The specimen shown in c, plate lxix, is a stage further

advanced, the surface being partly battered into roundness, and d is

still more highly specialized. The last specimen of the series, e, has

been much reduced by pecking aud perhaps, in part, by abrading,

and exemplifies the pitted hammerstones characteristic of the eastern

United States.

MISCELLANEOUS PECKED IMPLEMENTS

As already remarked, the pecked and abraded implements of the tide-

water i^rovince comprise few objects aside from the celt and the grooved
ax. Several varieties are represented, but the numbers are limited

aud the shape and finish, save in a few rare exceptions, are rather rude.

The accompanying plates, from lxx to lxxv, inclusive, illustrate such

varieties as I encountered during the x>eriod of my investigations.

Numerous more perfect implements of several of the classes have been

found, but they are now out of my reach.

Plate LXX contains four examples of perforated tablets, two having
two perforations and two having one each. The fragment a, made of

gray slate, is from the Potomac near Washington and is covered with

apparently meaningless engraved figures. The specimen shown in b

is of redbanded slate and was obtained from the great shell deposit

at the mouth of Popes creek, Maryland. The lai'ge specimen c is of

banded slate and was found in the highland in Virginia. The small

fragment d is from the District of Columbia.
Four examples of winged ceremonial stones are illustrated in iilate

Lxxi. The roughedont form a was obtained from a village site at

Little falls, and the other specimens, all fragmentary, came from the

vicinity of Washington.
The pitteil stones and mortar shown in jflate lxxii are from the great

shell heap at the mouth of Popes creek, and are common forms. The
same may be said of the upper figure in plate lxxiii. The pestle

shown in b was found on a village-site at Halls landing, Patuxent river;

the pestle c was i)icked up in a field above Little falls, and the sinker

came from a village-site near Little falls.
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Of tbe peculiar stoues illustrated in the upper figures of i)late Lxxiv
I will uot venture to say more tbau that they are <ij)parei)t]y abradiug
iini)leiiients. but whether they were for the sluipinfj of stone tools or the

drt'ssiufi' ol' wood, boiii', or thongs can not be dcterniiiicd. The mate-

rial appears to be a dark-gray eruptive rock. The lower si)ccimen is of

a somewhat gritty stone and was probably a simple grindstone. All

are IVom sites about the head of tidewater on the Potomac.
The hammerstones brought together in ]j4ate Lxxv represent the

varieties most common on the village-sites of the province. All are

from the tidewater Potomac. The smaller specimens in the upper line

are of qnartz and the others are of (juartzite.
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SPECIMENS ILLUSTRATING THE MANUFACTURE OF GROOVED AXES; FROM THE CELT SHOP
NEAR LURAY, VIRGINIA; THREE-FOURTHS ACTUAL SIZE





Chapter V

IXCISED OR CUT STONE UTENSILS

SCOPE OF THE TOPIC

This chapter is made to inolude two distinct yet necessarily associated

groups of phenomena: 1, all that relates to the origin, manufacture,

nature, use, and historic significance of utensils shaped by the incising

methods ; and, 2, all that relates to the utensils and implements employed
in the shaping operations. In order that the whole subject of the

manipulation of the softer varieties of stone might appear together as

a unit in this place, the various flaked, battered or pecked, and polished

implements used in quarrying and carving were passed over with mere
mention in the sections to which they strictly belong, and are ])resented

in some detail in the following pages, with a series of illustrations.

PROCESSES AND MATERIALS

Under the head of cut stone we have to deal with but few materials,

and only one of these (steatite, or soapstone) was of importance in the

native art of the tidewater country. Mica, serpentine, clay-slates, and
others of the softer calcareous and argillaceous rocks were sparingly

shaped by the process in some sections. The shaping operations

were necessarily confined to narrow limits by the lack of effective

cutting tools. Steatite and like soft and tough massive substances
were cut with pointed pick-like tools and by edged, chisel-like blades,

probably in most cases set in some sort of handle for direct freehand
operation, or with other classes of handles, to be operated with the
aid of a mallet of bone or of antler or wood. Mica must have been
cut with sharp edges or points, such as are furnished by the fi-acture

of glassy varieties of stone.

Subsidiary to the incising processes in the shaping of soft stones are

several of the other processes, such as sawing, drilling, scraping, and
grinding.

USE OF MICA

So far as we can learn, mica was not extensively used by the Chesa-
peake-Potomac peoples; but it can not safely be afflrmed that it was
not used in some quantity in nearly any given locality, since the
material is not sufficiently durable to be preserved, save under very
favorable conditions. Mica does not occur in forms suitable for work-
ing within considerable distances of tidewater sites. It is said to have

105
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been worked by the natives in several counties of soutbern-eentral

Virginia and in Pennsylvania and the Carolinas. Tlie processes of

mining, as observed in the mines of North Carolina, appear to have
been much the same as in the (piarrying of steatite. Tlie deposits

were uncovered and the massive crystals were broken ui) with ham-
mers and the best sheets secured to be used for mirrors, or cut into

desired shapes for ornaments. In the spring of 1893 Mr De Lancey
W. Gill went to ^litchell county. North Carolina, under my direction,

to collect materials representing the ancient mica-quarrying industry
for the Columbian Exposition at Chicago. Numerous quarrying imple-

ments resembling those used in the soapstone quarries were found, and
the excavations are reported to be quite as extensive as in any other
class of the aboriginal quarries of the east.

STEATITE UTENSILS

CHARACTER, USE, AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE MATERIAL

Steatite (or soapstone) was used somewhat extensively by the natives

of the tidewater country in the manufacture of pots, dishes, and cups,

as well as of smaller articles, such as pipes and ornaments. It was
obtained along the western border of the tidewater country, either from
the surface or by quarrying, and the articles made are scattered over the

entire province, occurring somewhat less frequently as we pass outward
toward the Atlantic shore-line. The larger objects were extremely heavy
and their transportation was necessarily limited largely to the waterways.

Steatite is of common occurrence over a wide belt of territory extend-
ing through the New England states and continuing down the Atlantic

slope to Alabama. In Maryland and Virginia the best-known deposits

occur along the eastern border of the Piedmont highland, often within
the border of the tidewater area. Its geologic relations and character

are now jiretty well made out.

Being a tenacious rock, it resists erosion and is consequently well

exposed in stream banks, in cliffs, and on the ci'ests of hills and ridges.

The outcrops have been worked by the aborigines in innumerable places
in Vermont, New Hami)shire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecti-
cut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, the Carolinas,

and Georgia. More recentlj' the whites have mined it extensively, and
many of the quarries originally worked by the Indians have been re-

opened for commercial purposes, and the traces of the ancient opera-

tions thereby ])artially or entirely obliterated. At the same time this

work has resulted in calling the attention of students of archeology to

the subject and in giving them an excellent opportunity for investi-

gating the ancient industry.

SURFACE INDICATIONS OF QUARRYING

As a rule the surface indications of the ancient operations are not
distinctly marked. The pittings are commonly not very deep; on
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HAMMERSTONES FROM THE CELT SHOP NEAR LURAY, VIRGINIA; THREE-FOURTHS ACTUAL SIZE
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slopes where filling-iii takes place rapidly they are wholly obliterated.

Few instances occur in which the depressions now remaining are more
than 3 or 3 feet deep. The diameter of the pittiugs does not generally

exceed 20 or 30 feet, yet iu cases they had the form of trenches or

chains of pits extending for hundreds of feet along the strike of the

deposit. Mr Fowke describes an excavation seen by him near Cul-

pepei-, Virginia, which is 150 feet in diameter and of undetermined
depth, being filled with water and debris.

SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Eari.y Knowi,edge of Steatite

The use of soapstone by the native races is frequently mentioned
by early writers, but no information is given of the acquisition and
shaping of the material. One of the earliest accounts of the work iu

this country is that of Mr Paul Schumacher, who discovered typical

quarries iu the state of California. His illustration of the quarry
face, with its i^artly developed nodes of the stone, published in the

eleventh annual report of the Peabody Museum, would equally well

illustrate the operations iu our eastern quarries. The vessels and other

articles produced are very numerous and differ widely from eastern

forms.

Subsequently, Dr Elmer R. Reynolds, of Washington city, made
some studies in the Rose hill quarry near Washington, and iKiblished

a paper on the subject iu the thirteenth annual report of the Peabody
Museum. About this time Mr F. n. Gushing, representing the Smith-
sonian Institution, made extensive excavations in an ancient quarry in

Amelia county, Virginia, and prepared a model of the exposed quarry
surface illustratiug the various jihases of cutting out the incipient

vessels. No report of his work was published, save a note in the
American Naturalist for 1878.

In 1882 an important paper by Mr J. D. McGuire on the soapstone
quarries of Maryland and the District of Columbia was read before the
Anthropological Society of Washington, an extract of which is ])ub-

lished in the second volume of its transactions. The present writer's

preliminary paper on the Connecticut avenue quarries appeared iu the
American Anthropologist for October, 1890.

A very interesting and extensive quarry was discovered in about
the year 1877, on the ground of Mr H. N. Angell, near Providence,
Rhode Island, and a note describing the phenomena observed appears
in the American Naturalist for 1878. These phenomena are essentially

identical with those of more southern localities.

A like example was observed on the farm of J. T. Case near Bristol,

Connecticut, iu 1892, and excavations were made therein by Marshall
H. Saville for the Peabody Museum. Many interesting specimens
were obtained, not diifering materially from those of other quarries.

Vermont has furnished a similar example, and Pennsylvania abounds
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in siicU quarries, ivccording to Charles H. Stiibbs, in a note in the

Smithsoiiiiin lieport for 1882, an important quarry is located near

Chiistiana, Lancaster eounty, in the latter state.

Explorations conducted for the Bureau of Ethnology during the

years lS!tO-lS!t4 extend from the Patuxent valley iu Howard county,

Maryland, to the southern borders of ^ugi^ia. I made it a rule in

this as in other departments of field work to visit and examine as

many sites as ])ossible, and then to select certain favorable examples
for detailed study, making these the types of groups of phenomena too

extensive to be fully gone over. Excavation has been undertaken at

but two ])oints—the I'ose hill or Connecticut avenue quarry, near

Wasliington, and a quarry near Clifton, Fairfax county, Virginia, -2

miles southwest of Washington.

Pf.vei.opment of the QiAisnviNG Industry

The early occupants of the Potomac region, in their search for

materials capable of serving them in their simple arts, i>robably dis-

covered and attempted to utilize loose masses of the sott and tough
stone known to us as steatite or soapstone. The progress toward its

extensive utilization was no doubt very slow, and unless previous

knowledge of such stone had been gained elsewhere, must have con-

tinued for centuries. Step by step the peculiar qualities and adapta-

bilities of the nuiterial were developed and diligent search was made
for it throughout the highland. When the convenient loose masses
were exhausted, the rock in place was attacked where it outcropped in

the stream beds and on the hillsides, and partially detached portions

were pried or broken oft'; then the process of uncovering followed and
the quarrying industry was initiated. Sharp stones were employed to

cut oft" projecting pieces, and finally cutting tools were made and
improved, so that the solid stone could be removed to considerable

depths.

We are not able to discover just what devices were employed in the

preliunnary quarry work. The earth was j)robably loosened with

wooden pikes and with picks of stone and antler, and was thrown up
with the hands or carried out iu baskets of bark or cane, or iu skins.

As the quarrying advanced the older pits were filled with the debris,

and evidences of the operations were much obscured. It is only when
the pits are fully cleaned out that we come to realize the full nature

and extent of the ancient work. Our excavations brought to light sur-

prising evidences of the energy, perseverance, and skill of the native

miner, and showed the practice of an art totally distinct from that

carried on in the bowlder (juarries of Piny lirauch.

Mining Axn Shaping Oi-euations

The method of conducting the quarry work was substantially as fol-

lows: When a sufticieiit area of the solid stone had been uncovered, the
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workmen proceeded with pick and chisel to detach such portions as

were desired. If this surface happened to be uneven, the projections

or convexities were utilized, and the cutting was not difiScult; if the

rock was massive and the surface flat, a circular groove was cut, out-

lining the mass to be removed, and the cutting was continued until a

depth was reached corresponding to the height of the utensil to be
made ; then, by undercutting, the nucleus was detached or so far severed

that it could be broken off by means of sledges or levers. If the stone

happened to be laminated, a circular groove was cut through at right

angles to the bedding, and the discoid mass was removed without the

need of undercutting. If the conditions were favorable, a second disk

was cut adjoining the first, and then a third, and so on, pretty much as

the housewife cuts up the thin layer of dough in biscuit making.
In cases where the floor and walls of a well-developed quarry are

fully exposed, as in the Clifton and Amelia county quarries in Vir-

ginia, the details of ancient operations are clearly displayed. In cases

it is seen that the task of cutting out the mass was just begun when
operations in the ([uarry closed, while in others it was well under way
and the bulbous nuclei stand out in bold relief. In cases where under-
cutting has taken place the rounded form resembles a mushroom on
its stem and is ready to bo removed by a blow; while in many other

cases we see only roundish depressions in the quarry surface, in the
bottoms of which are stumps or scars indicating that removal of the

mass had taken place. It often happened that the work of cutting

was stopped by the discovery of defects in the stone. In very many
cases defects were not discovered until too late, and the operations

of removal at the last moment became abortive; instead of breaking
off at the base, as was intended, the cleavage of the stone was such
that the body split in two, leaving a ijortion remaining attached
to the stem. The drawing presented in plate lxxvi will give a more
satisfactory idea of the whole range of phenomena than can any mere
description.

A notable feature of the cutting out of these masses of stone is the
attendant shaping of the mass, which was rudely sculptured as the

work went on, the contour of the vessel being approximately developed.

Although I have seen no good examples of this class, it is confidently

stated by others that rude nodes were carved at opposite ends of the

mass as incipient handles, and that excavation of the bowl was begun,
so that when severed from the stem the vessel was already well under
way.

QuARitY Product

So far as I have observed, the quarries rarely yield evidence of the
prosecution of any other shaping work than that of obtaining the

rounded bodies of stone and the partial development of vessels.

Pipes, sinkers, ceremonial stones, and ornaments were made by the
same people, but mostly no doubt from choice bits of stone carried
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away for tlie jmrpose, or perhaps often from fragments of vessels

broken in use.

About the (]uarries and in the ([uarry debris are specimens exliibit-

iug every stage of the vessel shaping work; irregular fragments and
well rounded masses just as cut from the quarry, but usually showing

some defect of texture or shape, explaining their desertion or rejection;

other pieces partly shaped before the defects became apparent; and
very many specimens broken by the blows of the shaping tools, as

illustrated in plate Lxxvii; so that every step of tlie work and every

phase of the shaping operations are fully represented. The rongh-

dressed shapes vary a good deal with tlie different quarries, though on

the whole there is decided uiiifornnty in the work as carried on through-

out the soapstone belt. Final forms, as shown by village-site remains,

are limited to shallow traj-s or dishes, trough-like forms, and deej)

basins. Xowhere in eastern United States were pots made of the deep
globidar form so common in California.

A prevailing shape in the PotomacChesapeake region is an oblong
basin with ear-like projections or handles at the ends. The largest

si3ecimens are about i'o inches in length. The width is often hardly more
than half the length, and the depth averages perhaps one-half the

width. This form may have been suggested by wooden dishes or mor-

tars of like shape, examples of which are still in use among some of

the Algonquiau tribes. Other forms approach more nearly a circular

outline, as viewed from above, and these usually have greater depth.

In cases the outline is somewhat rectangular. Eoughed-out cups of

small size are sometimes found.

The handles of steatite vessels diff'er much in size and shape as well as

in jjosition. Some are placed near the margin or i-im, but others, where
the vessels are deep, occur low on the protile. The accomjianying illus-

trations (plates Lxxviii, lxxix, and lxxx) convey accurate notions

of many details.

The form development of a vessel of ordinary character is illustrated

in plate lxxviii. The ovoid nucleus as cut out of the quarry appears
in rt, the handles being only slightly suggested. Excavation of the

bowls was begun by a series of pick strokes outlining the basin, as seen

in b, a core-like elevation reraaiinng in the center until removed by con-

tinued cutting, as suggested in c and (/. The form of the roughed-out
vessel as developed in the quarries is quite fairly indicated in e. In

some cases the excavation began with a pit in the center and was car-

ried outward by successive strokes toward the rim ; and iu very many
cases the work was unsystematic and crude, as is well shown in plate

LXXIX. Iti specimens found on the surface of the ground the tool marks
are much obscured by weathering, but in those from a depth they are

as fresh as if made but yesterday. The cutting implement was iu some
cases pointed or spike like, but generally had a chisel-like, though
rounded, cutting edge half an inch or more in width, leaving imjjres-

sions such as are shown in jilate Lxxix, which illustrates two somewhat
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small rejects from the Connecticut avenue quarries. This edge was
sometimes rather rougli and uneven, leaving scratchy lines, suggest-

ing a flaked rather than a polished tool. The character of the work
varies a great deal; in some cases the strokes were bold and profes-

sional in appearance, in others timid and uncertain. Three excellent

examples of roughed-out vessels are shown in plate lxxx; a and b are

from quarry sites, where they were rejected and deserted, while c is

fi-om a village-site at College Station, Maryland, several miles from the

nearest quarry. These specimens show decided differences in shape of

bowl and placement of handles.

IMPLEMENTS USED IN QUAERYING AND CUTTING

Character of the Tools

The tools and utensils emijloyed in the quarrying and shaping of

steatite maybe reviewed with considerable care, since they prove to be,

as far as brought to light, largely of classes peculiar to the work and
hitherto practically unknown to archeologists.

It is safe to assume that there were many implements of wood as well

as bone and antler used in uncovering and removing the stone that

have wholly disappeared. These hypothetic utensils would no doubt
include levers, pikes, mauls or mallets, picks, hoes, and shovel-like

tools.

Naturally very many of the tools used were of stone, and these are

found in considerable numbers on the quarry sites and on shop and
village sites in the vicinity. There is no clear distinction to be drawn
between those used in quarrying and cutting out the raw material and
those employed in shaping the vessels, yet it may be assumed that in

general the heavy, rude tools were for quarrying and that the more
delicate, sharp-edged or pointed tools were for shaping and flnishing.

The heavier tools consist of rounded sledge-like masses used for driv-

ing wedges and for breaking off portions of the stone, of heavy wedge-
like stones, often much battered as if from blows by heavy sledges,

and of pick-like forms, some rude, others well shaped by flaking and
pecking. One variety of the picks is roughly grooved by flaking and
jjecking, and another has a plain shaft, often a little curved as if to

be attached to a handle somewhat as our picks and adzes. In several

of the quarries we have found ordinary grooved axes, most of them
having been remodeled or resharpened by flaking to make them effi-

cient in picking and cutting; then there is a large class of chisel-like

tools of varied sizes and shapes, sometimes improvised from stones of

approximate proportions slightly flaked or ground to effective points,

sometimes flaked out of the raw material, which is generally a greenish-

gray basic eruptive rock obtained from the highland, and iiossibly by
quarrying.

Generally these tools were made by skilled hands and are developed
into such highly individualized shapes that we are compelled to allow
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tbat the industry in wliicli tbey were employed was oue of importance
and lon^' standing;. Nt-arly all the forms are represented in the several
plates awonipanyiug this chapter.

The number of the tools and their importance to the steatite-working
peo])les is illustrated by the followin}^ observations: Around a sin<;l(s

pit located in a plowed tield on I'atuxent river, and nearly obliterated

by successive plowings, I found during a single visit some 30 entire and
broken implements, and fntm the excavation in the (piarry near C'lifton,

Virginia, nearly (our dozen of the chisel-like tools, some broken and
some entire, were found.

Manner of Usino the Tools

There are three or four ways in whicli the cutting tools could have
been used. The simjdest was that of holding the pointed stone in the

hand or hands, and thus striking the potstone.

This would, however, be a most unsatisfactory

method and would hardly be applied where
opportunity was afforded for superior methods.
Another manner of use was that of setting

the sharpened stone or chisel in a short handle
of buckhorn, and striking this with a stone

or billet of wood. The chisel marks left iu

many cases suggest this method very strongly,

and the heavy end of the tool as found is usu-

ally furnished with a short and rough-llaked

point suitable for setting iu a handle, as sug-

gested in ligure 16. Many specimens of this

class are too minute to be utilized in any other

way, and some are slightly notched as if mere
knives.

A third method is that of hafting the pointed

stone as an adz or ax is hafted. The grooved
tools were undoubtedly used in this way, and many of the grooveless

fonfis could have been attached as is the ordinary primitive adz. This
would give much greater eflflciency iu all the work of cutting and
roughing-out, and the boldness and irregularity of the stroke marks
left on the (piarry tace and on the detached masses and jtartly tinished

vessels make it [)ractically certain that this was the manner of their

attachment. With short handles, such as indicated iu figure 17, etlect-

ive and very neat work could be done, and it may be remarked that

such a tool could be handled iu the cramped quarters in which the

cutting was often carried on almost as conveniently as could the chisel

driven by a mallet.

Among the chisels there are numerous slightly curved forms, some
with one ground point that could have been hafted as iu a, figure 17,

and others with two ])oints that may have been mounted so as to make
both points effective, as iu b, figure 17. The shortest two-pointed tool, a

Fni. IG—Probalile manner of haft-

ing the smaller chisels.
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very neat aud delicate specimen, is hardly more than 3 inches long,

while the largest is 11 inches iu length.

STEATITE QUARRIES

THE CLIFTON (^>UARRY

The most interesting example of the soapstone quarries examined by
the Bureau during the progress of the work described in the jiresent

paper was the Hetzel-Hunter quarry, near Clifton, iu Fairfax county,
Virginia. Late in the fall of 1893 Mrs Margaret Hetzel, of Clifton

and Washington city, communicated to Professor O. T. jNIasou, of the

National Museum, the fact that iu prosi^ecting a soapstone deposit near

Flo. 17—Probable Tiiaoin^r of haftin;x tbe single-poiuted and the two-pointed chiaela or picks.

Clifton the owners had discovered traces of aboriginal operations, and
expressed a, desire that the Smithsonian Institution should undertake
an examination. This was reported to me by Professor Mason, and the
quarry was put on the list for examination so soon as the field season
of ISOl opened. Late in March the work was taken up, and Mr Wil-
liam Dinwiddle was sent out with instructions to clear out the ancient
excavations in such a way that, if possible, the entire floor and the
quarry faces would be exposed for study and photographj'. This was
done in the completest possible manner, and in a few weeks a most
striking illustration of the enterprise and skill of our aboriginal tribes

was exposed to view. A trench or gallery some 25 feet wide and
reaching iu places a depth of 10 feet had been carried into the face

of the hill to a distance of 60 or 70 feet, and a second i>it, inferior in

dimensions, had been opened beyond this. Almost the entire excavation
had been carved out of the solid steatite by means of stone picks and

15 ETH 8
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chisels, aiul all the evidences of the cutting and sculpt uiin;;—even
tlie whitened surfaces of the tool marks—were as fresh as if the work
of yesterday.

The (juarry is located on a small hrancli of Hull inn, - miles north-

west of Clifton and 22 miles a little south of west of Washiuf-ton city.

The steatite outcrops in the bed and banks of a small rivulet, crossing
it at right angles, and seems to be an irregular IkmI or stratum inter-

calated with the gneiss of the Piedmont formation. It varies from 2(1

to M or M feet in thickness, and has a n(uirly northandsouth strike

and ti dip of from 70° to 80° toward the west.

The ancient peoples ])rol)ably began work by removing detached or

partly detached masses Ironi the stream bed, and then little by little

followed the ledge uj) and into the steep hillside toward the north-

This hill is a spur of a low ridge on the west, and is some 40 feet in

height. It slopes otf rajjidly to the junction of tli.e (juarry rivulet with
auother branch two or three hundred feet below. The surface is cov-

ered with soil and disintegrated gneiss.

Our investigations (leveloi)ed the fact that there Inul been two main
jiits or excavations—a long and wide gallery mentioned above, and
higher up a second ])it about 20 feet in diameter and S or 10 feet deep
connecting with the tirst but lying at the left, as indicated in the
accompanying sketch map, figure 18.

S(j completely were the ancient excavations tilled up that inexperi-

enced eyes would hardly have detected anything unusual in the a])pear-

ance of the roun<led slope of the hill. The main trench was maiked
by a slight depression towaid the upper end, ami the debris accumu-
lated low down along the sides formed barely perceptible convexities.

No doubt the excavations had been largely filled as the work advanced,
and material from the upi)er pit had helped to obliterate what remained
of the main final depression.

Tiie location of the upper pit was indicated by a shallow depression

some 20 feet in diameter and 2 or 3 feet deep, where modern exph)iters

had sunk a prospect hole. This pit had been left open, and its position

high ou the hill had prevented rapid filling.

When the Bureau began its work of excavation the owners of the

quarry had already Uncovered a i)ortion of the ancient (luarry floor,

which rises from the stream bed at a low angle, so that at :U) feet it is

about 10 feet above the streajm and not more than i or 5 feet beneath
the slope surface. Unt little stone had been removed by the ancient
workmen, although evidences of excavation and cutting were distinctly

vseen, and a few stumps, scars, and bulbous chiseled masses api>eared at
the u])j)er edge.

Soon after beginning work the floor was found to descend into numer-
ous pits and depressions where the superior quality of the stone had
led the quarrymen to persist in their work. The general level of the

floor was maintained for a distance of some 70 feet back into the hill,

and the deeper pittings at the hack reached 15 or 10 feet beneath the
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profile of the slope. Mucli impure stone had beeu cut away in etfbrts

to reaoli the purer masses, and this was a most laborious worlc. l!ut

it is safe to say that oiielialf or tliree fourths of the excavation was
acfomplislied by cutting out, with chisels and jiicks, the solid and
nuissive steatite. The whole surface, with its uodes and iiumps and
depressions, covered everywhere witli the markings, groovings, and
pittiiigs of the chisel, presented a striking example of the eHectiveuess

Fig. 18—Sketch map of the Clifton quarry; scale al>ont 50 feet to the inch.

of native methods and the persistence of native eftbrts. A view of the

quarry, after it had beeu thoroughly cleaned out and swept, is shown
in plate lxxxi. The photograph was obtained by erecting a platform

20 feet in height in the stream bed at the foot of the quarry. The
deepest part of the pitting is at the back, where the figure of a man
may be imperfectly made out. The farther extension of the quarry is
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indistinctly soon at flic loft beyond the nieasnriiig rod. Tlie iixegu-

laily nodod and i)itt('d surfaco is rather iniiierlectly shown in the

picture. The width of the seam of workable stone is indicated by the

width of the quarry, and the change in direction at tlie farther end of

the main pit .seems to have been due to a change in the character of

the stone.

In plate i-xxxii 1 have brought together a number of the cutting

inii)leuieuts selected from the two or three score recovered. Many
examples are of small size and show varying degrees of finish. Those
sliown are of a dark-gray eruptive rock and have been carefully shaped
and finished. The larger specimen a, a has been ground into nearly

sj'nimetrical shape and has a fine conical point. Tlie chisel h,l>\yns

flaked into general shape and both ends were reduced by grinding

to excellent flatfish cutting edges. The smaller specimen c lias a
ikeatly sharpened point and is wide at the opposite end, and like the

smaller example <?, which is obscurely notched near the top, was prob-

ably set in an antler handle for use as a chisel. Among the finds was
a well-shaped and mucli-iised hatninerstone of quartzite, which had
X^robably served to trim and sharpen the cutting tools.

Traces of an old village-site were discovered on the stream bank, a

hundred yards or more below the quarry, and here various objects of

steatite, including a partially shaped but broken pipe, were found.

The more ordinary dwelling sites of the operators of this ([uarry were

doubtless on the larger streams below, and probably extended far down
the Potomac. This quarry can not be a great many miles from the

"antimony mines" reported by the native guides to the English who
first explored the Potomac. The fact that these peoples were enterpris-

ing enough to work an " antimony mine " suggests the probable iden-

tity of these Indians with the workers of the soapstone mines as well

as of the cpiartzite quarries of the general region.

THE CONNECTICUT AVENUE QUAKRIES

Extensive deposits of steatite are found within the limits of the

District of Columbia, but only one locality presents abundant traces

of ancient operations. This site is by some called the Rose hill (luarry

and by others the Dumbarton quarry. It is situated on Connecticut

avenue extended, 4 miles from the Executive Mansion, three fourths

of a mile east of Tenallytown, and a mile and a half from each of the

two great quartzitebowlder quarries already described.

Literature

The quarries in this locality seem to have been first studied by Dr
Elmer E. Reynolds, who in 1878 published' a careful description of the

' Xhirtet'Dtli aimiinl report of the I'eubody Musfum, 1878, ]». 526.
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site and of the articles collected by him. About that time visits to

the site were made by Dr Charles Ran, Professor O. T. Mason, Mr
F. H. Ciishiug, and others, and extensive collections of articles, mainly

from the surface of the ground, were made. Mention is made by Dr
Eeynoldsof excavations conducted by these gentlemen, but no definite

information on this point is on record. Mr Gushing informs me that

slight excavations were made on the southern hill. A j)aper published

by Mr Louis A. Kengla, formerly of Washington, gives considerable

additional matter, accomijauied by illustrations of fragments of vessels

obtained in the District of Columbia.'

Site and Sukfack Indication's

The mass of steatite exposed on this site, being firmer and tougher
than the gneisses with which it is associated, gave rise, as erosion pro-

gressed, to two very decided ])rominences, separated by a shari) ravine

cut by a small stream, tributary to Rock creek, known as Soapstone
creek. The natural exposures are (confined to the bed and the steeper

banks of the stream and to the crests of the hills, the latter rising in

somewhat conical form—the one on the southern side of the ravine to

about SO feet and the one on the northern side to fully 90 feet above
the stream.

The northern hill has a rounded, oblong summit, in which the steatite

is exposed or approaches very near the surface for a length, nearly
north and south, of more than 100 feet and a width of 20 or 30 feet.

The rock seems to be bedded with the greatest length of the crest, and
consists of nearly vertical, more or less massive layers of steatite. The
slopes of the hill are covered with deposits of disintegrated gneiss and
vegetal mold, and conse(iuently the gneiss with which the steatite is

surrounded and interbedded is in no place visible. The whole site is

thickly covered with forest trees and underbrush.
In 1S91 the extension of Connecticut avenue led to the removal of

the lower portions of both hills, as indicated in the sketch map a, plate

Lxxxiii, the cut in the southern hill exposing portions of the strata to a
depth of 00 feet, and obliterating a number of the ancient pits. The
steatite brought to light by the grading is, however, of very poor qual-

ity and unfit for commercial purposes, which is true also of the entire

deposit, as indicated by the cessation of recent quarrying operations
conducted by the Hunter brothers. A section of the two hills appears
in 0, plate Lxxxiii.

The evidences of ancient pitting are confined chiefly to the summits
of the hills, but no one can say to what extent the exposures of soap-

stone in the sides of the ravine were worked. The southern bank of
the stream has recently been excavated to a considerable depth by the
Hunter brothers, and the original configuration is somewhat destroyed;

' Archeology of the District of Columbia, Washington, 1883.
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hiiton the iiortlicni side there is :iii obscure excavation of coiisi(h'rahle

diineiisioiis that may be at least partially due to abori},^iiial operations.

I'its sunk in the sides of the hills would soon be tilled by debris

descending from above, but on the crests tbey would necessarily remain
clearly marked for a loni;- jieriod of time; their obliteration in the lat-

ter ease would depend on tiie very slow accumulation of vegetal

mold or of windblown material. In any attempt at estimating age
from mere appearances, therefore, tiie relation of the excavation to

the surrounding surfa<'e must be considered; this has already been
pointed out with some degree of care in describing the quartzite-

l)owider quarries.

The excavations undertaken under my supervision were confined

largel.y to the summit of the northern hill, as the ancient (piarries had
there remained wholly undisturbed save by the normal agencies of

nature. A row of pits, forming almost a connected trench, extended
along the crest and for a short distance down the noitherii end of the

hill. There were live well marked depressions in this series, the out-

lines being irregular (see plate lxxxiv). All were less than 2.") feet in

diameter, and tlie greatest depth was not above '2 or 3 feet. I)r Klmer
K. Keynolds describes one pit on the southern hill as being over 3

feet deep. The heaps and ridges of debris thrown from the pits by
the ancient miners extende<l along the sides of the row of pits, and
were not above a foot in height. This debris consisted for the greater

part of earth and irregular masses of steatite. Among tlie latter

were found many fragments of untiiiished vessels and rejects of various

kinds. Shallow depressions, marking the sites of ancient pits, occur

along the sides of the crest on the southern and western slopes of

the hill.

Excavations Made

Our examinations of the Connecticut avenue quarries were com-
menced by carrying a trench across the southern pit of the series on
the iiortliern hill. This exposed portions of the ancient quarry face on
the southern, eastern, and western sides, while the northern edge of

our excavation penetrated the full depth of the ancient quarry, which
was here not more than 4 or 5 feet.

Beginning with the deepest i)art of this first trench, a wide trench

was carried northward along the chain of ancient jiits. Cross trenches

were dug at frequent intervals, and others were subsequently dug ou
the southern sloi)e. In all, not less than 800 s(iuare feet of the ancient

(piarry lloors were exposed and cleared off. and a very good idea ol' the

nature of the ancient quarrying wasol)tained. Theprincijial i)its were
worked to a depth of from 2 to (J feet by the aborigines, and the bot-

toms and sides present the irregular appearance necessarily jiroduced

by i)ryiug out such masses of potstone as the ipiarrymeii were able to

detach. A view taken in the main trench is shown in plate LXXXV,
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and ii section across oue of the pits is given in h, plate Lxxxiii. The
beds of steatite are quite massive, exhibiting irregular lines of cleav-

age; the quality is, however, in the main, rather inferior. A sketch

jilau showing the trenches made on the quarry site is given in plate

LXXXIV.
As in the quartzite-bowlder ((uarries, little evidence remains of the

methods of quarrying. Tools of the classes already referred to were
no doubt used to loosen and remove the earth and to pry up masses of

the stone. Heavy rounded stones and hafted sledges served to break
up the larger pieces and to detach projecting portions. In several

])laces on the floor and sides of the ([uarry the surface of the potstone

slows the usual pick marks, and in one place a slight grooving was
seen where the work of dividing a large block had begun. The exposed
.surfaces seem for the most part to i<'prescnt cleavage planes, and until

solid massive rock was encountered the laborious process of cutting

was uncalled for. •

So far as the evidence obtained on the site shows, woik was confined

almost exclusively to procuring material for use in vessel making, but
apparently the pots were not often shaped or even partly shaped in

place, to be afterward detached by undercutting and wedging as

observed in many other places. It appears that as a rule tln^ rough
block was first obtained, then trimmed down to the approximate size and
form, and afterward hollowed out ready for the finishing operations,

which were in most cases conducted elsewhere. There were naturally

many failures from breaking, from splitting along partially developed
cleavage planes, and from imperfections in texture; and many hun-
dreds of these failures yet remain on the site, in the pits, in the heaps
of debris, and scattered far down the slopes of the hill and along the

stream bed.

Tools Kecovered

The tools with which the work of quarrying was accomplished were
sought most assiduously. It was expected that they would, in a meas-
ure at least, correspond to the tools known to be used bj- the modern
Indians of the region, as many steatite pots are found on ordinary vil-

lage-sites. This was found to be the case to a limited extent only. It

was found that the tools used were, as a rule, made for and especially

adapted to the work, which is unlike any other industry of the aborig-

ines. The implements prove, therefore, to be in a measure unique,
forming a class of their own.
The remoteness of the site and the rugged conformation of the hills

on which the cpiarries are located render it improbable that the locality

was used for dwelling or for anj' other purpose than that of quarrying
and shaping the potstone.

The tools found all pertain to quarrying and to roughing-out the ves-

sels, and may conveniently be divided into three classes: 1, those

improvised on the spot for local temporary use; 2, those made for the
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purpose on distant sites; and, 3, those pertaining- orijjiiiajly to other
uses, brought from the villa};:es and utilized in the ([uarries. A major-
ity arc of tlie first of these classes. They arc, as a rule, ([uitc rude,
and were derived from <|uartz veins and bowlder beds in the vicinity

of the quarry. Specimens collected apj)roach as nearly a i)aleolithic

type as any tools found in the Potomac region. Nothing more prinu-

tive is ])ossible. The hills and slo[)es in the vicinity abound iu out-

croi)s of veiii quartz, which breaks up into angular fragments. These
are now so plentiful on the neighboring lields as to burden agriculture.

Such angular fragments were gathered for use in the quarries. Some
were already well adapted to use, while others wei-e slightly trimmed,
to give them better points and edges. Illustrations of these tools

appear in figures lii and I'd.

Fift. 19—Rude pick of fiiiart/.. slightly sharpened by flakiDg.

A number of angular masses of quartz were discovered that were
not apparently adapted to any use and that showed no signs of having
been used. They may be fragments of larger masses broken iu use.

A few bruised cobbles were found that must have been utilized in some
way in the quarry work.

It is not considered necessary to take further notice of sjiecimens

showing no decided evidence of design or use, or that do not by their

natural conformation show especial adaptation to use. The objects of

quartz that show evidence of shaping by i)ercussion are all of one
type. They are thick, angular masses, weighing a pound or more; one
end is brought to a short, sharp point, and the other is somewhat
rounded, as if to be held iu the hand or bands for striking. Of the
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same general shape are two picks raade from quartzite bowlders aud
resembling heavy-pointed turtlebacks (figures 21, 22). In no case

riG. 20—Rude pick of quartz, slightly sharpened by flaking.

does the form of these tools suggest the attachment of a haft, although
such attachment would probably be feasible.

Three chisel like tools were found in the main trench on the summit
of the hill. They are of ijeculiar types, aud we may fairly assume that

Fk). 21—Rude pick raade by sharpening qnartzite bowlder.

they were raade for use in the potstone shop. One made of gray erup-
tive rock is blade-shaped and has a fine chisel-like point or edge. It is

shown in «,«, plate Lxxxviii.
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Another s])cciiiit'ii (illustniti'd in li, h, \)hi\e i.xxxA'i) is of grcciiish-

gray slaty-looking eruptivi- rock, very slif;lilly altered by cheiiiical

changes. It is rather rudely (•liii)i)ed along both sides, and the point

has been made quite sharp by grinding. I'roiierly hafted as a ])ick, or

as a chisel to be driven by a mallet, tiiis little celt would have been a

very effective tool iu shaping and trimming the vessels. As it stands,

without hafting, it is too small for effective use. A small chisel from
the southern hill is given in t;r in the same jdate.

From the soil tiuit filled one of the shallow pits on the southern

margin of the crest of the hill, a chipped tool of unusual shaj)e, given

in «,«, ])late LXXXVII, was obtained. It resembles somewhat the drills

or perforators of the same material found on village-sites, but is larger,

ruder, and less symmetrical, and was probably made especially for use
in the trimming of soapstoue vessels.

Fio. 22—Rude pick maile by sb.iriienin,;; <]iiiirt/.itc bdwldiT.

Another is made of a Itlackish argillite like rock that has become
gray ou the surface through oxidation of sonu^ of its constituent min-

erals. In its general eonliguration it is somewhat like the quartzite

blades produced in the (luarry-shops of the district, but it dilVers from
them in having a chisel-like jioiiit or edge. This edge is somewhat
oblique andshowsbut little evidence of use, although chemical changes
iu the stone may have obliterated such evidence. It is shown in l>,h,

plate LXXXVII.
A (piite perfect specimen of this class, having a well-rounded body

and neat, sharp edge, was picked up on the southern hill; it is shown
in fl,d. A much larger example of the same class was brought to light

by the grading operations along Connecticut avenue, on the eastern
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INCIPIENT VESSELS BROKEN DURING THE SHAPING OPERATIONS AND LEFT WITH THE QUARRY
REFUSE; FROM THE CLIFTON QUARRY; ABOUT ONE-THIRD ACTUAL SIZE
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slope ot'tlie southern lull (plate Lxxxviii). A iiest offoiir wi'll-sliapcd

chisels, two of which appear in plate xci, was discovered by me near

the suiumit of the hill; all were shari>ened by grinding'.

One of the most ini]>ortant finds made during the excavations at this

jilace was a large grooved ax of the wedge hafted type («, plate xcii).

It was found in one of tlie shallow pits on the southern margin of the

hilltoj), a. foot from the surface and resting on the surface of the soap-

stone in place. There is uo doubt that this tool was irsed by the

ancient quarrymeu in dislodging, and possibly in trimming, the masses
of stone. Its edge shows considerable wear, apparently from use as a

pick, and its surface irregularities are tilled with steatite. Its weight
and shape would make it a very effective tool. If proof that the

workers of these quarries were Indians were necessary, the discovery

of this object would seem to be satisfactory. Finds on the sites of

ancient soapstone quarries in Maryland include many of these grooved
axes. In most cases they have been more or less completely remodeled

by flaking to fit them more fully for use as picks.

CulMiKLATlON WITH HciWI.DER QUARKIES

The question arises as to what correlations can be made out between
the steatite quarries and the (luartzite-bowlder quarries of tlie District

of Columbia. Are tliey all jirobably of one age and the work of one
people, or ai'e they separated by long periods of time and by marked
ditterences in art characters? It is observed that the two classes of

quarries are located in the same valley and only a mile and a half apart;

that they correspond as closely in extent and in appearances as could be

expected if worked at one time and by one peo])le; that modern neo-

lithic implements are found in the steatite quarries, and that the prod-

ucts of the steatite quarries are found on many modern village-sites.

It appears that the steatite.was notijuarried to a depth equal to that

of the quaitzite bowlders, but it will be seen at a glance that the diffi-

culties attending the working of the former are much the greater.

With increasing depth the steatite becomes firmer and more massive,

and the difficulty of detaching the necessary masses with primitive

tools increases. With the bowldei'S the difficulty does not increase

with the depth in the same degree, and greater depths could be reached
with comjiarative ease.

It is true that the bowlder quarries exhibit more decided evidence of

great age than do the steatite quarries in that the pits are much more
completely filled up and obliterated. This fact may, however, lead to

erroneous conclusions if the conditions under which the two classes of

pits existed are not considered. The deepest steatite pits were not over
.5 or 6 feet in depth, but they were excavated in solid rock and on the
crests of hills where there was little or no material to fall into theui

save the leaves from the trees. Such of the pits as were not on the
summits were entirely or almost entirely filled up. The cobble pits ou
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I'iuy braucli were in ;ill cases situated on the slope of tlie hills, and
were therefore directly beneatli overhanging masses of loosely com
]iaet<'(l sands and gravels and may have been inore completely filled up
in one year than tlie steatite pits in a centiirj'.

The character of the two sites corresponds very closely in the respect

that both are ill hills so steeji as to be (|uite unsuited for <;anii>ing or

dwelling. Both are therefore naturally free from \illagi! refuse, and
the tools found, for the most part if not exclusively, consist of those
actually used in the work of (juarrying and roughingout the articles

])roduced.

lu the cobble (juarries no tools of a durable material were needed
save the natural bowlders found by thousands in the (luanies. Care,

fully shaped hammerstones, polished celts, and grooved axes bad no
place in the industries carried on in these localities. A grooved ax,

such as that found in the Connecticut avenue quarry, would be an
efifective tool in the work of quarrying steatite, and could be used with-

out the least danger of breakage. The chisels were especially adapted
to, and no doubt made for, the cutting out and carving of the steatite.

The nature and range of the work of shaping carried on in both
classes of quarries has a close correspondence. No finished pieces of
work of the classes made there were found in either class, lu the cob-

ble quarries the blade was roughedout to a convenient shajie for

transportation and subse(iuent elaboration; in the .steatite quarries

the pots were roughed-out and carried away to be fiuished else-

where. It is significant also that on many village-sites in the vicinity

the shaped objects of both materials are found freely and intimately

associated.

Review of the evidence thus shows many significant correspondences
in the work of the two classes of (juarries, and no ditt'erences that

require the assumption of wide distinction either in time, people, or
culture. The historical aborigines are jjrobably responsible for all the
phenomena observed.

THE SHOEMAKER QUARRY

About 2 miles southwest of the Rose hill quarries, and not far from
the grounds of the American University, there are several obscure out-

crops of steatite. Numerous partially worked vessels have been found,
but if quarries ever existed they are now entirely obliterated by the
plow.

THE LITTLE FALLS SITES

A slight outcrop of steatite occurs in the creek bank at the Virginia
end of Chain bridge over the Potomac, just below Little falls and at the
head of tidewater; but no traces of ancient work have been observed.
That the work of (juarrying and cutting this rock was prosecuted in tlie

vicinity is indicated by the discovery of steatite picks and chisels, and
many articles made of steatite, finished and unfinished, on the village-
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sites ill the vicinity. These are well represented in the collections of

Thomas Duwling, junior, and F. W. von Dacheuhausen, of Washington.
Typical mining and cutting tools are rarely found at any considerable

distance from the quarries. Several small chisels of the usual type,

shown in plate XC, were obtained from a village-site between Chain
bridge and Eades mill, on the northeastern side of the river; and two
sinker-like objects of soapstoue from this locality, one discoidal with

a peripheral groove and the other oblong with a groove passing along

the sides and across the ends, are shown in a and h, plate xcix. A
small, jjartially linished ring or bead is represented in c on the same
plate.

THE BRYANT QUARRY"

Following the trend of the soapstone belt northeastward from the

Tenley quarries, the first observed occurrence of a primitive quarry is

at Four Corners, on the estate of Mr Bryaut. Xear this gentleman's
mansion are two clusters of trees, each less than an acre in area, iu

which the steatite outcrops, and on account of which the land has not

been utilized for agricultural purposes. Considerable work has been
done on this site. In the first cluster of trees, 100 yards south of the

house, a number of shallow dei)ressions are seen marking the sites of

ancient pits and trenches. Numerous worked j)ieces and partially

shaped pots are scattered about, and a few tools have been found,

mostly by Mr W. II. Phillips, who kindly directed my notice to this

site. The material, the nature of the work, and the tools used cor-

respond very closely with the same features of neighboring sites.

QUARRIES OF THE PATUXENT VALLEY'

Numerous steatite quarries have been discovered in Montgomery and
Howard counties, Maryland, within the limits of the Patuxent valley.

Our knowledge of them is due chiefly to the enterprise of two resident

archeologists, Mr J. D. ]McGuire, of Ellicott, and the late Thomas Bent-

ley, of Sandyspring. The former gentleman has an extensive series of

the quai'ry utensils aud products, and has published a valuable paper
concerning them.' I have been permitted to make illustrations of sev-

eral specimens from the Bentley collection by Mrs E. P. Thomas, the
collector's daughter, and additional illustrations have been obtained
from the local collections of Mrs Charles Kirk and Miss Frances D.
Stabler, of Olney.

Schooley's mill site—At Schooley's mill, on the eastern side of the
Patuxent and about half a mile below Snells bridge, steatite of excel-

lent quality outcrops iu a number of places. These outcrops have
recently been worked to some extent by the residents of the vicinity,

but traces of ancient quarrying have not been entirely obliterated. It

is difficult in most cases to distinguish the modern from the ancient

'Transactions of the Anthropological Society, vol. II. 1882, p. 39.
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jiits. but there are a uuinber of irregular depressions iu a jirove ou the

hillside Just above the mill that may be regarded as of aboriginal*

origin. Masses of ste^itite ai>i>ear at many jioiuts. and some of these

bear evideuee of the use of stone pirks in detaohing masses of the

rock. A nuHiber of broken jwts were ob.served, including several varie-

ties of form. One is a lla^ bottom basin or pan of circular outline

and vertical i>eriphery, about 13 inches in diameter and from .'» to 4

inches deep, the bowl being roughed out to about half that depth. The
entire surface retains the marks of the roughing-out pick, which has

been boldly handled. Another specimen, half of which was found,

represeuts an oblong shallow basin with projections for handles at the

ends. Auother api>eared to be i)art of a deep, almost hemispherical

bowl, neatly worked but retaining no traces of handles.

In an hour's search two fragmentary tools were found. They are

ordinary chisel picks, one showing the point and the other the head or

roumled end. The surfaces have the ajipearaiice and feel of ordinary

sandstone, but on cxamiiKUion the material is found to be a very tine-

grained argillite. Part of the surface of the larger si>eciuicii has lieen

shaped by i>eckiug. the remainder having been flake<l.

Tliompxoii <]ii(trrii—The region about T>rowns briilge over the I'atux-

ent abounds in deposits of steatite, and the ancient workings are exten-

sive. The first outcrop encouutered after leaving the Laurel and Sandy-
sjiring pike is on the farm of !Mr IJenjamin Thompsou. midway between
the tollgate at Ednor and the bridge. A grove of trees with nuich

undergrowth borders the road on the right, covering an area of 2 or 3

acres. In the grove the soapstone outcrops at many points: numerous
large masses ]>rotTude from the beds of leaves and mold, and present

the deeply excoriated surfaces characteristic of weathered steatite. At
the roadside and in the lanes, as well as in the neighboring fields, frag-

ments and i>rotruding masses of the rock are seen. A careful -search

reve^ded no very definite traces of ancient pitting, but an interesting

feature was encountered near the entrance to the wood at the right.

An angular mass of the rock rises about 2 feet above the ground, and
the highest corner of this has been partially encircled by a deep, wide
groove, which still shows the pick marks as seen iu jtlate xn. It

seems remarkable that pick marks exi>osed to the weather .should have
been preserved for so long a jieriod. yet the work must undoubtedly be
attributed to the aborigines whodisajipearcd from this region a century
and a half ago.

The fragments of pots observed here are of ordinary types. A fine

medium-size chisel yb. jdate xciVi was found iu a field adjoining the

grove, and other fragments were picked up at different points in the
vicinity. A boy living near by had found two fine picks, made by
renuideling grooved axes, illustrated in h and c, plate XCII.

liroiDi qiuirri/—On the farm of Mr T. E. Brown, within about half a
mile of the last-mentioned bridge over the Patuxent. steatite is quite
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plentiful. Ill the fields near the house masses project from the ground
and fragments are scattered about in great i)rofusion. A number of

worked places were seen, and a grooved pick made from a grooved ax
and the ])oint of an ungrooved jiick of medium size were collected.

Wilson (luan-ji—The site most ])roductive of implements for working
steatite is located within 5(» yards of the Patuxent, half a mile below
Brown's bridge, on the farm of 3Ir VV. F. Wilson. The (juarry sites

have been cultivated to such an extent that but slight indications of

the ancient pits .are seen. A few small outcrops of the steatite are

found, and within a radius of (iO feet about one of these over thirty

V

Fig. 23—Iiiiplenieiit used in rutting steatite; from quarry in ITowani County, "Maryland.

tools were picked up. This series includes chisels of ordinary varieties

(<, plate xciv) and rude grooved i)icks of the extemporized variety,

one of the latter apiiearing in plate xciii.

Fragments of unfinished vessels of various foims were observed on
the laud of Mr Wilson on the northern side of the river within the

limits of Howard county. Several acres of forest land are covered

by rough-looking masses of dark steatite. In some places it has

been worked and indistinct pits can be traced, and rudely shaped
pieces of the material, together with specimens of the tools, were
encountered. Beyond this spot, on the farm of Mr Henry Kruhm,
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anotlit'i- <iuaiiy is lociited. The outcioi)s are limited, l)ut cliaracter-

istic fragments of worked steatite aud three rather rude chisels were
fouiul, two of whieh are shown in figures 23 and 24.

t^UARRIES NKAK OLNEY

During a sliort stay at "Fair Hill," the residence of JNIr llieliard

Kirk, at Oluey, Maryland, my attention was called to a number of rude
soapstone dishes that lay strewn about the grounds, and Mrs Charles

Fig. 24—Implomant used in cnttinij steatite; from quarry in Howard County, '>rarylan(l.

Kirk liad in her possession an excellent specimen of the two-jioint

chisel-pick (shown in figure 25). Ancient quarries are located in the

meadows below the house and in the adjoining woods on IJrooke grove
farm; they are now almost obliterated by recent qiuirrying and by
farming over the sites. Worked pieces of steatite and specimens of

the tools used are still occasionally picked up in the vicinity. The
rude vessels are all of usual tyi)es, and no example was seen that

approaches at all near a finish.
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The cliisel pick mentioned above was found by Mr Charles Kirk on

the quarry site. It is made of iron-impregnated sandstone, which

appears and rings like metal. It has been worked rudely into shape

Fig. 25—Implement used in cutting steatite; from the Olney quarry.

by flaking, and then iinished apparently by gxinding. It is 8 inches

long, 3 inches wide, and half an inch thick, and would appear to be

one of the most effective tools of its class yet found. I was so fortu-

nate as to find on this site the small chisel shown in a, plate xciv,

15 ETH 9
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wliicli is almost identical in size, apix'aiance, and material wiili one
found in t\i(.' liose hill (juaiiy in tlie District ol' Columbia. The poiut
is well shaped, and shows the eflects of use. The head teruiinates in a
sharp edge, which is not worn, and must have been protected by a
halt when in use. The material appears to be a fine-grain greenish-

gray argillite. A second chisel of small size (a, plate xcv) was subse-

(piently i)icked nj) in the field near the Kirk
residence. Half a dozen flue soapstone
tools were obtained from this vicinity bj^

^liss Frances D. Stabler, who resides at
Sharon, a neighboring estate.

About a mile south ofOlney, on the farm
of .Mr Mackall, the location of an ancient

(piarry was noted, and the usual refuse of

aboriginal oi)erations was observed. A
cliiscl made of blue-gray porphyry and a

very rudely grooved or notched fragment of

quartz, once liafted as a i)ick, were picked
up. This (juarry is said to extend to the

farm of Dr Kirk, which lies south of Mr
Mackall's place.

Another site formerly occujiied liy the

aboriginal soapstone worker is situated

about 4 miles west of Oluey, on the prem-
ises of Mr Holland. This place did not

yield any form of tool, but the untinished

vessels occur as usual. Other sites are

reported in thiiS vicinity.

The collection of Mrs 'Slury Bentley
Thomas, of Saudyspring, was made from
the quarries of the vicinity, several of which
are mentioned above. There are many
specimens of the partially shaped vessels

illustrating all pliases of the work. The
picks comprised in this collection are very

fine. Some are modified grooved axes,

others are fragments of rock roughed (nit

by flaking just enough to make them avail
Fi(^. 2C- Implement uae.i in cutting

^^]J]^,^ „.jtli l\^^. juldilion of a haft, for woik-
stcatite; fromS.iiulysiiringquarry. . /• ^i ^ing the soft stone. One ot the former is

shown in plate xcvi, while the latter type is illustrated in figure 2(i.

One of the most striking implements found in this collection, and of

wider interest than the other quarry tools, is a gouge of the Xew Eng-
land type, which has been roughly grooved by the steatite worker in

ordei- that a haft might be attached (figure 27). This specimen serves

to add to the force of the remark, suggested by tlie remodeling of
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Sketch map of Ihe Connecticut avenue quarries. The area of the soapslone

outcrop is inclosed by a dotted line and the tops of the two halls are

marked by crosses

Section of the pittings on the nonhern hill. The dotted line indicates the original profile

Section through the two hills, Connecticut avenue quarries

MAP AND SECTIONS OF THE CONNECTICUT AVENUE STEATITE QUARRIES
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g^rooved axes for the rou.yli work of tlie quarries, tliat the date of this

work is comparatively recent. It would seem that older tools from all

sources were pressed into service for carryiug ou a new art.

Fig. 27—(iouiie-like implement grooved for hafting and used in a steatite quarry
near Sandyspring, Maryland.

FALLS CHURCH AND HOLMES RUN QUARRIES

Ifear Falls Church, and some 3i miles southwest of Little falls. Vir-

ginia, steatite has been found, and some traces of ancient work have
been reported. Similar reports come from several other localities iu

Alexandria and Fairfax counties.

In 1891 a soapstone mine was opened on what was then the Bassett
place, ou Holmes run, 7 miles from Alexandria and the same distance
from (yeorgetowu. As the work advanced a few shallow depressions
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niaiking the sites of ancient pits were observed, and in cuttinf; tlir(>u{;li

tlieni several rudimentary vessels and niiineroiis mining and eutting
tools, broken and entire, were encountered. Tlie ancient work had
«'Xtcnded to the depth iu one place of 7 or 8 feet. Several s])eciniens

from this site are illustrated iu the aecom])auying plates. An ordinary
grooved ax, broken iu use, is illustiated in i)late xcvii, and two other

axes moditied l)y Haking to give tli(Mu sliarper cutting edges (plate

xcviii) are of special interest as further illustrating the subordination of

general to special function among the tools of the aboriginal <| uarrymeu.

AMELIA COUNTY QUAURIES

On the southern side of James river, in Amelia county, Virginia, a

very interesting site was studied by Mr F. 11. Cushing, who conducted

extended excavations and made a model of an ancient pit illustrating

the uianuer in which the masses of ])artially shaped steatite were cut

put and removed. The tools recovered and the quarry rejects were
identical with those from the more northern sites.

5IADISON COUNTY QUARKIBS

Between 5 and 6 miles from Orange, on the road to ^Madison court-

house, Virginia, is a 7iegro church, at which a road turns oft' north-

ward. At a ])oint about iiOO yards from the church the latter road

strikes an outcrop of steatite, along which it runs for ")()() or fiOO yards.

Most of the deposit has been so much worked by residents that it is

now impossible to determine whether there is any trace of aboriginal

work except at the extreme northern end of the outcrop. Here there

are a few small pits that seem due to ancient work.

CULPEPER COUNTY QUARRIES

There is a very extensive quarry of steatite near Waylands mills, on

the Orange road, 9 or 10 miles west of Culpeper court-house. At the

top of a hill, something over 100 feet high, the steatite outcrops and

the pits begin at once. They are all to the right of the road, and vary

from a foot to i feet in depth, with the exception of one, which is fully

150 feet in diameter, the bottom being filled over an area of ")(» or (iO feet

across with muck, so that its depth can not be determined. Almost

the entire surface has been dug over for half a mile iu extent.

On the farm of H. I. Aylor, about 2.i miles from the mill, is another

steatite quarry, in which it is reported that aboriginal digging was

extensive, and that fragments of pots and the like were plentiful.

Si)c(dmens may be found at neighboring houses, especially at the negro

cabins, wliere they are used for "chicken troughs."

BRUNSWICK COUNTY QUARRIES

On the farm of Bassett B. Wilkes, at Charlie Hope station, (J miles

we«t of Lawrenceville, Virginia, there are several pits, extending over

au acre in area, where steatite has been quarried by the Indians. The
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stoue crops out near the top of a narrow ridge on which considerable

manufacturing- seems to have been carrieil on, as fragments of vessels

are numerous.

RELATION OF CLAY AND STEATITE POTTERY

It might appear that peoples employing earthenware would hardly

resort to the difficult task of quarrying and working steatite for vessel

making, since the uses to which both classes of utensils were devoted

must have been nearly identical; but that the historical tribes made
pottery and at the same time employed soapstone vessels is known
through colonial records, and also from the frequent occurrence together

on village-sites and in shell banks of vessels made of both materials.

It has also been observed that pulverized steatite was often used in

tempering ordinary pottery, and that the vessels so tempered are occa

sionally modeled in the form of steatite vessels, having the heavy pro-

jections or handles at the sides.

The occurrence of grooved axes and celts in the quarries, and the

adaptation of these tools by slight modification to use as picks and
chisels, indicates with sufficient clearness that the quarrying of steatite

was a comparatively recent industry, practiced after all forms of pol-

ished implenients had been perfected, and in all probability by the

Algonquian peoi)les.

VARIOUS ARTICLES OF STEATITE

The number of miscellaneous carvings of steatite found in the tide-

water districts is very limited, and the execution is usually inferior.

They are iu striking contrast with the work in neighboring districts in

North Carolina and Tennessee, which furnish pipes and ornaments of

remarkable beauty.

The fragment of a neatly carved platform pipe shown in a, i)late

xoix, was found on an Anacostia village-site, near the Pennsylvania
avenue bridge. The rudely shaped, channeled, sinker-like objects, b, c,

(I, are from village-sites near Little falls of the Potomac, and the bit of

pipestem e is from a dwelling site neiw the Clifton quarry, Virginia.

The specimens illustrated in plate c are from village-sites in Virginia,

and represent several stages of the shaping operations

—

a was roughed-
out by breaking and sawing; b was reduced to approximate shape by
cutting and abrasion, but the bowl is not yet excavated; and c appears
to be a finished specimen, tliough (juite rude iu apxiearance. The object

shown iu d has been carefully trimmed, but the work is not sufficiently

advanced to show whether a pipe or an ornament was to be made.
That such a very limited number of miscellaneous steatite carvings

should be found in the tidewater country is a matter of some surprise.
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DISTRIBUTION OF STONE IMPLEMENTS

THE AREA INVESTIGATED

The tidewater portions of Marylaud and Virjiinia have an area nearly

equal to that of the state of Maryland. Abont onefourth of the area

is occupied by broad arms of the sea, chiefly Chesapeake bay and its

tributaries, and the land is a much diversified plain, broken by erosion

into hills and terraced valleys. It extends inland from the Atlantic

seaboard to the base of the highland or Piedmont plateau, which rises

on the west to the Ai)palachian mountains. The curved line separat-

ing the two topographic divisions—the lowland and tiie highland—is

marked by falls in all the rivers, and by the location of town and cities

through which pass the great highways of travel connecting the north

with the south. On this line are located Philadelphia, Havre de
Grace, Baltimore, Laurel, Washington, Fredericksburg, Richmond, and
Petersburg (see plate i). This was the shore-line of the Atlantic when
the lormations constituting the lowlands were laid down.
The separation of the lowland from the highland is not a topographic

separation only; there are pronounced biologic and geologic distinc-

tions, and these combined in archaic times to produce marked anthro-

pologic distinctions. The tidewater region furnished a plentiful supply

of game and fish, and in the brackish and salt water areas an abun-

dance of oysters. The natives lived much on the water, and were per-

haps more nearly a maritime people than any other group of tribes in

the east. Their peculiar biologic environment had a marked influence

on their ai't, giving it unique forms and exceptional distribution; while

their unusual geoh)gic surroundings had a still more ])r()nounced eflect

on their implements, utensils, and weapons, limiting the forms and
sizes and determining to a considerable extent the kinds em])loyed in

the various districts, independently of biologic and other conditions.

In early historic times the tidewater country was inliabited by
numerous tribes of Indians,.mainly of Algonquian stock, subject to the

renowned Powhatan. A few other nations were located about the

headwaters of Cliesapeakebay and others appeared at times along the

western and southern borders. The period covered by this occupancy
practically closed about the middle of the last century. I ts beginning is

not determined, but it i)robably does not date back very many centuries.

Of antecedent or prehistoric peoples, if such there were, we have uo
134
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iiiformatiou, for the art remains are stiiiplc and lioiiiogeneous, giving no
Lint of tlie presence in tliis region of any other tlian the historic tribes.

The region is nearly identical with that explored l)y that intrepid and
illustrious adventurer and colonist, John Smith, whose accounts of the
natives are among our most valuable contributions to the aboriginal

history of the Atlantic states.

DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIALS

GEOLomC DISTKIBUTION OF STONE

The geology of the tidewater country is wholly unlike that of the
highland, and the rocks available to the aborigines in the two regions

were not only different in distrilmtion but peculiar in the shapes they
took and in other features that aftect the character of the utensils

made and employed. In the highland, west of the dotted line on the

mai> forming plate i, the varieties of rock occur in massive forms and
with definite independent distribution. The workable varieties, such
as quartz, quartzite, rhyolite, jasper, and flint. Mere much sought by
the aborigines of the lowland. Fragmental material was to be ob-

tained almost everywhere on the surface, but choice varieties were
confined to limited areas and often to distant regions, and where the

surfiice exposures were not sufficient to sujjply the demand, (piarrying

was resorted to and the work of extracting, transporting, and trading

or exchanging the stone must have become an important factor in the

lives of the peoi)le. The masses of rock were uncovered, broken up,

and tested ; the choice pieces were selected and reduced to forms
approximating the imi^lements to be made, and in this shape they
were carried to the lowland.

In the lowland all varieties of hard stones are fragmental, and the

species are intermingled in varied ways. These fragments of rock are

not merely broken, angular pieces, such as characterize the surface of

the highland, but are rounded masses and bits known as bowlders or

cobbles and pebbles, and comprise chiefly such tough, flinty, homoge-
neous stones as are available in the arts of primitive man. Nature, in

her own way, selected from the highland along the stream courses the

very choicest bits of the crumbled rocks, reduced thcni in hundreds of

cataract mills and in the breakers of the seashore to rounded forms,

and deposited them in what are now the lowlands, in great heaps and
beds, ready to the hand of primitive man.
At first it would seem to even the keenest observer that a cobble or

ovoid bowlder or pebble would be a difficult form of stone to utilize in

making knives, spearheads, arrowpoints, drills, and scrapers. The
smooth, rounded mass had to be transformed into a thin blade, every
contour of which is incisive or angular. So far apart are the two
classes of forms that few people have thought of the bowlder as a
prominent source of these objects. But when we look into the matter
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more carefully we find that nature has not provided any other form of

the several toiij^h varieties of stoue so jierfectly suited to the purposes
of the stoue-iuiplenient flaker as the bowlder or pebble.

Each river brought down I'roui the highland only such varieties of
stone as belonged to the drainage of tliat river, so that in one valley

one set of materials prevails and in another a ditt'erent set of materials

appears, varying with the geologic formations of the region drained.

Kivcrs having identical formations have nearly identical bowlders-,

long rivers crossing numerous foiinations liave many varieties; short

rivers crossing but few formations have but a limited number.
There is also a selection as to size by each drainage way. Xear the

base of the highland, where the force of the current is reduced by meet-

ing tidewater, the larger bowlders are drojjped, the smaller ones are

(U'posited farther down, and the pebbles and sand are carried far sea-

ward. Small and weak streams transport fewer ])ieces and droj) them
sooner. This selection does not hold good with ice transportation,

which agency has carried irregular masses of stone to many widely
distributed points. Notwithstanding the fact that all water-transported

stones are more or less rounded, there is a selection with respect to

degree of roundness. If dropped earlj- in the progress of transporta-

tion, the bowlder is imperfectly rounded; if carried far, it is fully

rounded. Near the margin of the highland, therefore, there is a large

percentage of imperfectly rounded stones, and farther out there is a
small percentage of decidedly irregular forms. These conditions are

probably considerably modified by the action of the waves along the

ancient seashore which skirted the base of the highland. Sucii frag-

ments as were subjected to wave action became fully rounded and were
deposited in beds along the ancient beach-lines. It is not easy to dis-

tinguish the beach-rolled material from that rounded by the llow of

streams, both agencies having no doubt frequently acted in turn on
the same material.

Again, we observe that on river banks near the base of the highland
many varieties of rock are present, but with each mile as we descend
the number is diminished—the softer species are reduced to sand as

they move toward the sea and one after another disappears. Quartz,

being the hardest, is last to yield to the erosive agents, and at various

points along the ocean beach well-polished quartz jjebbles are found.

A comparison of the Potomac and Patuxent rivers with respect to

these points is instructive. In ancient times both streams, as they
descended from the mountains, gathered fragments of rock and carried

them downward until the soft and friable ones were reduced to sand
and the tough, flinty varieties became bowlders and pebbles. The
latter consisted chiefly of (piartz and quartzite. The Potomac was a

long stream, heading far in the west and cutting through many ranges
of mountains and hills. It crossed heavy beds of quartzite in the

region of the Blue ridge. This rock is tough and massive, and breaks
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up into rather large fragments; thus it is that we liave many hirge
quartzite bowlders deposited in the valley about Washington and
below, the sizes diminishing toward the sea. Between the Blue ridge
and tidewater the river crosses a belt of gneiss rocks intersected by
many veins of quartz. This latter rock is hard and brittle, and breaks
up into small fragments, which, when rounded, are usually of the size

denominated pebbles. These were taken up by the waters in countless
numbers and distributed with the quartzite bowlders from Washington
to the sea. But the quartz is hai'der than the quartzite and resisted

the erosive agents more successfully, so that after the quartzite disaj)-

pears there are still quartz pebbles in plenty.

The other stream, the Patuxent, has a limited drainage and does
not cross the quartzite belt but drains the quartz-bearing zone. Below
the point of its entrance into the tidewater country at Laurel, we find,

of the flakable stones, chiefly quartz in small fragments; lower down
all are well rounded, lornung pebbly gravels. It is thus seen that
nature has selected the rocks used by the tidewater peoples and has
distributed them in groups varying with original location, with hard-
ness, with toughness, with shape, and with size.

GEOLOGY AND ART

The effect of the natural conditions of distribution on the stone art

of the various districts was necessarily prououuced. One community
located conveniently to deposits of large bowlders used large stones,

and the tools shaped from them average large. Another community
located in a pebble-bearing district utilized pebbles, so far as they are

capable of utilization, and this people had few large tools and many
small ones, the average size being small. Dwellers in quartzite-bearing

districts had quartzite tools, those having quartz deposits had quartz
tools, and those residing near the base of the highland had many
varieties of stone and hence used a much greater diversity of stone

tools, since the working (lualities or capacities of each stone vary from
the rest.

As a result of these conditions the tidewater Potomac is rich in

chipped tools, both of quartzite and of quartz, of home production.

The Patuxent yields a large percentage of quartz tools, most of which
are native. The Potomac yields to the collector a large percentage of

large tools, the Patuxent a large percentage of small ones. These
remarks relate to the native varieties of material and implements
made from them. Exotic materials had their own peculiar distribu-

tion, which will be examined further on.

Nearly all rude, bulky implements of chipped stone, and all failures

or rejects of manufacture, are, as a matter of course, found on or near

the sites from which the raw materials were derived. Rejects are

large and clumsy on the upper tidewater Potomac because of the large

size of the bowlders available; they are small on the Patuxent because

the pebbles utilized were small.
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Again, we observe tbat tlie percentage of failures—tlic turtlebacks
and other refuse of manufacture—decreases rapidl.N with the distance
from the source of supply of the raw material. Tliis may be illustrated

by a siip])(isiti()us case. In the vicinity of Wa.shinjxton w<^ liave a great
deposit of (juartzite bowlders. In liguie -18 the dotteil line may be
taken as roughly indicating the area yielding workable bowlders, and
the angular markings show the distribution of rejects of manufacture.
The successful blades and the finished tools jiroduced radiate much
more widely, but also diminish with distance from the source of sup-

ply, as indicated by the smaller strokes in figure 19, a generalized case
also. Favorite routes of travel would receive the fuller supply of these

^'-''-i'^y^kWA S H I N G T N

Fig. 28—Distrilmtioii of reio<-ta of iii:iniifacture, coiilineii hirj;ely to the area yielding the raw
inatiTial-

objects, and dwelling and important hunting and fishing sites would
have hirgi^ supplies, as iiulicated by "village-sites'' in figure 20. Ou
the source of supply of the raw material, failures and unfinished imple-

ments or rejects exceed finished implements in numbers, but beyond
this the latter are almost wholly ])revaleiit. So-calhnl paleolithic

forms, the rejects of manufacture, are thus confined to certain areas

—

the areas producing the raw material—and it is easy to see how, iu

various sections of the ccmntry before the true nature of these forms
was known, certain localities were thought to have been especially

lavored by the hypothetic paleolithic man.
It would ap])ear from what has been said that the artificial distri-

bution of materials is limited by, and is indeed a modification of.
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the natural distribution, and tliat each chiss of artificial objects is

scattered in a way peculiar to itself. But the human agent is an
important factor. Other things being equal, human distribution of

small things is far, of large objects near; implements of war and the

chase travel for, domestic utensils remain near; improvised articles

or devices are near, highly elaborated and valuable objects go far;

along thoroughfares distribution is far, across thoroughfares it is

near. Again, much-occupied sites are richly stocked with utensils,

while slightly occupied spots have but few; sites near the source or

sources of supply have a wealth of art, very distant (raes have almost

nothing; and sites convenient to a plentiful supply of one material

have many tools of that material; sites remote from any of the sources

VillageSjte

.Y^^^
Fig. 29—Distriltiitioii of implements, iiiucli more general ami extensive tban the tlistribntioii nf

rejects.

have a limited supply from many sources. So, too, a sedentary people

will not distribute widely, while wandering or semisedentary tribes will

transport their possessions to many distant places; and sites occupied

by numerous tribes in turn will have diversified art remains. It may
be further noted that on sites devoted to single or simple industries

the range of tools will be small, while on sites where occupations were
varied the range will be large; and that where peoples were varied,

occupations varied, materials varied, and time was long, we will have
the widest range.

The tidewater peoples were by no means content with the materials

supplied by the province in which they lived, although these naturally
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received lirst attention, ^'ot heiny liivoied by nature in the (juality

and range of tlieir material, they seem to have searched tar and near
for those finer-grained, honiojieneous varieties so much used in other

regions. They sought liint in the mountains ol' \'iiginia fully a hun-

di'ed miles beyond the tidewater limit; they discovered the slaty-look-

ing volcanic iMirphyrj' called rhyolite in Soutli mountain T.'i miles

northwest of Washington, and.jasper and argillile were ol)taiiied from

eastern and northeastern Pennsylvania. It is jjrobable that in some
cases the tidewater peoples made long Joui-neys in seai'ch of these

rocks and spent a considerable season tjuarrying and roughing out the

blank forms and selecting choice l)its to be carried home. On the other

hand, much of the material from these dititant jtlaces may have reached

the lowland by exchange or trade, and a certain amount, not ascer-

tainable, of thcsnpph'of iini)lemcnts of exotic materials was no doubt
due to visits and incursions of the peoples occupying the region of the

source of sujjply, as, for example, jasper by the Siisquehaunocks of

the north and flint by the Monacans of the west. It may be that in

time, by careful coraparisou of the forms of implements characterizing

various exotic materials, something may be suggested of the presence

of neighboring peoples in, or at least of their influence on, the art of

the tidewater region. Distribvition is really very general, implements
made of all of the varieties of stone mentioned being scattered more
or less fully over the Chesapeake-Potomac country as far south as

James river.

Jasper, the (juarries of which have recently been located by Mr H.
C. Mercer, of Philadelphia, is most plentiful in the upper Chesapeake
and Susquehanna regions. Argillite, which was obtained in the Dela-

ware valley, did not flud its way to any great extent into Maryland and
Virginia, although several caches of blades have been discovered in

the middle Chesapeake region and implements are occasionally found.

Rhyolite implements are most plentiful in the Patuxent and Potomac
valleys, and especially in those portions of them adjoining South
mountain. The quarries of this stone are iu Pennsylvania near the

head of the Monocacy, and the imi>leinents are very numerous on that

stream, while fragments of considerable size have been carried far

down the Potomac. Transportation was, no doubt, mainly by water.

Probably one-fourth of the speai-heads and arrowpoiiits of the Potomac
region are made of this rock. Dark or blackish flint was used in mak-
ing smaller projectile points, and these are rare in the tidewater

country, but increase in number toward the west, and prevail in the

middle and upper Potomac region.

It should be noted that of these exotic materials we have in the tide-

water country very few large or rude implements, and as a matter of

course failures of manufacture are rare, save those that result from
breakage during such specializing and finishing operations as were
conducted subsequently to transjjortation from the quarry. Of quartz
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and quartzite, the native flakahle stones, there are countless rejects of
manufacture of all grades, as described in the foregoing pages.

It may be said of quartzite and quartz that a portion of these mate-
rials, perhaps a large portion, especially of the latter, was gathered
from the highland beyond the tidewater limit, and no one can say from
the examination of ordinary finished implements of these materials

whether or nt>t they were made from a native bowlder or pebble or from
a foreign mass or flake; yet the presence of countless numbers of the
rejects of manufacture from bowldei-s and pebbles of these materials
within the tidewater area, and the rarity, so far as I have been able to

discover, of refuse of manufacture in the highland, seem to make the
true conditions clear.

Cut, pecked, ground, and polished implements of usual types are

common in this region. Steatite, used in making pots, pipes, sinkers,

ceremonial stones, and ornaments, was quarried in hundreds of places

along the eastern border of the highland. The unfinished objects are

found on and about the quarry sites and on dwelling sites near by.

The finished utensils and implements are scattered far and wide over
the tidewater province, but grow less plentiful as we approach the
Atlantic coast. The picks and chisels used in working the soapstone
are confined to the quarries and to shop and dwelling sites in the

vicinity. Scores of these objects have been gathered from the Chain
bridge sites, within an hour's walk of numerous (juarries of the stone

they were used in shaping.

Grooved axes and celts were made for the most part of tough bowl-

ders of volcanic and rarely of granitic rocks obtained from the stream
beds or about the margins of the highland. Failures resulting from
the manufacture of these implements are frequently found on village-

sites along the banks of the larger streams but rarely very far beyond
the range of the raw material. The implements themselves are of the
widest distribution.

COMPARATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF IMPLEMENTS

DISTRIBUTION liY CLASSES

The liability of the v^arious stone implements of the tidewater region

to transportation is approximately expressed in the partial list given

below. Beginning with those least subject to transportation and end-

ing with those most subject to it we liave the following tentative order:

Mortars, generallj' extemporized from large, tiattish or ovoid bowl-

ders having at least one concave surface, which was gradually deepened
by use or purposely hollowed out, were probably rarely far removed
from the site of their first utilization. Many other improvised tools

and utensils—mullers, pestles, hammerstones, etc—were equally home
stayers, being merely natural shapes picked uj) and adapted to the

needs of a place or occasion.
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Slit(riti:Hrd bowlders, embracing cxteiiipoiizfil clio))])infr or bonc-bri'ak-

iiij; tools, occur on all river sites wlicre bowldiMs were at hand. The
ed};c or i)oint was made liy removin};' one or more thikes, which reijiured

but a nionient's work. Thej' were not transported far beyond the limits

of the bowl(ler-i)r()diicin{j area.

Notclu<l and Kliiirjiened howldcrs, used as improvised axes and picks

or boes, are closely related to the preceding, but intended to be hafted.

Their transportation wa.sbut slight, as they are rarely found far beyond
the range of deposits of heavy bowlders. Half a dozen blows with a
hammerstone were suflKcient to fashion one of these objects. They were
probably not sutliciently essential or valued to be transjjorted, save in

exceptional cases. l»lunt-cnd liammer-like objects notched for haftiiig

are distributed spar.sely over corresponding areas.

Pirkx toid ehixcls, uacd for working steatite, traveled but little beyond
the (piarries and the neighboring villages where the finishing was done.

These consist of rude, sharp stones, of axes and celts worked over or

"upset" to secure good points and edges, and of thick leaf shape chisels

redu('ed to api)roxiniate shape by tlaking and then ground to an edge
at one or both ends.

Net sinhrrs are not common. The rude specimens were probably
carried back and forth to some extent along the streams, and small
well-finished pieces may have been carried everywhei-e.

rextles, cylindrical stones symmetrically shajjcd and well finished by
battering, were apparently carried from place to place and perhaps for

long distances. Knder sjjecimens were extemi)orized and not trans-

l)orted.

Hammerstones—Many of these objects are improvised from bowlders
and were quickly cast aside, as already indicated, but others were
carried far out into the bowlderless region.

Sodpstoiic res.sels are widely distributed, reaching in rather rare cases

points .TO miles or more from the highland in which the material was
(luarried.

Groored tixts, celts, scnipers, ilriUs, Iciiin-s, spearheads, arroirpoiuts,

as well as pipes, ceremonial stoucs, and ornaments were freely trans-

ported, covering the full range of the peoples employing them, and
not infrequentlj', no doubt, jiassing from district to district through
other hands.

Rejects resulting from failures in specialization of transported ibrms
and of attempts at remodeling of worn or broken tools are to be tbund
everywhere, but rejects of the roiighingout processes are not greatly

atfected by the transporting agencies, remaining on the shop sites, as

lias been shown.

DISTRIBUTION I5V PARTICULAR SITES

Some of the eccentricities of distribution may be illustrated by an
examination of the art contents of sites having varying relations to

the dejiosits of raw material.
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1. Ou a site of (luarrylng and manufacture wbere dwelling was
inconvenient, as ou the bluffs of Rock creek, the work was confined
mainly to roughiugout leaf-shape blades, and the series of art forms
comprises a liuuted range, including turtlebacks and other kinds of
rejects, with refuse and implements of manufacture. On the quarry-
shop sites of Rock creek nothing exotic, nothing finished, nothing that

might not readily be classed as paleolithic, if shape alone were consid-

ered, was found in three months' work.
2. On a site of quarrying and manufacture where dwelling was prac-

ticable, and where lodges were actually pitched to a limited extent, we
find intermingled with the rude forms some specialized implements and
a few tools of exotic origin, such as projectile points of rhyolite, with
axes and celts, as at Riggs mill, S miles northeast of Washington.

3. On a site of manufacture and at the same time of extensive dwell-

ing, as at Anacostia, in the District of Columbia, where much raw
material was at hand, all varieties of refuse and of rude forms are
found; likewise well-shaiied and wholly finished specimens of fiaked

tools of local origin prevail. There are also all the cut, pecked, and
]>olished tools, and the ceremonial stones and ornameuts common to

village-sites. Besides these many exotic materials in varied forms are

found.

4. Ou a village-site where no raw material save small quartz pebbles
is found there will be a full lange of small quartz rejects and of small

quartz implements, with a liberal supply of finished imijlements of

exotic materials, averaging small.

5. On a site remote from all sources of raw material, as on the east-

ern shore, the objects average small and are much varied in material

and style, having come far, through numerous peoples, and from many
sources.

Typical illustrations of the two last-mentioned varieties of sites are

ditticult to find, for the reason that in all sections, even far out toward
the present ocean beach, there are occasional ice-borne bowlders and
fragments of considerable size, and these were collected by the natives

and used for mortars and mullers and for various flaked and battered
implements; and such objects destroy the entire simplicity of condi-

tions conceived for the sites described.

IJISTRIRUTION BY GENESIS AND FUNCTION

A synoptical statement is made in the accompanying i)late (Ci),

which exhibits many of the most striking features of the tlaked-stone

archeology of this province, and indicates clearly the points most
recjuiring attention in other regions. The stories of the origin and
form of the material, of manufacture, rejection, elaboration, transpor-

tation, storage, specialization, and use are all expressed or suggested.
Four materials are represented—two native and in the form of bowl-
ders, and two exclusively exotic and derived from mass deposits. Each
series indicates the course of development through which most of the
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fliii.sbeil forms ]);isse(l between llic lirst stroke };iveii to tlie shapeless

stone and the linished work of art. The size is considerably reduced

in tlie drawing.

In the lirst and second series all tlie forms from the bowlder to the

most minute art sbai)es are represented in solid lines, beinj; exclusively

tidewater art. In the first series, niiirdjers 1. 2, 3,4, .">, and (J are shop
rejects (turtlebaeks, etc) and are not implements. Numbers 7, S. and !(

are roughed-out forms (blanks or blades ready for liuther specializa-

tion) and are not necessarily ini])lements, althoiifjh they were ix-rhaj)-*

available as kni\es and s('rai>ers. The ninnbers from 10 to IS aie spe-

cialized forms derived mainly, no doubt, from bowldeis, ami include

knives, spearheads. arrowi)oints, and perforators or drills.

The second series comjjrises Ibrins derived mainly from (juart/. ]tel)-

bles; naturally they are smallei- than the (piartzite foiins. They are

drawn in solid lines, beinj;' of native derivation. Numbers 1. 2. 3, 4,

5, (), and 7 are shop rejects (turtlebaeks) and are not imi)lement.s.

Number S is a ])rofile showing- an ordinary "peak" or humj) of the

reject. Numbers 9, 10, and 11 are successful blades, which may have
beeu employed as knives or scrapers, though siudi forms were usually

intended for s])eciali/.ation into anowpoints, spearheads, pei'forators,

etc, as indicated in numbers 12 to 20.

The third series, consisting of objects of rhyolite, is drawn jiartly in

solid lines and |>artly in dotted outlines. Those in solid lines coiuiirise

traiis))orted and specialized objects, which were collected in the tide-

water country. Those in (loltc<l lines, «, b. c. il. c, and /', are the rejects

of manufacture which aie not found in the tidewater couutiy. Iieing

obtained only on the (piarry-shoj) sites in Adams county, Pennsylvania.
The successful blades, illustrated in fi, h, and /, were carried away from
the (juarry to be used as they are or for s])ecialization into the succeed-

ing forms, j to (], when needed. The tidewater ])rovince is abundantly
suiiplied with all tln^ I'ornis from (/ to q.

The fourth series, coiin)osed of articles of Jasper, repeats very closely

the conditions of the third or ihyolite series. The sizes average
smaller on account of the inferior massiveness and minuter cleavage of

the rock. The rejects of manufacture, indicated in dotted lines, are
obtained mainly from the recently discovered (juairies in eastern Penn-
sylvania. Other ([uarries neai-er at hand may yet be found, and some
of our rivers furnish occasional bits and pebbles of this niateiial. The
cache and finished objects, (j to tj. are widely scattered over the tide-

water region. Three or four othei' materials of e(|ual interest with those
given coulil be added, but the lesson would not be made clearer than as
it stands.

It is of the utmost importance, in taking up the stone imi)lemeuts of

a region, that eai^h leading niatmial be traced back to its source, so that
from this i)oint of view a study can be made of the full life history of the
implements—the woik of quarrying, shaping, transportiug, linishing,
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and use. Each form or class of imi>lemeiit will thus be Ibiuid to have
left in its wake a trail of "wasters"' or rejects peculiar to itself. Until

these are understood, selected, and set apart, there is necessarily much
confusion.

It is seen by a study of plate ci, in conjixnction with the representa-

tions of actual specimens in preceding plates, that a half or more of the

range of native flaked forms are actually not imi)lements. Tlie sepa-

ration is approximately indicated by the upper brackets marked "not
implements" and "implements." It will be observed that this division

separates the cache forms or blanks of the middle column into two
parts. Portions of this class of objects were mere quarry shapes,

distributed to be elaborated when needed, but some of them were
probably utilized in their blank shape as knives, etc, and some show a

slight degree of specialization (as in number 9 of the first series), and
thus properly take their place with implements. Nearly all of the

specimens shown in this column are actual cache finds, some being
depicted on reduced scale in order to get the entire series within the

litiiits of a plate.

The distribution of cut, battered, ground, and iwlished stone imple-

ments, and of the refuse of their manufacture, is governed by laws
similar to those governing the distribution of flaked stone.

15 ETH 10
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Geoloffic hl.sfori/ of' the prorincr—The Potomac-Chesapeake tidewater
])i()viiii'0 lii's oiitsiilf or east of wliat is known as tlie " tall line"—the

base of t!ie liiyliUuid proper—and is a broad, much broken ])lat('au,

nowhere more than a few hundred feet in height. The geologic forma-

tions consist ill the main of loosely bedded bowlder-gravels and sands
derived from tlu^ highland at periods when the sea covered the entire

area, washing the highland along the fall line. Subsequent elevations

of a few hundred feet drove the sea outward beyond its present limit,

and erosion carved the exposed land into hills and valleys.

At a later period the land was depressed a hundred feet or more,

and the valleys were tilled with water from the sea. forming a thousand
arms and inlets whose tortuous margins now meander the old hill slojies

of th(^ province midway in their height.

Historic peoples—When first visited by the English this district was
occupied by numerous Indian tribes, who subsisted largely by hunting
and tisliiug, but engaged to some extent in the cultivation of maize.

They were a vigorous, valiant race, but had made but little progress

in any of the arts save those of mere subsistence. Today they have
entirelj- disajtpeared, and students interested in their history gather

the scattered remains of their art. seeking thus to sui)plement the

meager records of colonial days.

Art remains—The art remains preserved to our time indicate the

lirevalence of extremely simple conditions of life throughout the past,

and exhibit no features at variance with those characterizing the his-

toric occupancy. While their study throws much light on numerous
ejiisodes of the history of the aboriginal tribes, the story they tell of

themselves and of the industrial straggles of primitive peoples in gen-

eral is of profound interest.

Status of art—As indicated by the remains, art in stone—which is

the l(>adiiig art rejiresented—was still almost wliolly within the imiile-

meiitmaking phase of the stone age. mythology and the esthetic forces

not yet having lent their inspiration to the hand of the sculptor.

rtilization of stoue—Stone in its \arioiis forms was much valued and
used by these people and was sought both in the lowland and in the

highland beyond. In the lowland it occurred as bowlders and pebbles
brought down by tlie waters and in the highland as original masses
and as surface fragments dislodged by natural forces. It was gathered
from the surface for various uses, and when the supply was insutficieut
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it was dag from the ground: and thereby the (luarryiug industry

developed.

iShapiiKj provcHKi-K—The implements made were of many forms and
served a multitude of purposes. Their history divides itself naturally

into two sectious, the period of manufacture being sharply separated

from the ]>eriod of utilization. The first stage, the full analysis of

which is of the utmost importance, is studied to best advantage
through the shaping jirocesses employed in manufacture. These pro-

cesses were adapted to the kind of material utilized and the luiture of

the results desired and are groujied under four heads, as follows: (1)

Fracturing processes, (2) battering processes, (3) incising jirocesses, and

(4) abrading j)rocesses.

Fraeturc processes—Of the implements made and used in this prov-

iuco peril a])s 90 per cent were shaped by fracture iirocesses. These
deal with all brittle stone, and the shaping is attended by constant

breakage and failure, so that for each completed form several abortive

forms are produced more or less closely resembling some of the simpler

varieties of finished implements. This work was carried on all over

the large area furnishing the raw material, and the articles made and
used were everywhere intimately intermingled with the rejectage of

manufacture. So confusing were the conditions that no definite line

could be drawn between the two classes of objects. The discovery of

quarries in the hills, entirely isolated from sites and phenomena of

siJecialization and use, made the separation easy, and led to a correct

understanding of what may well be called the moi'pliology of flaked

implements.
Loiclaiiil qnarrics—The great quarries of the lowland were located

in the bluffs about the head of tidewater on the Potomac and yielded

qnartzite bowlders in vast numbers. These were obtained and par-

tially elaborated on the local shop sites. The bowlders were cast out

of the pits and a fey^ flakes removed to test the material; the best

stone was selected and the desired imiilements ronghed-out by free-

hand fracture. The form almost universally sought svas a leaf-shape

blade suitable for further elaboration into any of the specialized forms
having their genesis through this general form. The blades made

—

with ])erhaps unshaped flakes and fragments—were carried away, and
the soil soon closed over the pits and the vast bodies of shop refuse;

and these latter, now lor the first time systematically examined, tell the

story of operations and results with absolute certainty and complete
uniformity.

Story of rejcduge and refuse—The debris of the quarry-shops consists

of (1) tested and shattered bowlders, (2) flakes, and (3) broken and
abortive incipient iinjilements, the last necessarily illustrating all the

stej)s of implement develoi)ment from inception to the end of the quarry
work. Thinness was an essential feature of the blades made, and
failure resulted in a majority of cases from the development of too
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{jreat lliickiics.s iiloiij;' the middle of the turiii. It is these thick I'uriiis,

rtaketlou one or both sides and exhibiting types of conforinatiou neces-

sarily oft repented, and scattered over the country wherever shajiiiig

fioni bowlders was attempted, that lia\e puzzled and confused archeolo-

gists. It was not the practice here or elsewhere to finish the imple-

ments on the quarry site. The form was develoited just far enough to

make trans2>ortation easy and the subsecpient work of specialization

simple and safe.

Destiny of the quarry product—From the quarry-sh()])s the blades

were carried away to be specialized, finished, and used. Some are

tbuud in hoards or caches, suggesting transportation from the quarries

or from place to jdaco in numbers; some are found on village-sites and
scattered over the fields, and many examples still retain the crude

edges and points just as they came from tlui roughiug-out shops; others

are neatly trimmed, probably for use as knives, scrapers, etc, while

the vast majority are sharpened and stemmed, or notched for hafting

as projectile pt)ints. Jn these olijects we liave not only the quarry-

shop product but the product of all other shops of the province as \vell.

Rmh; flahed implements—Numerous heavy llaked implements of the

region, found on \illagesites, in shell banks, and elsewhere, were shaped
from bowlders hy striking off a few flakes, giving rude edges and points.

They are not of quarry origin as the inferior grades of material, found
very generally distributed, were utilized. As scattered about they are

not easily distinguished from the ordinary rejectage of blade making.
flif/hhind quarries—Quarries beyond the limits of the tidewater region

were extensively worked by implement makers. The stone was in the

mass, but the processes employed in shaping it and the results reached
closely duplicate corresponding features in tlie lowland quarries. The
blades made were transported to all parts of the lowland and worked
up into implements duplicating the local varieties. No rejects of this

work are found in the lowland, and rude implements of the materials

involved are extremely rare outside of the highland.

Battering and ahrading processes—Implements to be shaped by these

processes—celts, axes, and the like—were very often reduccHl to approxi-

nnite shai)e by flaking. Tough, heavy, hard stones were preferred, and
disseminated water-worn pieces were often chosen. The fracturing

process(;s eni])loyed were the same as those concerned in ordinary

liaking, but since; the objects to be made were of diflerent classes the

rejectage presents distinct types of form. The celt, the most numerous
class of ])ecked-abraded tools, has a wide edge and a roundish body
somewhat i)ointed above. Flaked implements of leaf-blade (uigin have
a i)oint instead of an edge, while the bodies are Hat and the upper end
is broad. These distinc^tions were necessarily foreshadowed in the

incipient forms, and aborted s])ecimens, found intermingled on sites of

manufa(-ture, may be distinguished by tendencies, in the one type, to

si)ecialization of a broad end, and in the other by tendencies to detiui-
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tioTi of a pointed end. The celt forms roiiglied-out by flaking were
specialized by peeking processes and completed by grinding and pol-

ishing, the rejectage being unimportant, as the i)rocesses were not so

violent as to lead to freqnent breakage.

Iiicisiuii processes—Softer varieties of stone were shaped by cut-

ting. The rock, chieiSy soapstone, was extensively quarried from mas-
sive deposits in the highland and worked into vessels, pipes, and a few
less imi)ortant varieties of objects. As with the other groups, the

articles made were only roughed-out in the quarries, specializing and
finishing being conducted mainly on sites of use. The implements
emi)l(>yed iu this work form a distinct class. Many of the quarry
forms are rude sledges and picks, while the cutting tool i>roper is a

chisel or pick—according to the manner of hafting—made of hard,

tough stone and shaped usually by flaking, pecking, and grinding.

Sites of manufacture for these tools have not been observed, and are

probably scattered and unimportant.
Distribution of implements—Distribution is found to present a num-

ber of points of interest, most of which pertain to the relation of the
implements as found to the sources of the raw material. Kejectage of

manufacture is little subject to transportation, though raw material in

convenient form may have traveled a long way. The smaller imple-

ments found their way to very distant parts, while the larger and
especially the ruder forms remained on or near the sites of original

use. Distribution from the great quarries was doubtless in large num-
bers, aiul trade as well as use may have assisted in the dissemination.

The general distriliution over the country was brought about by many
minor agencies connected with use. Each jirovince, each district, and
site, here and elsewhere, is supplied with art remains brought together

by the various agencies of environment—topographic, geologic, biologic,

and ethuic—and the action of these agencies is to a large extent sus-

ceptible of analysis, and this analysis, properly conducted, constitutes

a very large part of the science of prehistoric archeology.



S Uri'LEM K> TAi; Y NOTES

The (luarry jiroup i)i'esciite(l in the fiontisiiiece and ajjaiii in another

setting- in phite cii was prepared as an exposition exhibit ratlier tlian

as a iieeessaiy featnre of the stndies i-eeorded in the ])resent ])aper. It

may be further stated that it is intendeil to exeinj)lify a jjreat art of tlie

rac^e—the shajiinj^ of stone by tiakiiig processes—ratlier than to illus-

trate a satisfactorily established ejjisode in the history of a particular

people. After tlie retui n of tlie grouj) from the World's Columbian
Exposition at Ohicago, where it formed part of a set of exhibits illus-

tratini;' the various nreat quarry-shops of the United States, I con-

ceived tiie notion that the figures could be taken to I'iny branch and
placed in the actual quarries, thus more graphically jjortraying the

ancient operations. A site was selected for the purpose on the margin
of a gulch near Fourteenth street, where some great oaks grow on the

beds of ancient refuse; but before the project could be carried out I

was called away from the work i)ermanently. I happened, however,
to mention my plans to Messrs Gushing and Dinwiddle, of the Bureau
of Ethnology, and these gentlemen very generously took uj) the work,

aud the result is indicated in the accompanying view, plate cii, which
on its receipt was a great surprise to me, as much more had been done
than I had contenii>late(l. It seems that ^Ir Gushing found traces of

dwelling on the sit(^ selected, aiul rescdved to restore the scenes of the

past in all possible detail without deviating from the theoretic his-

toric models. He established a camp, built the lodge of matting,

carried out an antique wooden mortar and other appropriate utensils,

laid a hearth of bowlders, and constructed the framework of i)oles for

drying fish aiul game. Tlie scene is altogether complete and realistic

though the jiicture is somewhat lacking in contrast of light and shade.

It remains only to say in this connection that I desire nothing more
than that the group should be taken for what it is worth as an illus-

tration of a most iini)ortaiit industry carried on in nearly every part

of the country. It will, however, I am sure, assist in conveying a deti-

uite iiui)i(;ssion of the work ])r()secuted so extensively in the District of

Golumbia, and as it associates with the (piarries the only ])eople that

have any claim whatsoever to the occu])ancy of the region and the site,

the (^haiu-es are greatly in favor of the jiractical correctness of the

impressions conveyed.
Since the com])letioii of this grouj) it has been a source of regret that

a fourth liguie was not added to illustrate the final steps of tiie work

—

the specializing of the blades by pressure processes—though it is true
150
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tliat this would be putting- together portions of the work not usually

associated in the great quarries here and elsewhere. General condi-

tions would ha\'c warranted tlie association, however, for, as has been
shown elsewhere, where sites of dwelling or use were closely combined
with sites producing the raw material the roughing-out operations were
doubtless often followed by the finishing processes in a continuous
series.

Cojiics of the group, as illustrated iu the ft'ontispiece, are now set

up in the National Museum at Washington and in the Field Colum-
bian ^luseum at Chicago.

II

While engaged iu the work of excavation on the Piny branch quarry
site, I took up the matter of the shaiiing processes employed by the
quarrymen, and assunung that bowlders were used for hammerstones,
attemi>ted to accomplish by free-hand flaking what had been done by
the ancient artisans. For some time I labored at great disadvantage,

as 1 was experimenting as a rule with material already rejected as

unfit for use. When the quarry face was reached and the superiority

of the bowlders fresh from the bed realized, I took up the work with
renewed hope, but an accident to my left arm, resulting from attempts
to flake a very large stone beld in the left hand, caused the practical

discontinuance of the experiments. Although not absolutely sure that

I was working as the quarrymen had worked, there can be no doubt
that I was not far wrong, for no other known process could take the

place of free hand percussion in fracturing and tlaking the lirni, smooth,

round bowlders. The hammer, even if of other material; would have
to be operated in an identical manner.

In taking up the work of tlaking stone I fully realized the ditticulty

of the task. The art is not to be learned in a day any more than are

any of the ordinary mechanic arts such as carpentry or the working of

metal, yet if savages learned it others can learn it, and no doubt of

ultimate success need be felt by any student willing to give liberally of

time and labor.

The difiBculty of flaking the stone was not great, for a considerable

percentage of the bowlders fracture with comparative ease; but the

great difficulty was iu causing the flakes to carry far enough across the

face of the stone to give the necessary low convexity to the surface,

and when this result was reached approximately on one side it was
extremely uncertain whether it could be repeated on the other side, the

re([uisite form, as indicated in this and all other quarry-shops of the

same class, being a thin blade of lensliko profile. The sections shown
in figure 29a illustrate phases of successful and unsuccessful flaking.

In the first illustration the left side shows the removal of four flakes

and reduction of the surf:ice to nearly the necessary degree of convex-

ity. The work on the other side failed utterly, the flakes did not carry,

and a high i^eak resulted. This is the profile of multitudes of failures.
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Intliesccoud lij;ure the llakiiiy prof^ressed eiicouragiiigly on both .sides,

but neither was reduced to the requisite flatness. A blade of this

degree of convexity was usually rejected. A satisfactoiy ])n)lilc was
produced in the third case illus-

trated, and as indicated in the
fourth fif^nire a hu'ky sjilittingof

till' bowlder made it possible to

produce two successful blades.

I found that very often before

I had obtained the desired jiro-

file some unfortunate blow shat-

tered the stone, but I got very
near the desired result in nu-

merous cases, duplicating the

best of the rejected forms, but
falling a little short of the blade
as perfected by the ancient work-
men and carried away for use

and elaboration.

In platecm someof the results

of my efforts at blade making are

presented. I observed that the
rejectage of my work, where fall-

ing among the freshly uncovered
rejectage of the site, was not to

be distinguished from it in any
way—not even in many cases by
the freshness of the fracture.

As to the work of specializing the perfected blade into keen-edged
knives, slender drills, and stemmed and notched projectile jioints, it

does not seem to compare in difficulty with the making of the thin

blades themselves from the bowlders.

Fig. 29a—Cross st'ctiona illustrating successive re-

moval of flakes from bowlders. The dotted space
is the section of form produced, a and & being fail-

ures and c aud d successes.


